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1 of 1 DOCUMENT: Halsbury's Laws of Australia/110 -- Contract/V ILLEGALITY/(3) EFFECTS OF
ILLEGALITY/(B) Actions Dependent on Illegality in Contract for Success
(B) ACTIONS DEPENDENT ON ILLEGALITY IN CONTRACT FOR SUCCESS

The paragraph below is current to 31 May 2003
[110-7280] Ex turpi maxim The basic maxim of the common law, ex turpi causa non oritur actio,1 applies to causes
of action which depend for their enforcement on an illegal contract.2 The maxim, although itself confined to the law
of contract, states one aspect of a broader principle of public policy.3
Therefore, if the plaintiff4 is relying on the illegality for a cause of action, relief will be refused even if illegality has
not been specifically pleaded.5 The maxim is applied by the court, not for the benefit of the defendant, but to protect
the public by refusing to allow the machinery of the courts to be used to assist the commission (or furtherance) of
illegal acts, which might be achieved by the enforcement of rights arising from illegal acts.6
The application of the maxim does not depend on whether the illegality in question rendered the contract void:7 it is
sufficient that the plaintiff committed some illegal act when performing the contract.8 Moreover, the effect of
illegality is to prevent a plaintiff from recovering under a contract even though the plaintiff can show that at the time
of making the contract the plaintiff had no intent to break the law and that at the time of performance the plaintiff did
not know that what he or she was doing was illegal.9 However, the courts have warned against applying the maxim
too rigidly.10 Moreover, recent cases question the application of the ex turpi rule in a more general way, and may
restrict it to claims which involve the direct enforcement of an illegal contract.11
The fact that the plaintiff has committed an unlawful act is not necessarily conclusive, assuming that the contract is
not illegal, or contrary to public policy, and the court must inquire whether the public interest dictates a conclusion
adverse to the plaintiff.12 The nature of the unlawful act, the degree of knowledge and the likelihood that
enforcement of the contract would encourage the repetition of the act are factors which may be considered.13 Indeed,
there are suggestions in the recent cases that the ex turpi rule is not always applicable even if the contract is illegal or
contrary to public policy, provided that the particular claim which the plaintiff seeks to make is not expressly
prohibited by the statute or common law rule which gives rise to the illegality.14
Notes
1 That is, no cause of action arises out of illegality. See, for example, Holman v Johnson (1775) 1 Cowp 341 at 343; [1775-1802] All ER
Rep 98; (1775) 98 ER 1120 at 1121
per Lord Mansfield (no court will lend its aid to one who founds a cause of action upon an immoral or an illegal act).

2 See Smith v Jenkins (1970) 119 CLR 397 at 410-14; [1970] ALR 519; (1970) 44 ALJR 78
per Windeyer J; Nelson v Nelson (1995) 184 CLR 538 at 561; 132 ALR 133 at 151; 70 ALJR 47; [1995] 19 Leg Rep 14
per Deane and Gummow JJ; Fitzgerald v FJ Leonhardt Pty Ltd (1997) 189 CLR 215 at 220; 143 ALR 569 at 571; 71 ALJR 653
per Dawson and Toohey JJ. See also McKenna v Perecich [1973] WAR 56 at 64
.

3 See Gollan v Nugent (1988) 166 CLR 18 at 46; 82 ALR 193; 63 ALJR 11
per Deane, Dawson, Toohey and Gaudron JJ. Compare Nelson v Nelson (1995) 184 CLR 538 at 595-7; 132 ALR 133 at 178-9; 70
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ALJR 47; [1995] 19 Leg Rep 14
per Toohey J. Although in England the maxim is itself regarded as having a wider application (see, for example, Hardy v Motor
Insurers' Bureau [1964] 2 QB 745 at 767; [1964] 2 All ER 742; [1964] 3 WLR 433
; Clunis v Camden and Islington Area Health Authority [1998] QB 978 at 986; [1998] 3 All ER 180; [1998] 2 WLR 902 at 907-8
per the court, CA) the effect is the same: Pitts v Hunt [1991] 1 QB 24; [1990] 3 All ER 344; [1990] 3 WLR 542
, CA. See also Fire and All Risks Insurance Co Ltd v Powell [1966] VR 513 at 522
, SC(VIC), Full Court (where an erroneous view of scope of maxim did not affect the decision). For application of the broader
principle to claims in tort see NEGLIGENCE [300-150] (defence of illegality to action in negligence), TORT.
4 That is, the person invoking the aid of the court.
5 See Scott v Brown, Doering, McNab & Co [1892] 2 QB 724 at 728, 732; [1891-94] All ER Rep 654
; Noble v Maddison (1912) 12 SR (NSW) 435 at 436; 29 WN (NSW) 137
; Knowles v Fuller (1947) 48 SR (NSW) 243 at 245; 65 WN (NSW) 65
; North v Marra Developments Ltd (1981) 148 CLR 42 at 60; 37 ALR 341; 56 ALJR 106; 6 ACLR 386
; Fitzgerald v FJ Leonhardt Pty Ltd (1997) 189 CLR 215 at 220; 143 ALR 569 at 571; 71 ALJR 653
per Dawson and Toohey JJ. As to pleading illegality see generally [110-7020].
6 See, for example, Re Arbitration between Mahmoud and Ispahani [1921] 2 KB 716 at 729; [1921] All ER Rep 217
, CA; Chai Sau Yin v Liew Kwee Sam [1962] AC 304 at 311
, PC.
7 See, for example, TP Rich Investments Pty Ltd v Calderon [1964] NSWR 709 at 716
; North v Marra Developments Ltd (1981) 148 CLR 42 at 60; 37 ALR 341; 56 ALJR 106; 6 ACLR 386
.
8 The contract may be enforceable by the defendant: see Archbolds (Freightage) Ltd v S Spanglett Ltd [1961] 1 QB 374 at 388
per Devlin LJ, CA (if at the time of making the contract there is an intent to perform it in an unlawful way, the contract, although
it remains alive, is unenforceable at the suit of the party having that intent. If the intent is held in common, it is not enforceable at all).
9 See Archbolds (Freightage) Ltd v S Spanglett Ltd [1961] 1 QB 374 at 388
per Devlin LJ, CA.

10 See, for example, Hardy v Motor Insurers' Bureau [1964] 2 QB 745; [1964] 2 All ER 742; [1964] 3 WLR 433
(plaintiff entitled to compensation for personal injuries under agreement between government and insurer providing for payment
to injured person in respect of liability of uninsured driver even though plaintiff's injuries caused by unlicensed vehicle the driver of
which committed criminal offences); Fire and All Risks Insurance Co Ltd v Powell [1966] VR 513
, SC(VIC), Full Court (use of vehicle in contravention of statute did not preclude claim under insurance contract which did not
exclude liability for the claim and the insured did not deliberately cause loss). See also Charlton v Fisher [2002] QB 578; [2001] 3 WLR
1435
, CA. Although these cases rely on a view that the ex turpi maxim is wider than accepted in Gollan v Nugent (1988) 166 CLR 18 at
46; 82 ALR 193; 63 ALJR 11
per Deane, Dawson, Toohey and Gaudron JJ, this is not a reason for doubting the decisions.
11 See generally Nelson v Nelson (1995) 184 CLR 538; 132 ALR 133; 70 ALJR 47; [1995] 19 Leg Rep 14
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; Fitzgerald v FJ Leonhardt Pty Ltd (1997) 189 CLR 215; 143 ALR 569; 71 ALJR 653
.
12 The suggestions in several English cases (see, for example, Euro-Diam Ltd v Bathurst [1990] 1 QB 1 at 35; [1988] 2 All ER 23;
[1988] 2 WLR 517
, CA; Howard v Shirlstar Container Transport Ltd [1990] 3 All ER 366; [1990] 1 WLR 1292
) that relief should ultimately be governed by an overriding rule of public policy, that is, the 'public conscience test', were discredited
by the House of Lords in Tinsley v Milligan [1994] 1 AC 340; [1993] 3 All ER 65; [1993] 3 WLR 126
. Although the High Court in Nelson v Nelson (1995) 184 CLR 538 at 593 per Toohey J, at 605-8, 612 per McHugh J; 132 ALR
133 at 176, 186-8, 192; 70 ALJR 47; [1995] 19 Leg Rep 14
refused to apply the law there stated, it did not in terms approve the conscience test. See also Gollan v Nugent (1988) 166 CLR 18
at 33-5; 82 ALR 193; 63 ALJR 11
per Brennan J.
13 See, for example, Fire and All Risks Insurance Co Ltd v Powell [1966] VR 513
, SC(VIC), Full Court (use of vehicle without permit in contravention of statute did not preclude claim under insurance contract
since criminal act was not so antisocial that the claim should be refused in the public interest).
14 See Nelson v Nelson (1995) 184 CLR 538 at 557-61 per Deane and Gummow JJ, at 611 per McHugh J; 132 ALR 133 at 148-51, 191;
70 ALJR 47; [1995] 19 Leg Rep 14
; Fitzgerald v FJ Leonhardt Pty Ltd (1997) 189 CLR 215 at 228-9; 143 ALR 569 at 578; 71 ALJR 653
per McHugh and Gummow JJ.

The paragraph below is current to 31 May 2003
[110-7285] No action for damages or debt A plaintiff is not entitled to recover damages, whether in contract or in
tort, if the cause of action depends on illegality for its success.1
Similarly, no action is available to recover a debt which would otherwise be due under an illegal contract.2
Common illustrations are claims for the agreed price of land under an illegal sale of land contract, claims by
suppliers of goods for the price of goods sold under illegal sale contracts or payments due under illegal contracts of
lease or hire, and claims for work done or services rendered under illegal employment and agency contracts.3
However, the ex turpi maxim will not apply if the contract is not illegal and there is no reliance on any illegal act.4
Moreover, claims in restitution, which often involve a claim similar to an action in debt, may sometimes be brought
in respect of the plaintiff's performance.5
Notes
1 See, for example, Cohen v Kittell (1889) 22 QBD 680
(commission agent who failed to place bet not liable for amount of prospective gains, less the prospective losses and his
commission, since wagering contracts (if made) were void); Nicholls v Stanton (1915) 15 SR (NSW) 337; 32 WN (NSW) 102
(action in respect of a fraudulent misrepresentation which induced plaintiff to purchase a motor car unsuccessful where the contract
was illegal by statute because plaintiff had to prove and rely on contract); Re Arbitration between Mahmoud and Ispahani [1921] 2 KB
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716; [1921] All ER Rep 217
, CA (no claim for non-acceptance of goods where sale of goods contract expressly prohibited by statute); Bradshaw v Gilbert's
(A'asian) Agency (Vic) Pty Ltd (1952) 86 CLR 209; [1952] ALR 969; (1952) 26 ALJ 441
(no claim where sale of goods at a price greater than maximum fixed by regulation prohibited); Thomas Brown and Sons Ltd v Fazal
Deen (1962) 108 CLR 391; [1963] ALR 378; (1962) 36 ALJR 229
(action for defendants' failure to return goods deposited with defendants under illegal bailment contract failed because it was
necessary for the plaintiffs to rely on the contract). Contrast Fire and All Risks Insurance Co Ltd v Powell [1966] VR 513
, SC(VIC), Full Court (insurance contract not void or illegal where employee used vehicle in contravention of statute and claim for
indemnity under policy available).
2 See McCarthy Bros (Milk Vendors) Pty Ltd v Dairy Farmers' Co-op Milk Co Ltd (1945) 45 SR (NSW) 266
(statutory rebate not recoverable where plaintiff carried on illegal business). See also Dressy Frocks Pty Ltd v Bock (1951) 51 SR
(NSW) 390; 68 WN (NSW) 287
, SC(NSW), Full Court (money lent under illegal contract).
3 See, for example, Pearce v Brooks (1866) LR 1 Ex 213; [1861-73] All ER Rep 102
(hire not recoverable where goods hired out under illegal and sexually immoral contract); Wild v Simpson [1919] 2 KB 544;
[1918-19] All ER Rep 682; (1919) 121 LT 326
, CA (employee cannot recover wages earned in performing illegal employment contract); Wilkinson v Osborne (1915) 21 CLR 89;
16 SR (NSW) 95; 22 ALR 57
; Wood v Little (1921) 29 CLR 564
(commission not recoverable under illegal agency contracts); Australian Real Estate Investment Co Ltd v Gillis [1935] SASR 148
(balance of price of land not recoverable where contract illegal); J Dennis & Co Ltd v Munn [1949] 2 KB 327; [1949] 1 All ER 616
(no entitlement to payment for unlicensed building work); Chai Sau Yin v Liew Kwee Sam [1962] AC 304
(no action for price of goods sold to partnership under illegal contract); JM Allan (Merchandising) Ltd v Cloke [1963] 2 QB 340;
[1963] 2 All ER 258
(hire not recoverable where goods hired out for unlawful purpose); TP Rich Investments Pty Ltd v Calderon [1964] NSWR 709
(no action available on dishonoured cheque where plaintiff lessor stipulated for unlawful use of premises); Ambassador
Refrigeration Pty Ltd v Trocadero Building and Investment Co Pty Ltd [1968] 1 NSWR 75
(price of defective goods not recoverable where contract impliedly prohibited by statute); Pretorius Pty Ltd v Muir & Neil Pty Ltd
[1976] 1 NSWLR 213
(price of goods not recoverable under contract for sale of therapeutic substance prohibited by statute); North v Marra Developments
Ltd (1981) 148 CLR 42; 37 ALR 341; 56 ALJR 106; 6 ACLR 386
(stockbrokers not entitled to remuneration where they participated in illegal conduct in conspiring to deceive public). See also
Henderson v Amadio Pty Ltd (No 2) (1996) 62 FCR 221; 140 ALR 596 at 602; 20 ACSR 367
per Heerey J (claim for amounts which would otherwise have been payable under mortgage and guarantee failed where contracts
illegal).
4 See Fitzgerald v FJ Leonhardt Pty Ltd (1997) 189 CLR 215 at 220; 143 ALR 569 at 571; 71 ALJR 653
per Dawson and Toohey JJ (plaintiff in no way relied on illegality in establishing cause of action for contract debt arising from
performance of drilling contract in the course of which a statutory offence was committed by the defendant). Compare Hall v Woolston
Hall Leisure Ltd [2000] 4 All ER 787; [2001] 1 WLR 225
, CA (statutory rights arising on discrimination by dismissal of employee not affected by employee's knowledge that employer
engaged in tax evasion).
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5 See [110-7390], [110-7395].

The paragraph below is current to 31 May 2003
[110-7290] No recovery of money or property transferred If an action to recover money transferred to the
defendant depends for its success on reliance on the illegality, the action will not generally be available.1
Similarly, if an action to recover property transferred to the defendant depends for its success on reliance on the
illegality, the action will not be available.2
However, these cases applying this rule were decided before unjust enrichment was adopted3 as the basis for
restitution, and the scope of the rule may need to be reconsidered in the light of application of that concept in recent
cases.4 In any event, the approach to such claims is not now as strict as in the past, being qualified by the principles
regulating restitution for an unjust enrichment.5
Notes
1 See, for example, Kearley v Thomson (1890) 24 QBD 742; [1886-90] All ER Rep 1055
, CA (plaintiff failed in action to recover money paid to solicitors because their contract not to appear at public examination of
bankrupt was illegal and he relied on the illegality); Harse v Pearl Life Assurance Co [1904] 1 KB 558; [1904-7] All ER Rep 630;
[1904] WN 44
, CA (non-recoverability of premiums paid under insurance policy void for want of insurable interest); George v Greater Adelaide
Land Development Co Ltd (1929) 43 CLR 91; [1930] ALR 72; (1929) 3 ALJ 316
(part payment of purchase price under a contract of sale which contravened statute irrecoverable where it was paid to a party to the
contract pursuant to the contract); Berg v Sadler [1937] 2 KB 158; [1937] 1 All ER 637
(no recovery of money paid under criminal attempt to obtain goods by false pretences); Cheers v Pacific Acceptance Corp Ltd
(1960) SR (NSW) 1 (money paid under prohibited hire-purchase agreement not recoverable). For a suggestion that Cheers v Pacific
Acceptance Corp Ltd (1960) SR (NSW) 1 is inconsistent with Kiriri Cotton Co Ltd v Dewani [1960] AC 192; [1960] 1 All ER 177;
[1960] 2 WLR 127
, PC see Henderson v Amadio Pty Ltd (No 2) (1996) 62 FCR 221; 140 ALR 596 at 605; 20 ACSR 367
per Heerey J.
2 See, for example, M'Cahill v Henty (1878) 4 VLR (E) 68
(no order for reconveyance of land available when the transferee received title pursuant to illegal contract); Taylor v Chester (1869)
LR 4 QB 309; [1861-73] All ER Rep 154
(action in respect of half of a £50 bank note pledged as security for the payment of a debt arising out of the supply of wine and
suppers for consumption in a debauch in a brothel failed); Chettiar v Chettiar [1962] AC 294; [1962] 1 All ER 494; [1962] 2 WLR 548
(action for retransfer of land transferred without consideration not available where transfer pursuant to agreement to deceive
administration). Compare Bigos v Bousted [1951] 1 All ER 92
(share certificate not recoverable where given as security in illegal currency transaction). Contrast Drever v Drever [1936] ALR
446; (1936) 10 ALJ 207
(order for return of certificates of title where no consideration and defence of illegality not made out).
3 See [110-11645].
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4 See further [110-7390], [110-7395].
5 See, for example, Hurst v Vestcorp Ltd (1988) 12 NSWLR 394 at 445-6; 13 ACLR 17; 6 ACLC 286
per McHugh JA (Kirby P agreeing), CA(NSW) (money paid under contract not severable from prohibited contract is recoverable
where there is no legislative intention to deny a claim in restitution and debtor would be unjustly enriched). See also Fitzgerald v FJ
Leonhardt Pty Ltd (1997) 189 CLR 215 at 231; 143 ALR 569 at 580; 71 ALJR 653
per McHugh and Gummow JJ.

The paragraph below is current to 31 May 2003
[110-7295] Other remedies The equitable remedies of specific performance1 and injunction2 are not available
where a contract is illegal3 or unenforceable.4 For example, no relief by way of injunction will be given to enforce a
restraint clause which is contrary to public policy and void or unenforceable on that ground.5 Other remedies, such as
rectification,6 declaration or an account of profits will also be refused in most cases.7
However, these are all remedies which generally assume the validity of the contract, and other remedies, particularly
remedies in restitution based on an unjust enrichment, may be available where independent of the contract.8
Notes
1 See generally [110-11840]-[110-11895].
2 See generally [110-11900]-[110-11935].
3 See, for example, Chapman v Wade [1939] SASR 298 at 302-4
(no jurisdiction to order the specific performance of a contract for the sale of land prohibited by statute). Contrast, for example,
Langley v Foster (1906) 4 CLR 167
(defendant's agreement to lease land and timber to plaintiff construed as offering so much as defendant could lawfully transfer and
specifically enforceable on that basis).
4 See, for example, Lindner v Murdock's Garage (1950) 83 CLR 628; 24 ALJ 566
(covenant in employment contract in unreasonable restraint of trade); Vancouver Malt and Sake Brewing Co Ltd v Vancouver
Breweries Ltd [1934] AC 181
, PC (covenant in sale of business contract in unreasonable restraint of trade). Contrast, for example, Pearson v Arcadia Stores
Guyra Ltd (No 1) (1935) 53 CLR 571; [1935] ALR 295; (1936) 9 ALJ 120
(injunction to restrain breach of valid restraint covenant on sale of business); Orton v Melman [1981] 1 NSWLR 583
, McLelland J (injunction granted restraining the defendant from practising as medical practitioner in breach of restraint clause in
partnership deed severable under (NSW) Restraints of Trade Act 1976).
5 See [110-7160]-[110-7245].
6 See, for example, DJE Constructions Pty Ltd v Maddocks [1982] 1 NSWLR 5; (1981) 38 ALR 185; 6 ACLR 171; (1981) CLC
¶40-732
, CA(NSW) (no rectification of share register where claim based on agreement which, if it existed, was illegal by companies
legislation prohibiting the giving of financial assistance to purchase shares). See generally on rectification [110-5565]-[110-5620].
7 See, for example, Noble v Maddison (1912) 12 SR (NSW) 435; 29 WN (NSW) 137
(no account of profits under partnership agreement when defendant entered into illegal contracts); Munro v Morrison [1980] VR 83
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(no declaration that defendant held land on trust for plaintiff available where claim founded on illegal transaction). See also
Henderson v Amadio Pty Ltd (No 2) (1996) 62 FCR 221; 140 ALR 596 at 610; 20 ACSR 367
per Heerey J (contribution). However, an agent may be bound to account for money (or property) received from a third party even
though the principal's contract with the third party is illegal: see also AGENCY [15-190].
8 See generally [110-7390], [110-7395].

The paragraph below is current to 31 May 2003
[110-7300] Generally no estoppel There is generally no estoppel1 to prevent a defendant setting up illegality as a
defence to an action framed in reliance on illegality.2 Estoppel may, however, be relevant where the fault of the
plaintiff is relevant and at issue.3
Notes
1 See [110-810]-[110-915], [110-9485]-[110-9495] and generally EQUITY, ESTOPPEL.
2 See, for example, Re Arbitration between Mahmoud and Ispahani [1921] 2 KB 716 at 729, 732; [1921] All ER Rep 217
, CA (seller could not, in an action for damages for breach of contract, rely on the buyer's representation that he possessed licence
as creating an estoppel precluding reliance on statutory illegality); Hatcher v White (1953) 53 SR (NSW) 285; 70 WN (NSW) 189
, SC(NSW), Full Court (plaintiff unable to sue on a contract requiring a permit because defendant not estopped from setting up a
defence of illegality to such a claim). See also Day Ford Pty Ltd v Sciacca [1990] 2 Qd R 209 at 216 per Macrossan CJ
.

3 See, for example, Psaltis v Schultz (1948) 76 CLR 547 at 558; 49 SR (NSW) 59; [1948] 2 ALR 502; (1948) 22 ALJ 328
per Dixon J (action for breach of promise available, notwithstanding rule of public policy (see [110-7155]), if the promisee was
ignorant of the fact that the promisor was married when promise made; however actions for breach of promises to marry have now been
abolished (see (CTH) Marriage Act 1961 s 111A)). As to 'fault' see further [110-7305]-[110-7355].
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Preliminary Part I

Section 1

An Act relating to the Australian Security
Intelligence Organisation
Part IPreliminary
1 Short title
This Act may be cited as the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation Act 1979.

2 Commencement
This Act shall come into operation on a date to be fixed by
Proclamation.

3 Repeal
The Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1956 and
the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1976 are
repealed.

4 Definitions
In this Act, unless the contrary intention appears:
activities prejudicial to security includes any activities concerning
which Australia has responsibilities to a foreign country as referred
to in paragraph (b) of the definition of security in this section.
acts of foreign interference means activities relating to Australia
that are carried on by or on behalf of, are directed or subsidised by
or are undertaken in active collaboration with, a foreign power,
being activities that:
(a) are clandestine or deceptive and:
(i) are carried on for intelligence purposes;
(ii) are carried on for the purpose of affecting political or
governmental processes; or
(iii) are otherwise detrimental to the interests of Australia; or
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979
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Part I Preliminary

Section 4
(b) involve a threat to any person.
ASIS has the meaning given by the Intelligence Services Act 2001.
attacks on Australias defence system means activities that are
intended to, and are likely to, obstruct, hinder or interfere with the
performance by the Defence Force of its functions or with the
carrying out of other activities by or for the Commonwealth for the
purposes of the defence or safety of the Commonwealth.
Australia, when used in a geographical sense, includes the external
Territories.
authority of a State:
(a) in Part IVhas the meaning given by subsection 35(1); and
(b) otherwiseincludes:
(i) a Department of State of a State, or a Department of the
Public Service of a State; and
(ii) a body, whether incorporated or not, established for
public purposes by or under a law of a State; and
(iii) a body corporate in which a State or a body referred to
in subparagraph (ii) has a controlling interest.
authority of the Commonwealth includes:
(a) a Department of State or an Agency within the meaning of
the Public Service Act 1999;
(aa) a Department within the meaning of the Parliamentary
Service Act 1999;
(b) the Defence Force;
(c) a body, whether incorporated or not, established for public
purposes by or under a law of the Commonwealth or of a
Territory;
(d) the holder of an office established for public purposes by or
under a law of the Commonwealth or of a Territory;
(e) a prescribed body established in relation to public purposes
that are of concern to the Commonwealth and any State or
States; and
(f) a body corporate in which the Commonwealth or a body
referred to in paragraph (c) has a controlling interest.

2
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Section 4
carriage service provider has the same meaning as in the
Telecommunications Act 1997.
carrier has the same meaning as in the Telecommunications
Act 1997.
certified copy, in relation to a warrant or an instrument revoking a
warrant, means a copy of the warrant or instrument that has been
certified in writing by the Director-General or a Deputy
Director-General to be a true copy of the warrant or instrument.
Committee on Intelligence and Security means the Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security established under the
Intelligence Services Act 2001.
data storage device means a thing (for example, a disk or file
server) containing (whether temporarily or permanently), or
designed to contain (whether temporarily or permanently), data for
use by a computer.
Defence Department means the Department of State that deals
with defence and that is administered by the Minister administering
section 1 of the Defence Act 1903.
Defence Minister means the Minister administering section 1 of
the Defence Act 1903.
Deputy Director-General means an officer of the Organisation
who holds office as Deputy Director-General of Security.
DIGO has the meaning given by the Intelligence Services
Act 2001.
Director-General means the Director-General of Security holding
office under this Act.
DSD has the meaning given by the Intelligence Services Act 2001.
Foreign Affairs Minister means the Minister administering the
Diplomatic Privileges and Immunities Act 1967.
foreign intelligence means intelligence about the capabilities,
intentions or activities of people or organisations outside Australia.
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Section 4
foreign power means:
(a) a foreign government;
(b) an entity that is directed or controlled by a foreign
government or governments; or
(c) a foreign political organisation.
frisk search means:
(a) a search of a person conducted by quickly running the hands
over the persons outer garments; and
(b) an examination of anything worn or carried by the person
that is conveniently and voluntarily removed by the person.
intelligence or security agency means any of the following:
(a) the Australian Secret Intelligence Service;
(b) the Office of National Assessments;
(c) that part of the Defence Department known as the Defence
Imagery and Geospatial Organisation;
(d) that part of the Defence Department known as the Defence
Intelligence Organisation;
(e) that part of the Defence Department known as the Defence
Signals Directorate.
Judge means a Judge of a court created by the Parliament.
law enforcement agency means an authority of the
Commonwealth, or an authority of a State, that has functions
relating to law enforcement.
ordinary search means a search of a person or of articles on his or
her person that may include:
(a) requiring the person to remove his or her overcoat, coat or
jacket and any gloves, shoes and hat; and
(b) an examination of those items.
Organisation means the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation.
permanent resident means a person:
(a) in the case of a natural person:

4
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Section 4
(i) who is not an Australian citizen;
(ii) whose normal place of residence is situated in Australia;
(iii) whose presence in Australia is not subject to any
limitation as to time imposed by law; and
(iv) who is not an unlawful non-citizen within the meaning
of the Migration Act 1958; or
(b) in the case of a body corporate:
(i) which is incorporated under a law in force in a State or
Territory; and
(ii) the activities of which are not controlled (whether
directly or indirectly) by a foreign power.
politically motivated violence means:
(a) acts or threats of violence or unlawful harm that are intended
or likely to achieve a political objective, whether in Australia
or elsewhere, including acts or threats carried on for the
purpose of influencing the policy or acts of a government,
whether in Australia or elsewhere; or
(b) acts that:
(i) involve violence or are intended or are likely to involve
or lead to violence (whether by the persons who carry
on those acts or by other persons); and
(ii) are directed to overthrowing or destroying, or assisting
in the overthrow or destruction of, the government or
the constitutional system of government of the
Commonwealth or of a State or Territory; or
(ba) acts that are terrorism offences; or
(c) acts that are offences punishable under the Crimes (Foreign
Incursions and Recruitment) Act 1978, the Crimes
(Hostages) Act 1989 or Division 1 of Part 2, or Part 3, of the
Crimes (Ships and Fixed Platforms) Act 1992 or under
Division 1 or 4 of Part 2 of the Crimes (Aviation) Act 1991;
or
(d) acts that:
(i) are offences punishable under the Crimes
(Internationally Protected Persons) Act 1976; or
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Section 4
(ii) threaten or endanger any person or class of persons
specified by the Minister for the purposes of this
subparagraph by notice in writing given to the
Director-General.
promotion of communal violence means activities that are directed
to promoting violence between different groups of persons in the
Australian community so as to endanger the peace, order or good
government of the Commonwealth.
security means:
(a) the protection of, and of the people of, the Commonwealth
and the several States and Territories from:
(i) espionage;
(ii) sabotage;
(iii) politically motivated violence;
(iv) promotion of communal violence;
(v) attacks on Australias defence system; or
(vi) acts of foreign interference;
whether directed from, or committed within, Australia or not;
and
(aa) the protection of Australias territorial and border integrity
from serious threats; and
(b) the carrying out of Australias responsibilities to any foreign
country in relation to a matter mentioned in any of the
subparagraphs of paragraph (a) or the matter mentioned in
paragraph (aa).
seizable item means anything that could present a danger to a
person or that could be used to assist a person to escape from
lawful custody.
serious crime means conduct that, if engaged in within, or in
connection with, Australia, would constitute an offence against the
law of the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory punishable by
imprisonment for a period exceeding 12 months.
staff member of a body (however described) includes:
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Section 4A
(a) the head (however described) of the body, or another person
who holds an office or appointment in relation to the body;
and
(b) a person who is otherwise a member of the staff of the body
(whether an employee of the body, a consultant or contractor
to the body, or a person who is made available by an
authority of the Commonwealth, an authority of a State, or
other person, to perform services for the body).
State includes the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern
Territory.
strip search means a search of a person or of articles on his or her
person that may include:
(a) requiring the person to remove all of his or her garments; and
(b) an examination of the persons body (but not of the persons
body cavities) and of those garments.
Territory does not include the Australian Capital Territory or the
Northern Territory.
terrorism offence means:
(a) an offence against Subdivision A of Division 72 of the
Criminal Code; or
(b) an offence against Part 5.3 of the Criminal Code.
Note:

A person can commit a terrorism offence against Part 5.3 of the
Criminal Code even if no terrorist act (as defined in that Part) occurs.

violence includes the kidnapping or detention of a person.

4A Application of the Criminal Code
Chapter 2 of the Criminal Code (except Part 2.5) applies to all
offences against this Act.
Note:

Chapter 2 of the Criminal Code sets out the general principles of
criminal responsibility.

5 Extension of Act to external Territories
This Act extends to every external Territory.
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Functions and powers of Organisation Part III
General Division 1

Section 17

Part IIIFunctions and powers of Organisation
Division 1General
17 Functions of Organisation
(1) The functions of the Organisation are:
(a) to obtain, correlate and evaluate intelligence relevant to
security;
(b) for purposes relevant to security, to communicate any such
intelligence to such persons, and in such manner, as are
appropriate to those purposes;
(c) to advise Ministers and authorities of the Commonwealth in
respect of matters relating to security, in so far as those
matters are relevant to their functions and responsibilities.
(ca) to furnish security assessments to a State or an authority of a
State in accordance with paragraph 40(1)(b);
(d) to advise Ministers, authorities of the Commonwealth and
such other persons as the Minister, by notice in writing given
to the Director-General, determines on matters relating to
protective security; and
(e) to obtain within Australia foreign intelligence pursuant to
section 27A or 27B of this Act or section 11A, 11B or 11C of
the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979,
and to communicate any such intelligence in accordance with
this Act or the Telecommunications (Interception and
Access) Act 1979; and
(f) to co-operate with and assist bodies referred to in
section 19A in accordance with that section.
(2) It is not a function of the Organisation to carry out or enforce
measures for security within an authority of the Commonwealth.
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Functions and powers of Organisation Part III
Special powers Division 2

Section 25
(a) equivalent to a position occupied by an SES employee; or
(b) designated as an office of Coordinator by the
Director-General under section 85.

25 Search warrants
Issue of search warrant
(1) If the Director-General requests the Minister to do so, and the
Minister is satisfied as mentioned in subsection (2), the Minister
may issue a warrant in accordance with this section.
Test for issue of warrant
(2) The Minister is only to issue the warrant if he or she is satisfied
that there are reasonable grounds for believing that access by the
Organisation to records or other things on particular premises (the
subject premises) will substantially assist the collection of
intelligence in accordance with this Act in respect of a matter (the
security matter) that is important in relation to security.
Authorisation in warrant
(3) The warrant must be signed by the Minister and must authorise the
Organisation to do specified things, subject to any restrictions or
conditions specified in the warrant, in relation to the subject
premises, which must also be specified in the warrant.
Things that may be specified in warrant
(4) The things that may be specified are any of the following that the
Minister considers appropriate in the circumstances:
(a) entering the subject premises;
(b) searching the subject premises for the purpose of finding
records or other things relevant to the security matter and, for
that purpose, opening any safe, box, drawer, parcel, envelope
or other container in which there is reasonable cause to
believe that any such records or other things may be found;
(c) inspecting or otherwise examining any records or other
things so found, and making copies or transcripts of any such
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Division 2 Special powers

Section 25
record or other thing that appears to be relevant to the
collection of intelligence by the Organisation in accordance
with this Act;
(d) removing and retaining any record or other thing so found,
for the purposes of:
(i) inspecting or examining it; and
(ii) in the case of a recordmaking copies or transcripts of
it, in accordance with the warrant;
(e) any thing reasonably necessary to conceal the fact that any
thing has been done under the warrant;
(f) any other thing reasonably incidental to any of the above.
Personal searches may be specified
(4A) The Minister may also specify any of the following things if he or
she considers it appropriate in the circumstances:
(a) conducting an ordinary search or a frisk search of a person if:
(i) the person is at or near the subject premises when the
warrant is executed; and
(ii) there is reasonable cause to believe that the person has
on his or her person records or other things relevant to
the security matter;
(b) inspecting or otherwise examining any records or other
things so found, and making copies or transcripts of any such
record or other thing that appears to be relevant to the
collection of intelligence by the Organisation in accordance
with this Act;
(c) removing and retaining any record or other thing so found,
for the purposes of:
(i) inspecting or examining it; and
(ii) in the case of a recordmaking copies or transcripts of
it, in accordance with the warrant.
Certain personal searches not authorised
(4B) Subsection (4A) does not authorise a strip search or a search of a
persons body cavities.
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Section 25
Time period for retaining records and other things
(4C) A record or other thing retained as mentioned in paragraph (4)(d)
or (4A)(c) may be retained:
(a) if returning the record or thing would be prejudicial to
securityonly until returning the record or thing would no
longer be prejudicial to security; and
(b) otherwisefor only such time as is reasonable.
Other things that may be specified
(5) The Minister may also specify any of the following things if he or
she considers it appropriate in the circumstances:
(a) where there is reasonable cause to believe that data relevant
to the security matter may be accessible by using a computer
or other electronic equipment, or a data storage device,
brought to or found on the subject premisesusing the
computer, equipment or device for the purpose of obtaining
access to any such data and, if necessary to achieve that
purpose, adding, deleting or altering other data in the
computer, equipment or device;
(b) using the computer, equipment or device to do any of the
following:
(i) inspecting and examining any data to which access has
been obtained;
(ii) converting any data to which access has been obtained,
that appears to be relevant to the collection of
intelligence by the Organisation in accordance with this
Act, into documentary form and removing any such
document;
(iii) copying any data to which access has been obtained,
that appears to be relevant to the collection of
intelligence by the Organisation in accordance with this
Act, to any data storage device and removing the
device;
(c) any thing reasonably necessary to conceal the fact that any
thing has been done under the warrant;
(d) any other thing reasonably incidental to any of the above.
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Section 25
Certain acts not authorised
(6) Subsection (5) does not authorise the addition, deletion or
alteration of data, or the doing of any thing, that interferes with,
interrupts or obstructs the lawful use by other persons of a
computer or other electronic equipment, or a data storage device,
found on the subject premises, or that causes any loss or damage to
other persons lawfully using the computer, equipment or device.
Authorisation of entry measures
(7) The warrant must:
(a) authorise the use of any force that is necessary and
reasonable to do the things specified in the warrant; and
(b) state whether entry is authorised to be made at any time of
the day or night or during stated hours of the day or night.
Statement about warrant coming into force
(8) The warrant may state that it comes into force on a specified day
(after the day of issue) or when a specified event happens. The day
must not begin nor the event happen more than 28 days after the
end of the day on which the warrant is issued.
When warrant comes into force
(9) If the warrant includes such a statement, it comes into force at the
beginning of the specified day or when the specified event
happens. Otherwise, it comes into force when it is issued.
Duration of warrant
(10) The warrant must specify the period during which it is to be in
force. The period must not be more than 90 days, although the
Minister may revoke the warrant before the period has expired.
Issue of further warrants not prevented
(11) Subsection (10) does not prevent the issue of any further warrant.
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Crimes Act 1914
No. 12, 1914 as amended

Compilation start date:

24 June 2014

Includes amendments up to:

Act No. 31, 2014

This compilation has been split into 2 volumes
Volume 1:
Volume 2:

sections 123W
sections 23WA91
Schedule
Endnotes

Each volume has its own contents
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Section 70

Part VIOffences by and against public officers
70 Disclosure of information by Commonwealth officers
(1) A person who, being a Commonwealth officer, publishes or
communicates, except to some person to whom he or she is
authorized to publish or communicate it, any fact or document
which comes to his or her knowledge, or into his or her possession,
by virtue of being a Commonwealth officer, and which it is his or
her duty not to disclose, shall be guilty of an offence.
(2) A person who, having been a Commonwealth officer, publishes or
communicates, without lawful authority or excuse (proof whereof
shall lie upon him or her), any fact or document which came to his
or her knowledge, or into his or her possession, by virtue of having
been a Commonwealth officer, and which, at the time when he or
she ceased to be a Commonwealth officer, it was his or her duty
not to disclose, shall be guilty of an offence.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years.
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Annex 47: Decree Law No. 3/2009 (National Intelligence Service) (Timor-Leste).

DECREE-LAW NO. 3/2009
OF
NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
The consolidation of the democratic State based the rule of law and
the affirmation of Timor-Leste as an independent country capable of facing
the new threats emerging from the commission of acts of terrorism,
sabotage, espionage and transnational organised crime demand the approval
by the Government of the present juridical regime that establishes the
National Intelligence Service, hereinafter referred to in short as SNI.
Pursuant to the law, SNI is a personalised service of the State with the
responsibility to produce intelligence that contributes to the safeguarding of
national independence, national interests, external security and the guarantee
of internal security, the prevention of sabotage, terrorism, espionage,
organised crime, as well as the prevention of acts which, by their nature,
may alter or destroy the constitutionally established State based on the rule
of law.
SNI is a personalised service of the State with internal and external
competence and is barred from committing acts involving violation of rights,
liberties and guarantees enshrined in the Constitution or acts falling under
the exclusive competence of other authorities exercising internal security
functions, including the Public Prosecution and the Courts, and its members
are prevented from arresting people and from initiating criminal
proceedings.
The present law reaffirms the competence of the Government in
conducting the national security policy and determines the direct tutelage of
the Prime Minister over SNI. It also reaffirms that this body is exclusively at
the service of the State and is strictly barred from pursuing any political or
partisan activity.
The present law further determines that the Interministerial
Commission on Internal Security (established in the framework of the
Internal Security Law) also operates as a consultative body insofar as
intelligence is concerned, with a new body for operational coordination
being established, to be known as Technical Commission, which will allow a
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better efficacy and articulation in the exchange of intelligence between SNI
and security and defense services.
A political-parliamentary monitoring system to oversee the activity
and processing of data collected by SNI is hereby established. Such activity
is to be carried out by an independent commission referred to as Monitoring
Council and composed of one member designated by the President of the
Republic and two members elected by absolute majority of the Members of
the National Parliament for a five-year term. In addition, the possibility for
each and every citizen to request the Monitoring Council to cancel or rectify
erroneous and irregularly obtained acts or acts that violate individual rights,
liberties and guarantees is equally guaranteed by the present statute.
Such options are commonly associated to the need to establish a
public service that contributes to the affirmation of Timor-Leste as an
independent country, capable of protecting itself from threats that may
jeopardise national sovereignty or subvert the constitutionally established
State based on the rule of law.
Thus, pursuant to subparagraph d) of article 116 of the Constitution,
the Government enacts the following to have the force of law:
Chapter I
NATURE, FUNCTIONS, COMPETENCES AND DUTIES
Article 1
Establishment
The Organic of the National Intelligence Service, hereinafter referred to as
SNI, is hereby established.
Article 2
Nature
1.
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The National Intelligence Service (SNI) is a personalised service of
the State falling under the direct responsibility of the Prime Minister
and enjoys administrative and financial autonomy.
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2.

SNI is exclusively at the service of the State and exercises its
functions in compliance with the Constitution of the Democratic
Republic of Timor-Leste and the laws, and in accordance with the
provisions of the present law.
Article 3
Functions

SNI is the sole organism entrusted with the responsibility to produce
intelligence that contributes towards the safeguarding of national
independence, national interests and external security, including the
guarantee of internal security in preventing sabotage, terrorism, espionage,
organised crime and actions that, by their nature, may alter or destroy the
constitutionally established State based on the rule of law.
Article 4
Limits to its activities
SNI is barred from committing acts falling under the exclusive competence
of any of the other authorities exercising internal security functions,
including the Public Prosecution and the Courts, and its members are
prevented from detaining people and initiating criminal proceedings.
Article 5
Material competence
It is incumbent upon SNI, in the framework of its functions, to:
a)

Systematically promote research, collection,
interpretation and storage of intelligence and data.

analysis,

b)

Whenever so requested, inform the Prime Minister and the
entities contained in a list designated by the latter, with the
President of the Republic coming first on the list, of the result
of its activities.

c)

Prepare studies and documents in accordance with instructions
from the Prime Minister;
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d)

Study and propose to the Prime Minister the adoption of
mechanisms for collaboration and coordination between SNI
and foreign intelligence and security forces and services.

e)

Inform the competent authorities of the facts likely to constitute
criminal offences with a view to their investigation and
prosecution, safeguarding however the provisions contained in
the law on State Secrecy.

f)

Inform the competent authorities, in accordance with the law, of
news and intelligence that come to its knowledge relating to
internal security and to crime prevention and repression.
Article 6
Territorial competence

SNI shall be competent throughout the entire territorial space under the
sovereign powers of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste.
Article 7
General and special duties of collaboration
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1.

Citizens have the duty to collaborate in fulfilling the objectives of
national security by observing the provisions contained in the present
law, by complying with the instructions and lawful warrants of the
authorities and by not obstructing the regular exercise of the
competences of the security forces and services.

2.

Functionaries and agents of the State or of public law corporate
bodies, including members of public companies management organs,
have the special duty to collaborate with the security forces and
services, in accordance with the law.

3.

Any individual vested with senior and middle-level management
functions, including inspection or monitoring functions within any
Public Administration organ or service, has the duty to promptly
inform the competent security forces and services of facts that come
to their knowledge in the exercise, or by virtue, of their functions and
that constitute a preparation, attempt, or execution of particularly
serious criminal acts, namely acts of sabotage, espionage,
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terrorism, trafficking in stupefacients and psychotropic substances,
trafficking in weapons, as well as other forms of organised crime,
including the commission of acts which, by their nature, may
jeopardise, alter or destroy the constitutionally established democratic
State.
4.

Violating the provisions contained in the preceding paragraphs shall
imply disciplinary and criminal liability, pursuant to the law.
Chapter II
Organs and Services
Article 8
Organs

The following are organs of SNI:
a)

The Director-General;

b)

The Administrative Council.
Article 9
Director-General

1.

SNI shall be headed by a Director-General appointed by the Prime
Minister whose post, for remuneration purposes, shall be equated to
that of a Minister.

2.

The appointment referred to in the preceding paragraph shall be
mandatorily preceded by information to, and consultation with, the
President of the Republic.

3.

The Director-General shall be assisted by two Deputy DirectorsGeneral and substituted, in his or her absence and impediments, by
any one of them nominated to that effect.
Article 10
Competence of the Director-General

It shall be particularly incumbent upon the Director-General:
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a)

To represent SNI;

b)

To superiorly guide the activity of SNI and the respective Data
Centre, as well as to exercise the functions of inspection,
superintendence and coordination;

c)

To preside over the Administrative Council;

d)

To execute the generic and specific instructions of the Prime
Minister, as well as the decisions of the Monitoring Council;

e)

To guide the preparation of the SNI budget;

f)

To prepare the plan of activities for the ensuing year, including
the report of activities of the preceding year, and submit them to
the Prime Minister for approval;

g)

To preside over the Technical Commission.
Article 11
Duties of the Director-General

The following shall be duties of the Director-General:
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a)

To ensure the normal internal functioning of SNI and assign the
human and material resources in an efficient manner;

b)

Not to interfere in any activity of a political nature and not to be
a member of a political party.

c)

To keep the Prime Minister permanently informed of the
activities of SNI;

d)

Not to make statements on the activities of SNI to the media
unless authorised by the Prime Minister where the need exists
do to so;

e)

To keep an impartial and neutral stance insofar as the treatment
of matters and operations entrusted to him or her is concerned.
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Article 12
Competence of the Administrative Council
1.

The Administrative Council shall be composed of the DirectorGeneral, the Deputy Directors-General and the head of the
administrative service.

2.

It shall be incumbent upon the Administrative Council:
a)

To prepare the draft annual budget and submit it to the Prime
Minister for approval;

b)

To manage the budget appropriations;

c)

To authorise the commitment of expenses within the limits
determined by instruction of the Prime Minister.
Article 13
Central Services

1.

2.

The following shall be central services of SNI:
a)

The Department of Internal Intelligence;

b)

The Department of External Intelligence;

c)

The Administrative Service.

The internal organisation of each service or department shall be
determined by instruction of the Prime Minister following a proposal
by the Director-General.
Chapter III
RECRUITMENT, SELECTION AND TRAINING STAFF
Article 14
Staffing Table

1.

The organs and services of SNI shall be staffed with permanent or
hired functionaries of the Public Administration.
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2.

The senior and middle-level management posts, as well as the
technical posts of the services composing SNI, may be filled with
civilian, police or military specialists, pursuant to the Statute of the
Civil Service.

3.

The exercise of functions by police or military members or civil
servants on secondment shall not prejudice their career progression
rights.
Article 15
Training

1.

Recruitment and training of the SNI staff shall take into account the
special nature of the service and shall cover specialised training in the
respective activity.

2.

For the purposes of the preceding paragraph, the organisation and
nature of the respective training courses shall be regulated in a
specific statute.
Article 16
General Requirements for recruitment

The following shall be indispensable requirements for the recruitment and
appointment of technical staff for SNI:
a)

Recognised civic idoneity;

b)

High professional competence;

c)

Minimum academic qualifications corresponding to grade 12.
Article 17
Special requirements for recruitment

The following shall be special requirements for recruiting staff for SNI:
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a)

To have Timorese original nationality;

b)

To be aged between 25 and 35 years;
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c)

To subject himself or herself to the conditions for recruitment
and selection;

d)

Not to exercise any political or partisan functions;

e)

Not to have been judicially sentenced for committing a
common crime corresponding to a penalty of imprisonment;

f)

Not to have participated in any acts against the constitutionally
established State based on the rule of law;

g)

Not to have collaborated with any foreign intelligence service.
Article 18
Rights

In addition to the rights provided for in the Statute of the Civil Service,
members of SNI shall have the following rights:
a)

The right to receive specific training for the exercise of their
functions;

b)

The right to use and carry a fire arm under conditions to be
regulated by the Director-General of SNI;

c)

The right to free movement in public places with restricted
access against exhibition of their respective identification card;

d)

The right to a specific remuneration statute;

e)

For purposes of retirement, the right to benefit from a 25%
increase in the period of time of service rendered.
Article 19
Restrictions

1.

Members of SNI shall be subject to the following restrictions:
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2.

a)

Exercise their functions on an exclusive basis and refrain from
exercising any other activity, including that of a liberal or
entrepreneurial nature;

b)

Refrain from convening or participating in any political,
partisan or trade unionist activity;

c)

Refrain from making public statements of a political, partisan
or trade unionist character;

d)

Refrain from exercising the right to strike.

Members of SNI shall be considered to be permanently available for
their service.
Chapter IV
Discipline
Article 20
Applicable Rules

On matters of a disciplinary nature, the provisions for Public Administration
in general shall apply subsidiarily to SNI staff in all that is not expressly
provided for in the present statute.
Article 21
Disciplinary offences
1.
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Disciplinary offence shall mean the violation, by SNI
functionaries or agents, of their respective functional duties, namely:
a)

The commission of an act that is outside of the functions and
competences of SNI;

b)

The access to, use, or communication of data or intelligence in
violation of rules relating to such activities.

c)

Attempt and negligence are punishable.
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Article 22
Disciplinary sanctions
1.

The disciplinary sanctions provided for in the Civil Service
Disciplinary Statute shall be applicable to the functionaries and agents
of SNI.

2.

The following shall be special sanctions applicable to functionaries
and agents of SNI;
a)

Cessation of the secondment;

b)

Rescission of the administrative contract of appointment.
Article 23
Disciplinary competence

1.

The Director-General of SNI shall have competence to apply any
disciplinary sanction.

2.

The Deputy Directors-General shall have competence to apply any
disciplinary sanction up to the penalty of suspension in relation to
functionaries assigned to the services falling under their competence.
Article 24
Preventive suspension

A preventive suspension of the functionary or agent may be decreed
whenever his or her presence is considered to be inconvenient for the service
or for establishing the truth.
CHAPTER V
DATA CENTRE
Article 25
Data Processing Centre
1.

SNI shall posses a Data Centre compatible with the nature of its
services and it shall be incumbent upon it to process and store the data
and intelligence collected in the framework of its activity.
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2.

The Data Centre shall be established in a compartmented manner and
shall be based on the specific nature of each of the organs and services
of SNI.
Article 26
Functioning

The criteria and rules necessary to the functioning of the Data Centre, as
well as the regulations indispensable for guaranteeing the security of the
processed intelligence, shall be approved by the Council of Ministers. The
Inter-Ministerial Commission on Internal Security shall be consulted to that
effect.
Article 27
Access to the Data Base
1.

Functionaries or agents, civilian or military, may only have access to
the data and intelligence stored in the Data Centre as long as they are
authorised by their respective hierarchical superiors and any use
of such data and intelligence for purposes alien to SNI shall be
prohibited.

2.

Without prejudice to the monitoring powers provided for in law for
the Monitoring Council, no entity alien to SNI may have access to
the data and intelligence stored in the Data Centre.
Article 28
Cancellation and rectification of data
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1.

Where an error occurs in the process of entering data or intelligence,
or where an irregularity occurs in their processing, the processing
entity shall be obliged to inform of such error to the Monitoring
Council.

2.

Any person who, by an act of any functionary or agent of authority, or
in the course of a judicial or administrative proceeding, becomes
acquainted with data related to him or her and which he or she
considers to be erroneous, irregularly obtained or of a nature that
violates his or her personal rights, liberties and guarantees may,
without prejudice to the right to resort to courts, request the
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Monitoring Council to undertake the necessary verification and order
the cancellation or rectification of data found to be incomplete and
erroneous.
CHAPTER VI
SECURITY
Article 29
Security rules
1.

Activities of SNI shall for all purposes be considered classified and
of interest for national security.

2.

All documents relating to matters referred to in article 3 shall be
covered by the State Secrecy.

3.

The activity of research, collection, analysis, interpretation,
classification and storage of intelligence relating to the competences
of SNI, including the respective results, shall be subject to the duty of
secrecy.
Article 30
Depositions or statements

1.

No member of SNI summoned to depose or to make statements before
judicial authorities may disclose facts covered by the State Secrecy or
be subjected to enquiries on the same matters.

2.

Where the judicial authority considers that the refusal to depose or
make statements pursuant to the preceding paragraph is unjustified, it
may request confirmation with the Prime Minister.
CHAPTER VII
FINAL PROVISIONS
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Article 31
Appointment and dismissal
1.

Instructions to appoint and dismiss functionaries and agents of SNI
shall not require endorsement from the National Budget Commission
nor their publication in the Official Gazette.
2.

Functionaries and agents of SNI shall be considered on duty as
from the date of their installation.
Article 32
Omissions

The doubts and omissions arising from the interpretation and application of
the present law shall be settled subsidiarily by the Statute of the Civil
Service.
Article 33
Entry into force
The present statute shall enter into force 30 days after its publication.
Approved by the Council of Ministers on 6 October 2008.
The Prime Minister,
-------------------------------Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão
Promulgated on 18/12/2008
For publication
The President of the Republic
----------------------------José Ramos-Horta
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Annex 48: Decree Law No. 19/2009 (Penal Code of the Democratic Republic of
Timor-Leste) (Timor-Leste).
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Belgium

2.

2
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Article 2
[§ 1] This Act applies to State Security, Civil Service Intelligence and Security Service and the General Intelligence and
Security Service, Military Intelligence Service and Security, which are the two intelligence and security services of the
Kingdom. In the exercise of their duties, these services ensure compliance with and contribute to the protection of individual
rights and freedoms, as well as the democratic development of society.

Organic Law on Intelligence and Security, 30 November 19983

Section 16
The organisation known as the Australian Secret Intelligence Service is continued in existence in accordance with this Act.

Intelligence Services Act 20012

Section 6
The Australian Security Intelligence Organisation, being the Organisation that was continued in existence by the Acts
repealed by this Act, is continued in existence.

Relevant Legislative Provisions
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 19791

Available at: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2013C00437.
Available at: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2013C00283.
3
Available at: http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/cgi_loi/change_lg.pl?language=fr&la=F&table_name=loi&cn=1998113032.

1

State
Australia

1.

The following extracts have in some cases been translated from the original language in which the law was promulgated. In all such cases, a citation to the
official version of the law (in the original language) is provided by way of footnote.

The following table sets out the provisions establishing intelligence organisations under the national laws of the following States: Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
China, Denmark, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Mexico, Morocco, New Zealand, Russia, Slovakia, Switzerland, Timor-Leste, Uganda, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America.

EXTRACTS FROM NATIONAL LEGISLATION ESTABLISHING INTELLIGENCE ORGANISATIONS

Annex 49: Table: Extracts from National Legislation Establishing Intelligence
Organisations.
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Article 11
§1. The General Intelligence and Security Service’s responsibilities are:
(1) to research, analyze and process the intelligence relating to any activity that threatens or could threaten the integrity of
the national territory, plans for military defense, scientific and economic potential in relation to the actors, both natural
persons and legal persons, who are active in the economic and industrial sectors related to defense and appear on a list
approved by the Ministerial Committee of Intelligence and Security, as directed by the Minister of Justice and Minister
of Defence the fulfillment of armed forces missions or the security of Belgian nationals abroad or any other fundamental
national interest defined by the King on the advice of the Ministerial Committee, and to immediately inform the
competent ministers as well as advise the Government, if requested by the latter, on the shaping of its external defense
policy;
(2) to ensure to maintain the military security of the staff of the Minister of National Defence, and of military installations,
weapons, ammunition, equipment, plans, writings, documents, information and communications systems and other
military assets and with regard to cyber-attacks on military information and communication systems or those managed
by the Minister of National Defence, to neutralize the attack and identify the perpetrators, without prejudice to react
immediately with its own cyber-attack in compliance with the law of armed conflict;
(3) to protect secrecy which, by virtue of Belgium’s international commitments or in order to ensure the integrity of the
national territory and the tasks of the Armed Forces, relates to military installations, weapons, ammunition, equipment,
plans, papers, documents or other military assets, military intelligence and communications, as well as military
information and communication systems or those managed by the Minister of National Defence;
(4) to perform security investigations entrusted to it in accordance with directives of the Ministerial Committee…

Relevant Legislative Provisions
Article 7
The State Security’s responsibilities are:
(1) to research, analyze and process the intelligence relating to any activity that threatens or could threaten the internal
security of the state and the sustainability of democratic and constitutional order, the external security of the State and its
foreign relations, the scientific or economic potential defined by the Ministerial Committee, or any other fundamental
national interest defined by the King on the advice of the Ministerial Committee;
(2) perform security investigations entrusted to it in accordance with directives of the Ministerial Committee;
(3) to perform the tasks entrusted to it by the Minister of the Interior to protect people;
(4) to perform all other tasks entrusted to it by or under the law.
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Sole paragraph: On terms and conditions to be approved through presidential act, and with the aim of integration, the
component agencies of the Brazilian Intelligence System shall provide to ABIN data and specific knowledge related to the
defence of institutions and of national interests.

Article 4
ABIN’s responsibilities, beyond those which are prescribed in the previous article, are:
I.
To plan and execute actions, including secret ones, related to the gathering and analysis of data for the production of
knowledge destined for the provision of advice to the President of the Republic;
II.
To plan and execute the protection of sensitive knowledge, related to the interests and the security of the State and of
society;
III.
To assess threats, internal and external, to the constitutional order;
IV.
To promote the development of human resources and the doctrine of intelligence and to carry out studies and
research for the practice and improvement of intelligence activities.

Sole paragraph. Within the scope of [ABIN’s] role and its use of secret techniques and means, intelligence activities will be
undertaken with strict observance of individual rights and guarantees, and with fidelity to the institutions and the ethical
principles that govern the interests and security of the State.

Article 3
Establishment of the Brazilian Intelligence Agency - ABIN, an agency of the Presidency of the Republic that, as a central
agency of the Brazilian Intelligence System, has the responsibility for planning, executing, coordinating, overseeing and
controlling the intelligence activities of the country, respecting the policies and directives referred to in this law
(Amendments were made to the Article by Provisional Measure no 2.216-37 of 2001)

Act that establishes the Brazilian System of Intelligence and creates the Brazilian Agency of Intelligence – ABIN,
Law No. 9.883 of 7 December 1999)4

Available at: http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/Leis/L9883.htm.

3.
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Denmark

France

5.

6.

Article 2
As its functions, the General Directorate of Internal Security:

Article 1
The General Directorate of Internal Security is an active service of the National Police. It is responsible, throughout the
territory of the Republic, for obtaining, collating and using intelligence concerning national security or the fundamental
interests of the Nation. It contributes, within its areas of competence, to the exercise of the functions of the Judicial Police
throughout the territory under the conditions contained in Article 15-1 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

Decree No. 2014-443 of 30 April 2014 relating to the functions and structure of the General Directorate of Internal
Security8

The Danish Defence Intelligence Service (Forsvarets Efterretningstjeneste) does not appear to have been established
pursuant to legislation. According to its official website, it appears to have been separated from the general military
intelligence/defence forces on 1 October 1967 when the Intelligence Section of the General Staff of the Military was, by
decree of the Ministry of Defence, made an independent agency reporting directly to the Ministry under the name Forsvarets
Efterretningstjeneste.7

The functions and mandate of the Danish Security and Intelligence Service (Politiets Efterretningstjeneste) were set out in an
instruction issued by the Ministry of Justice on 24 January 1952. The Service does not appear to have a statutory basis.6

Article 4
State security organs shall, in accordance with law, handle cases of crimes that endanger State security, performing the same
functions and powers as the public security organs.

Criminal Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China5

7

6
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Available at: http://www.gov.cn/flfg/2012-03/17/content_2094354.htm.
Available at: http://jm.schultzboghandel.dk/upload/microsites/jm/ebooks/pet/pet_bind1/ber/kap04.html.
Available: http://fe-ddis.dk/om-os/Historie/Pages/Historie.aspx.
8
Available at:
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do;jsessionid=118C3191C7DFE0F1E5054F9C9C1C7465.tpdjo15v_3?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000028887486&dateTexte=29990101.

5

China

4.
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Available at: http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006071307.
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Article D3126-2
The Directorate-General for External Security is responsible in close collaboration with other relevant organizations, to find
and use information relevant to the safety of France, as well as to detect and prevent on national territory, espionage
activities against French interests and prevent their consequences.

Article D3126-1
The Directorate-General for External Security is under the authority of a general manager reporting directly to the defence
minister and appointed by decree of the Council of Ministers

Defence Code9

a. Prevents and contributes to the suppression of all forms of foreign interference;
b. Contributes to the prevention and suppression of terrorist acts or acts undermining the security of the State,
the integrity of its territory or the functioning of the institutions of the Republic;
c. Participates in the surveillance of individuals and radical groups liable to resort to violence and to
undermine national security;
d. Contributes to the prevention and suppression of acts undermining national defence secrecy or those
undermining the economic, industrial and scientific potential of the country;
e. Contributes to the prevention and suppression of acts relating to the acquisition and fabrication of weapons
of mass destruction
f. Contributes to the surveillance of activities carried out by international criminal organisations liable to affect
national security
g. Contributes to the prevention and suppression of crime related to information and communications.
Solely as required for the functions mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, it contributes to the surveillance of electronic
and radio communications.
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Section 3 – Functions of the offices for the protection of the constitution
(1) The Federal office and the offices of the Federal States for the protection of the constitution shall collect and evaluate
information, namely substantive and personal information, messages and documents, concerning
1. Attempts, that are directed against the free democratic basic order, the existence or the security of the Federation
or of a Federal state or that aim at an unlawful disturbance of the administration of the constitutional institutions
of the Federation or the Federal States or of one of their members
2. Acts committed, within in the territorial scope of this act, for a foreign power that endanger security or that are
intelligence services
3. Attempts, within the territorial scope of this act, by using violence or preparing to do so, to endanger the
international matters of the Federal Republic of Germany
4. Actions, within the territorial scope of this act, that are directed against the idea of international understanding,
especially against the peaceful relations between nations (Art. 26(1) German basic law).
(2) The offices for the protection of the constitution of the Federation and the Federal states contribute to
1. the security check of persons who, in the public interest, are given or have access to or can get access to facts,
objects or information that need to be kept secret.
2. the security check of persons who work in security-sensitive positions for institutions that are important for life
or defence matters or who will work there in the future.
3. technical security measures for the protection of facts, objects or information that need to be kept secret in the
public interest from being discovered by unauthorised persons.

Section 2 – The offices for the protection of the constitution
(1) For the cooperation of the Federation with the Federal States, the Federation maintains the Federal office for the
protection of the constitution as a higher Federal authority (Bundesoberbehoerde). It is subordinated to the Federal
Minister of the Interior. The Federal office cannot be incorporated into an office of police.
(2) For the cooperation of the Federal States with the Federation and of the Federal States among themselves, each Federal
State maintains an office for the handling of matters of the protection of the constitution.

Act Regulating the Cooperation between the Federation and the Federal States in Matters Relating to the Protection
of the Constitution and on the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (Bundesverfassungsschutzgesetz,
BVerfSchG)10

Available at: http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bverfschg/index.html.

7.
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Article 5
The purpose of State Intelligence is to detect, identify, assess, analyse, interpret, and present intelligence in order to
anticipate and give early warning of all possible forms and kinds of threats, both potential and real, to the safety and
existence of the nation and the state, as well as risks to national interests and security.

Article 4
The role of State Intelligence is to conduct early detection and warning efforts, tasks, and activities in order to prevent and
deter any threat that may arise and threaten the safety of the nation and national interests.

Article 1
Within this Act, the following definitions apply:
(1) Intelligence is knowledge, organisations and activities related to policy formulation, national planning and decisionmaking based on the analysis of information and facts gathered through working methods for detection and early
warning for the purpose of preventing, deterring and responding to any threat to national security.
(2) The State Intelligence Agency is the administrator of Intelligence, which is an integral part of the state security system,
and which has the authority to carry out the functions and activities of the State Intelligence.
(3) State Intelligence Personnel are citizens of Indonesia, who have special Intelligence powers and dedicate themselves to
the service of State Intelligence…

Republic of Indonesia Law No. 17 of 201112

The intelligence agencies in India (the Intelligence Bureau and the Research and Analysis Wing) operate without a specific
legislative basis.11

Available at: http://mha.nic.in/.
Available at: http://www.bin.go.id/asset/upload/UU_2011_17.pdf.

Indonesia

9.

11

India

8.

4. the security check of persons in other legally determined cases.
The powers of the Federal office for the protection of the constitution in the cases of Nr. 1, 2 and 4 are governed by
the security check act (Sicherheitsüberpruefungsgesetz, BGBl. I S. 867).
(3) The offices for the protection of the constitution are bound to the general rule of law (Art. 20 German basic law).
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Article 11
(1) Indonesian Armed Forces Intelligence as referred to in 9b undertakes defence and/or military Intelligence functions.
(2) The function of Intelligence as referred to in paragraph (1) shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions of
legislation.

Article 10
(1) The State Intelligence Agency as referred to in 9a is a state body that undertakes domestic and foreign Intelligence
functions.
(2) The Intelligence function as referred to in paragraph (1) shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions of
legislation.

Article 9 – National Intelligence Agencies
The administration of State intelligence consists of:
a. State Intelligence Agency;
b. Indonesian Armed Forces (TNI) Intelligence;
c. Indonesian National Police (POLRI) Intelligence;
d. Indonesian Attorney-General’s Office Intelligence function;
e. Intelligence function of ministerial/non-ministerial government agencies.

Article 7
The scope of State Intelligence includes:
a. domestic and foreign intelligence;
b. defence and/or military intelligence;
c. police intelligence;
d. law enforcement intelligence, and
e. ministerial/non-ministerial government intelligence agencies.
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Section 6: The External Security and Intelligence Agency
(1) The External Security and Intelligence Agency (AISE) is hereby established. Its functions shall be to gather and process
all intelligence falling within its areas of competence that serves to defend the independence, integrity and security of
the Republic (including in implementation of international agreements) against threats originating abroad.
(2) The AISE shall also be responsible for counter-proliferation activities concerning strategic materials as well as the
security intelligence activities that are performed outside the national territory in order to protect Italy’s political,
military, economic, scientific and industrial interests.
(3) The AISE shall also be responsible for identifying and countering outside national territory those espionage activities
that are directed against Italy and those activities that are aimed at damaging national interests.
(4) The AISE may carry out operations within the national territory only in collaboration with the AISI, where such
operations are closely linked to activities that the AISE itself carries out abroad. To such end, the Director General of the
DIS shall make provision to ensure the necessary forms of co-ordination and informational linkage, partly so as to avoid
functional and territorial overlapping.
(5) The AISE shall be directly answerable to the President of the Council of Ministers.
(6) The AISE shall keep the Minister of Defence, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of the Interior promptly
and constantly informed regarding the profiles of their respective competences.
(7) The President of the Council of Ministers shall, by way of decree after prior consultation with the CISR, appoint and
dismiss the Director of the AISE, who shall be a top-echelon official or equivalent. The office of Director of the AISE
shall be for a maximum term of four years and may be renewed only once.
(8) The Director of the AISE shall report constantly on his agency’s activities to the President of the Council of Ministers
(or to the Delegated Authority, where appointed) through the Director General of the DIS. He shall report directly to the
President of the Council of Ministers in cases of urgency or when other particular circumstances so require, informing
the Director General of the DIS of such fact without delay. He shall submit an annual report on the Agency’s operation
and organization to the CISR, through the Director General of the DIS.
(9) The President of the Council of Ministers shall appoint and dismiss one or more Deputy Directors, after consulting the
Director of the AISE. The Director of the AISE shall make the other appointments within the Agency.
(10)
The organization and operation of the AISE shall be governed by a specific Regulation.

Law No. 124, Intelligence System for the Security of the Republic and new provisions governing secrecy, of 8 March
2007 13

Available at: http://www.sicurezzanazionale.gov.it/sisr.nsf/english/law-no-124-2007.html.

10. Italy
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(1) The Internal Security and Intelligence Agency (AISI) is hereby established. Its functions shall be to gather and process
all information falling within the areas of its competence that serves to defend the internal security of the Republic and
its underlying democratic institutions as established by the Constitution (including in implementation of international
agreements) from every threat, subversive activity and form of criminal or terrorist attack.
(2) The AISI shall be responsible for the security intelligence activities that are carried out within the national territory in
order to protect Italy’s political, military, economic, scientific and industrial interests.
(3) The AISI shall also be responsible for identifying and countering within the national territory those espionage activities
that are directed against Italy and those activities that are aimed at damaging national interests.
(4) The AISI may carry out operations abroad only in collaboration with the AISE, where such operations are closely linked
to activities that the AISI is itself conducting within the national territory. To such end, the Director General of the DIS
shall make provision to ensure the necessary forms of co-ordination and informational linkage, including for the
purposes of avoiding functional and territorial overlapping.
(5) The AISI shall be directly answerable to the President of the Council of Ministers.
(6) The AISI shall keep the Minister of Defence, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of the Interior promptly
and constantly informed regarding the profiles of their respective competence.
(7) The President of the Council of Ministers shall, after prior consultation with the CISR and by way of decree, appoint and
dismiss the Director of the AISI, who shall be a top-echelon official or equivalent. The office of Director of the AISI
shall be for a maximum term of four years and may be renewed only once.
(8) The Director of the AISI shall report constantly on his agency’s activities to the President of the Council of Ministers (or
to the Delegated Authority, where appointed) through the Director General of the DIS. He shall report directly to the
President of the Council of Ministers in cases of urgency or when other particular circumstances so require, informing
the Director General of the DIS of such fact without delay. He shall submit an annual report on the Agency’s
organization and operation to the CISR, through the Director General of DIS.
(9) The President of the Council of Ministers shall appoint and dismiss one or more Deputy Directors, after consulting the
Director of the AISI. The Director of the AISI shall make the other appointments within the Agency.
(10)
The organization and operation of the AISI shall be governed by a specific Regulation.

Section 7: The Internal Security and Intelligence Agency
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Article 19: Functions of the Centre
I.
Undertake intelligence work as part of the national security system that contributes to the preservation of the
integrity, stability and permanency of the State of Mexico, and to give support to governance and strengthening of
the rule of law;
II.
Process the information generated through operations, to determine its relevance, value, meaning or specific
interpretation and to formulate conclusions derived from corresponding evaluations, with the aim of safeguarding
the security of the nation;
III.
Prepare political, economic, social and other studies that relate to its functions, as well as those that are necessary to
raise awareness of the risks and threats to national security;
IV.
Devise general guidelines of the strategic plan and the National Agenda of Risks;
V.
Propose methods of prevention, deterrence, containment and neutralising risks and threats that seek to undermine the
territory, sovereignty, national institutions, democratic governance or rule of law;
VI.
Establish inter-institutional cooperation with the various authorities of the federal public administration, federal
authorities, federal entities and municipalities or districts, in relation to their respective competencies with a view to
contribute to the preservation of integrity, stability and permanency of the State of Mexico;
VII.
Propose to the Council the establishment of international cooperation systems, with the aim of identifying possible
risks and threats to sovereignty and national security;
VIII.
Acquire, administer and develop relevant technology for the investigation and safe dispersion of Federal
Government national security related communication, as well as for the protection of this communication and the
information it contains;
IX.
Operate relevant communication technology, in achieving the functions it has been entrusted or in support of
government agencies as requested by the Council;
X.
Provide technical assistance to any government agency represented in the Council, in accordance with relevant
agreements, and
XI.
Other powers conferred by other applicable laws that the Council or Executive Secretary deem is in the ambit of its
competency.

Article 18
The National Security and Research Centre is an administrative body, independent from the Ministry of the Interior, with
technical, operational and financial autonomy ascribed directly from the head of the aforementioned Secretary.

National Security Act, 31 January 200514

Available at: http://www.diputados.gob.mx/LeyesBiblio/pdf/LSegNac.pdf.

11. Mexico
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Available at: http://adala.justice.gov.ma/production/html/Ar/liens/..%5C65850.htm.

Available at: http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1969/0024/latest/whole.html .
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Section 3: New Zealand Security Intelligence Service
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, there shall continue to be a New Zealand Security Intelligence Service.

New Zealand Security Intelligence Service Act 199616

Article 4
This dahir sharif is published in the Official Gazette and replaces Dahir Sharif number 1.73.10 mentioned above and dated 7
Zil Hejja 1392 (12 January 1973).

Article 3
The Directorate for the Surveillance of the National Territory is placed under the authority of a director appointed by a Dahir
Sharif. The director is responsible for organising the affairs of the employees of the Directorate for the Surveillance of the
National Territory and he is the delegate in payments of expenditures from appropriations assigned to this directorate. He is
also vested with establishing the internal administrative orders for the central departments and local teams and the
regulations of operations and specialisations.

Article 2
Assigned to the Directorate for the Surveillance of the National Territory is the task of ensuring the maintenance and
protection of the security of the state and its organisations.

Article 1
The Directorate-General for the Surveillance of the National Territory, renewed by Dahir Sharif number 1.73.10 mentioned
above and dated 7 Zil Hejja 1392 (12 January 1973) is hereby changed into a Directorate for the Surveillance of the National
Territory and is attached to the Directorate-General of National Security.

Dahir Sharif Issued in Rabat in 8 Zil Hejja 1393 (2 January 1974), Signed by Prime Minister Ahmad Ossman15

15

13. New Zealand

12. Morocco
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Section 4: Functions of New Zealand Security Intelligence Service
(1) Subject to the control of the Minister, the functions of the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service shall be—
(a) to obtain, correlate, and evaluate intelligence relevant to security, and to communicate any such intelligence
to such persons, and in such manner, as the Director considers to be in the interests of security:
(b) to advise Ministers of the Crown, where the Director is satisfied that it is necessary or desirable to do so, in
respect of matters relevant to security, so far as those matters relate to departments or branches of the State
services of which they are in charge:
(ba) to advise any of the following persons on protective measures that are directly or indirectly relevant to
security:
(i) Ministers of the Crown or government departments:
(ii) public authorities:
(iii) any person who, in the opinion of the Director, should receive the advice:
(bb) to conduct inquiries into whether particular individuals should be granted security clearances, and to make
appropriate recommendations based on those inquiries:
(bc) to make recommendations in respect of matters to be decided under the Citizenship Act 1977 or the
Immigration Act 2009, to the extent that those matters are relevant to security:
(c) to co-operate as far as practicable and necessary with such State services and other public authorities in
New Zealand and abroad as are capable of assisting the Security Intelligence Service in the performance of its
functions:
(d) to inform the Officials Committee for Domestic and External Security Coordination of any new area of
potential relevance to security in respect of which the Director has considered it necessary to institute
surveillance.
(2) It is not a function of the Security Intelligence Service to enforce measures for security.

(2) The New Zealand Security Intelligence Service to which this Act applies is hereby declared to be the same Service as
the Service known as the New Zealand Security Service which was established on 28 November 1956.
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Article 2: Federal security service organs (as per Federal Law No. 86-FZ of 30.06.2003)
The organs of the Federal Security Service shall include:
- the federal executive authority for security;
- the directorates/departments of the federal executive authority for security covering the individual regions and
constituent entities of the Russian Federation (territorial security organs);
- the directorates/departments of the federal executive authority for security in the Armed Forces of the Russian
Federation and other troop and military units and also their organs of administration (military security organs);
- the directorates/departments/detachments of the federal executive authority for security for border service (border
organs); (as per Federal Law No. 15-FZ of 07.03.2005)
- other directorates/departments of the federal executive authority for security exercising individual powers of that
authority or carrying out federal security service authority activity (other security organs); (as per Federal Law No.
15-FZ of 07.03.2005)
- aviation sub-divisions, special training centres, special-purpose sub-divisions, enterprises, education establishments,
scientific research, expert, forensic, military medicine and military engineering sub-divisions and other
establishments and sub-divisions assigned to carry out federal security service activity.
- Territorial security organs, military security organs, border organs and other security organs are territorial organs of

The Federal Security Service shall be administered by the head of the federal executive authority for security through the
aforementioned federal executive authority and its territorial organs. The head of the federal executive authority for security
shall be appointed and dismissed by the President of the Russian Federation.

Article 1: The Federal Security Service and its mission (as per Federal Law No. 86-FZ of 30.06.2003)
The Federal Security Service is the unified central system of federal security service organs resolving tasks of safeguarding
the security of the Russian Federation within the limits of its competence. (as per Federal Law No. 15-FZ of 07.03.2005)
The activity of federal security service organs shall be directed by the President of the Russian
Federation.

Federal Law No. 40-FZ on Organs of the Federal Security Service in the Russian Federation (adopted on 22
February 1995)17

Available at: http://www.fsb.ru/fsb/npd/more.htm!id=10340801@fsbNpa.html.

14. Russia
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Available at: http://svr.gov.ru/svr_today/doc02.htm.
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Intelligence activities within the authority of each service comprise: 1) The Foreign Intelligence Service of the
Russian Federation – in political, economic, military-strategic, scientific-technical and environmental spheres, in
sphere of encrypted, classified and other types of special communication, using radio-electronic means and methods

Federal Law No. 5-FZ on Foreign Intelligence, 10 January 199618
Chapter 2, Article 11

Article 4: Legal basis for the activity of the Federal Security Service (as per Federal Law No. 86-FZ of 30.06.2003)
The legal basis for the activity of the Federal Security Service shall comprise the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the
present Federal law, other federal laws and other legal and regulatory acts of the Russian Federation. The activity of the
Federal Security Service shall also be carried out in accordance with the international treaties of the Russian Federation.

A Russian Federation Academy of Cryptography shall operate under the auspices of the federal executive authority for
security. The statute of the Russian Federation Academy of Cryptography shall be ratified by the President of the Russian
Federation.

Article 3: Federal executive authority for security (as per Federal Law No. 86-FZ of 30.06.2003)
The federal executive authority for security shall create its own territorial organs, organise the activity of those organs, issue
regulatory acts within the limits of its competence and directly implement the main areas of activity of federal security
service organs. (as per Federal Law No. 15-FZ of 07.03.2005)

Within federal security service organs the creation of structural sub-divisions of political parties and activity of political
parties or public movements pursuing political aims and also the conducting of political agitation and pre-election
campaigning shall be prohibited. (as per Federal Law No. 15-FZ of 07.03.2005)

-

the federal executive authority for security and directly subordinate to it. The federal executive authority for
security, territorial security organs, military security organs and border organs may contain sub-divisions directly
implementing main areas of activity of federal security service organs and administrative and support functions.
The creation of federal security service organs not provided for in the present federal law shall not be permitted. (as
per Federal Law No. 15-FZ of 07.03.2005)
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Section 2
(1) Within the scope of its functions the Information Service shall collect, accumulate and analyse information on
a. activities threatening the constitutional establishment, territorial integrity and sovereignty of the Slovak
Republic,
b. activities directed against the security of the Slovak Republic,
c. activities of foreign intelligence services,
d. organized criminal activity and terrorism,
e. matters potentially capable of seriously threatening and/or inflicting damage upon the economic interests of
the Slovak Republic,
f. threat and/or disclosure of information and matters protected according to special regulations1 or
international agreements or international protocols.

Section 1
(1) The Slovak Information Service (hereafter “The Information Service”) is hereby established.
(2) The Information Service is a state body of the Slovak Republic which shall fulfil tasks in the protection of the
constitutional establishment, public order, security of the State and interests of the State concerning the foreign policy
and economy to the extent circumscribed by this act. It shall conduct its activities in accordance with the Constitution,
Constitutional Laws, regular laws, and other universally binding legal regulations.
(3) In the fulfilment of its duties the Information Service is authorized to cooperate with bodies of other countries having
similar competencies and scope of action, as well as international organizations.
(4) The rights and freedoms of citizens may be limited by the measures of the Information Service only to the extent and
manner established by this act.
(5) The Information Service is a non-profit organization financed from the State Budget.
(6) In the fulfilment of its duties the Information Service is authorized to use technical means and means of transport usually
undercover.

Act of the National Council of the Slovak Republic dated 21 January 1993 on the Slovak Information Service19

Available at: http://www.sis.gov.sk/files/zakony/act_46_1993.pdf.

15. Slovakia

outside the Russian Federation, and also in the sphere of maintaining the security of the institutions of the Russian
Federation, outside the territory of the Russian Federation, and those Russian citizens outside the territory of the
Russian Federation having in their professional capacity access to information comprising state secrets.
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Article 1: Civil intelligence missions
The Federal Council designates the federal agencies responsible for civil intelligence missions. These services:
a. seek and evaluate important overseas political and security intelligence for departments and the Federal
Council;
b. conduct intelligence missions, as set out in art. 2, 5-13 and 14-17 of the Federal Act of 21 March 1997
establishing measures aimed at maintaining internal security.

Federal law on civil intelligence, 3 October 200820

Available at: http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/20080697/index.html.

16. Switzerland

(2) The Information Service shall collect, accumulate and analyse information on activities arising abroad which are
directed against the constitutional establishment and security of the Slovak Republic and information necessary for the
implementation of its interests concerning the foreign policy.
(3) Should it be necessary for prevention of activities and threats according to Paragraphs 1 and 2 and implementation of the
interests of the Slovak Republic concerning the foreign policy, the Information Service carries out adequate security
measures.
(4) Within the scope of its functions the Information Service shall fulfil other duties in accordance with specific laws and
tasks resulting from international agreements and accords to which the Slovak Republic is bound and tasks from
agreements on cooperation with bodies and international organizations according to Article 1 Paragraph 3.
(5) The Information Service shall provide the National Council of the Slovak Republic, the president of the Slovak Republic
and the Government of the Slovak Republic and its members with information significant for their functioning and
decision-making.
(6) The Information Service provides information on criminal activities to units of the Police Corps and the Office of
prosecution, especially on organized criminal activities. Essential information is also provided to other state bodies, if it
is required to put a stop to unconstitutional or illegal activity.
(7) Collected information shall be provided only in fulfilment of the purpose stated in Paragraphs 4 to 6 and Article 1
Paragraph 3. Information according to Paragraph 6 shall be provided only under the condition that by its provision there
will be no threat to fulfilment of a concrete task of the Information Service according to this Act or disclosure of sources
and means of the Information Service or disclosure of identity of its members or persons acting to the benefit of the
Information Service; this does not apply should the consequence of not providing the information be obviously more
significant than the consequence resulting from its provision.
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Available at: http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/19970117/index.html.
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Article 2: Mandates
(1) The Confederation will take preventive measures within the meaning of this Act for the early detection and combat of
dangers linked terrorism, prohibited intelligence services, violent extremism and violence during sporting events.
Intelligence obtained should allow competent authorities of the Confederation and the Cantons to intervene in time
according to the law.
(2) Preventive measures also include preparatory acts relating to illegal trade in arms and radioactive substances and the
illegal transfer of technology.
(3) The Confederation supports competent police and law enforcement authorities by providing them with intelligence on
organized crime, particularly where such intelligence is received through collaboration with foreign security authorities .
(4) Preventive measures means:
a. Periodic evaluations of threat statuses by political authorities and of the mandates given to the agencies

Federal law instituting measures aimed at maintaining the internal security, 21 March 199721

Article 3: Collaboration and information sharing between the intelligence services
(1) Civil intelligence services carry out joint and comprehensive threat analyses, and provide each other with all intelligence
concerning their respective areas defined by law.
(2) They provide the military intelligence service with all intelligence of a nature that would interest the military.
(3) The military intelligence service is obliged to provide intelligence to the civil intelligence services, and immediately
communicate intelligence when it detects specific threats to internal or external security.
(4) The Federal Council regulates, in accordance with legal provisions:
a. collaboration and information exchange between civil intelligence services, in particular concerning joint
and comprehensive threat analyses;
b. collaboration and information exchange between civil intelligence services and the military intelligence
service;
c. collaboration between civil intelligence services and foreign intelligence services; The Federal Council sets
out in particular principles governing the use of information received from foreign services for civil
intelligence missions.

Article 2: Organisation of the Civil Intelligence
The Federal Council regulates the organisation of civil intelligence. It places the services that carry out civil intelligence
missions under the same department.
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Article 2 – Nature
(1) The National Intelligence Service (SNI) is a personalised service of the State falling under the direct responsibility of the

Article 1 - Establishment
The Organic of the National Intelligence Service, hereinafter referred to as SNI, is hereby established.

Decree Law No. 03/2009 (National Intelligence Service)22

Available at: http://www.jornal.gov.tl/lawsTL/RDTL-Law/index-e.htm.

17. Timor-Leste

Article 5: Tasks performed by the Confederation
(1) To assume leadership on internal security, the Federal Council :
a. periodically evaluates threats, establishes rights and obligations on intelligence and adapts mandates;
b. Establishes an action plan of measures aimed at protecting federal authorities, persons enjoying protection
under international public law, as well as beneficiaries of privileges, immunities and facilities covered in
Article 2 of the Act of 22 June 2007 on the host State.
c. Orders specific measures in case of particular threats.
(2) It regulates the distribution of tasks between the Intelligence Service of the Confederation and the Federal Office of
Police as well as between these two units and agencies of the military security during general or active service. SRC and
Fedpol perform federal duties under this Act, insofar as they are not assigned to another body.

Article 4: Principle
(1) Each canton is primarily responsible for internal security on its territory.
(2) Insofar as under the Constitution and the law, the Confederation is responsible for internal security, the Cantons assist in
terms of administration and enforcement.

entrusted with internal security (security agencies);
b. Processing of information relating to internal and external security;
c. Security controls relating to persons;
d. Measures aimed at protecting federal authorities, persons enjoying special protection under international
law, as well as permanent diplomatic missions, consular posts and international organisations;
e. Seizure, isolation and confiscation of propaganda material inciting violence;
f. the measures provided for in article 24a and 24c, which are aimed at preventing violence at sporting events.
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3. Functions of the organisations.
The functions of the organisations shall be—
a. to collect, receive and process internal and external intelligence data on the security of Uganda;
b. to advise and recommend to the President or any other authority as the President may direct on what action
should be taken in connection with that intelligence data.

2. Establishment of security organisations.
1. There are established security organisations to be known as the Internal Security Organisation and the External
Security Organisation.
2. The organisations shall be Government departments.

Security Organisations Act 198723

Available at: http://www.opm.go.ug/resource-center/legislation.html.

18. Uganda

Article 13 - Central Services:
(1) The following shall be central services of SNI:
a. The Department of Internal Intelligence;
b. The Department of External Intelligence;
c. The Administrative Service.
(2) The internal organisation of each service or department shall be determined by instruction of the Prime Minister
following a proposal by the Director-General.

Article 3 – Functions
SNI is the sole organism entrusted with the responsibility to produce intelligence that contributes towards the safeguarding
of national independence, national interests and external security, including the guarantee of internal security in preventing
sabotage, terrorism, espionage, organised crime and actions that, by their nature, may alter or destroy the constitutionally
established State based on the rule of law.

Prime Minister and enjoys administrative and financial autonomy.
(2) SNI is exclusively at the service of the State and exercises its functions in compliance with the Constitution of the
Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste and the laws, and in accordance with the provisions of the present law.
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Executive Order 12333 United States Intelligence Activities27
Part 1.7(g): Intelligence Elements of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Under the supervision of the Attorney General and
pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney General may establish, the intelligence elements of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation shall:

Section 531: The Federal Bureau of Investigation is in the Department of Justice.

28 USC (Judiciary and Judicial Procedure), Chapter 33 (Federal Bureau of Investigation)26

Section 1
(1) There shall continue to be a Secret Intelligence Service (in this The Secret Act referred to as "the Intelligence Service")
under the authority of the Intelligence Secretary of State; and, subject to subsection (2) below, its functions shall bea. to obtain and provide information relating to the actions or intentions of persons outside the British Islands;
and
b. to perform other tasks relating to the actions or intentions of such persons.
(2) The functions of the Intelligence Service shall be exercisable only—
a. in the interests of national security, with particular reference to the defence and foreign policies of Her
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom; or
b. in the interests of the economic well-being of the United Kingdom; or
c. in support of the prevention or detection of serious crime.

Intelligence Services Act 199425

Section 1
(1) There shall continue to be a Security Service…under the authority of the Secretary of State.
(2) The function of the Service shall be the protection of national security…

Security Services Act 198924

Available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1989/5/contents.
Available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1994/13/contents.
26
Available at: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/USCODE-2011-title28/USCODE-2011-title28-partII-chap33/content-detail.html.
27
Available at: https://www.cia.gov/about-cia/eo12333.html.

24

20. United States of
America

19. United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland
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Available at: http://www.intelligence.senate.gov/nsaact1947.pdf.
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Subject to the authority, direction, and control of the President, the Director of National Intelligence shall—
(1) serve as head of the intelligence community;
(2) act as the principal adviser to the President, to the National Security Council, and the Homeland Security Council for
intelligence matters related to the national security; and
(3) consistent with section 1018 of the National Security Intelligence Reform Act of 2004, oversee and direct the
implementation of the National Intelligence Program.

Section 102(b): Principal Responsibility

National Security Act of 1947 (P.L. 80-235, 61 Stat 496)28

(1) Collect (including through clandestine means), analyze, produce, and disseminate foreign intelligence and
counterintelligence to support national and departmental missions, in accordance with procedural guidelines approved
by the Attorney General, after consultation with the Director;
(2) Conduct counterintelligence activities; and
(3) Conduct foreign intelligence and counterintelligence liaison relationships with intelligence, security, and law
enforcement services of foreign governments or international organizations in accordance with sections 1.3(b)(4) and
1.7(a)(6) of this order.
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Article 306 – Divulging a state secret
(1) Willful publicizing of a state secret by the person who was entitled to access to state secrets and who was entrusted with secrets, or
learnt due to service, if elements of high treason are absent, is punished with arrest for the term of 2-3 months, or with imprisonment
for the term of up to 4 years, with or without deprivation of the right to hold certain posts or practice certain activities for up to 3
years.
(2) The same action committed negligently, is punished with arrest for up to 2 months, imprisonment for the term of up to 2 years, with
deprivation of the right to hold certain posts or practice certain activities for up to 3 years.
(3) The acts envisaged in part 1 or 2 of this Article, that negligently caused grave consequences, are punished with imprisonment for 3-7
years, with deprivation of the right to hold certain posts or practice certain activities for up to 3 years.

Criminal Code of the Republic of Armenia2

Article 30 – The breaches
The breaches of the handling, retaining, issuing, destruction and administration regulations of information classified “State Secret” is
punished by law.

Article 2 – Definitions
“State secret” according to this law, means classified information, its unauthorized exposure can threaten the national security.

Offences for the Unauthorised Disclosure of Intelligence Information
Law No. 8457, dated 11.02.1999 on Information Classified “State Secret”1

Available at: http://www.nsa.gov.al/anglisht/law.html.
Available at: http://www.parliament.am/legislation.php?sel=show&ID=1349&lang=arm&enc=utf8.

Armenia

2.

1

State
Albania

1.

The following extracts have in some cases been translated from the original language in which the law was promulgated. The citations are either in the
official language or translated into English from the official language in which the law was promulgated.

The following table extracts legislation criminalising the unauthorised disclosure of classified information of the following States: Albania, Armenia,
Australia, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
Latvia, Lithuania, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, New Zealand, Philippines, Poland, Russia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland, Timor-Leste, Uganda,
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America and Zimbabwe.

NATIONAL OFFENCES FOR THE UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

Annex 50: Table: National Offences for the Unauthorised Disclosure of Classified
Information.
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Section 41 – Publication of identity of staff
(1) A person is guilty of an offence:
(a) if: (i) the person identifies a person as being, or having been, an agent or staff member of ASIS; and (ii) the identification is
not of the Director-General or such other persons as the Director-General determines; or
(b) if: (i) the person makes public any information from which the identity of such a person could reasonably be inferred, or any
information that could reasonably lead to the identity of such a person being established; and (ii) the Minister or DirectorGeneral has not consented in writing to the information being made public; and (iii) the information has not been made

Section 39 – Communication of certain information—ASIS
(1) A person is guilty of an offence if:
(a) the person communicates any information or matter that was prepared by or behalf of ASIS in connection with its functions
or relates to the performance by ASIS of its functions; and
(b) the information or matter has come to the knowledge or into the possession of the person by reason of:
(i) his or her being, or having been, a staff member of agent of ASIS; […] and
(c) the communication was not made:
(i) to the Director-General or a staff member by the person in the course of the person’s duties as a staff member; or […]
(iii) by the person in the course of the person’s duties as a staff member or agent, within the limits of authority conferred
on the person by the Director-General; or
(iv) with the approval of the Director-General or of a staff member having the authority of the Director-General to give
such an approval.

Intelligence Services Act 2001 (Commonwealth) 3

Available at: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2011C00145.

Australia

Article 307 – Breach of rules for handling documents containing state secrets or computer data.
(1) Breach of rules for handling documents containing state secrets or computer data, as well as, other items containing state secrets, by
the person who must observe these rules, if this negligently caused the loss of these documents or items or computer data,
is punished with correctional labor for the term of up to 1 year, or with arrest for the term of up to 2 months, or imprisonment for the
term of up to 1 year, with or without deprivation of the right to hold certain posts or practice certain activities for up to 2 years.
(2) The same act which negligently caused grave consequences,
is punished with correctional labor for the term of up to 2 years, or with arrest for 2-3 months, or imprisonment for the term of up to 3
years, with deprivation of the right to hold certain posts or practice certain activities for up to 3 years.

Annex 50
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Available at: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2013C00369.
Available at: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2014C00011.
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(2) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person communicates, or makes available:
(i)
information concerning the Commonwealth's security or defence; or
(ii)
information concerning the security or defence of another country, being information that the person acquired
(whether directly or indirectly) from the Commonwealth; and

Section 91.1 of Schedule 1
(1) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person communicates, or makes available:
(i) information concerning the Commonwealth's security or defence; or
(ii) information concerning the security or defence of another country, being information that the person acquired
(whether directly or indirectly) from the Commonwealth; and
(b) the person does so intending to prejudice the Commonwealth's security or defence; and
(c) the person's act results in, or is likely to result in, the information being communicated or made available to another country
or a foreign organisation, or to a person acting on behalf of such a country or organisation.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 25 years.

Criminal Code Act 1995 (Commonwealth) 5

Section 70
A person who, being a Commonwealth officer, publishes or communicates, except to some person to whom he or she is authorised to
publish or communicate it, any fact or document which comes to his or her knowledge, or into his or her possession, by virtue of being a
Commonwealth officer, and which it is his or her duty not to disclose, shall be guilty of an offence.

Crimes Act 1914 (Commonwealth)4

public by means of broadcasting or reporting proceedings of the Parliament (other than proceedings of the Committee) as
authorised by the Parliament. Penalty: Imprisonment for 1 year or 60 penalty units, or both.
Note: For staff member see section 3.
(2) A prosecution for an offence against subsection (1) may be instituted only by the Attorney-General or with the Attorney-General’s
consent.
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(5) For the purposes of subparagraphs (3)(b)(i) and (4)(b)(ii), the person concerned does not need to have a particular country, foreign
organisation or person in mind at the time when the person makes, obtains or copies the record….

(4) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person makes, obtains or copies a record (in any form) of:
(i)
information concerning the Commonwealth's security or defence; or
(ii)
information concerning the security or defence of another country, being information that the person acquired
(whether directly or indirectly) from the Commonwealth; and
(b) the person does so:
(i)
without lawful authority; and
(ii)
intending that the record will, or may, be delivered to another country or a foreign organisation, or to a person
acting on behalf of such a country or organisation; and
(iii)
intending to give an advantage to another country's security or defence.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 25 years.

(3) A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person makes, obtains or copies a record (in any form) of:
(i)
information concerning the Commonwealth's security or defence; or
(ii)
information concerning the security or defence of another country, being information that the person acquired
(whether directly or indirectly) from the Commonwealth; and
(b) the person does so:
(i)
intending that the record will, or may, be delivered to another country or a foreign organisation, or to a person
acting on behalf of such a country or organisation; and
(ii)
intending to prejudice the Commonwealth's security or defence.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 25 years.

(b) the person does so:
(i)
without lawful authority; and
(ii)
intending to give an advantage to another country's security or defence; and
(c) the person's act results in, or is likely to result in, the information being communicated or made available to another country
or a foreign organisation, or to a person acting on behalf of such a country or organisation.
Penalty: Imprisonment for 25 years.
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(3) A person guilty of an offence under this section shall be punishable,(a) where the offence committed is intended or calculated to be, directly or indirectly, in the interest or for the benefit of a
foreign power, or is in relation to any work of defence, arsenal, naval, military or air-force establishment or station, mine,
minefield, factory, dockyard, camp, ship or aircraft or otherwise in relation to the naval, military or air force affairs of
Bangladesh or in relation to any secret official code, with death, or with imprisonment for a term which may extend to
fourteen years; and
(b) in any other case, with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years.

(2) On a prosecution for an offence punishable under this section with imprisonment for a term which may extend to fourteen years, it
shall not be necessary to show that the accused person was guilty of any particular act tending to show a purpose prejudicial to the
safety or interests of the State, and, notwithstanding that no such act is proved against him, he may be convicted if, from the
circumstances of the case or his conduct or his known character as proved, it appears that his purpose was a purpose prejudicial to
the safety or interests of the State; and if any sketch, plan, model, article, note, document, or information relating to or used in any
prohibited place, or relating to anything in such a place, or any secret official code or pass word is made, obtained, collected,
recorded, published or communicated by any person other than a person acting under lawful authority, and from the circumstances of
the case or his conduct or his known character as proved it appears that his purpose was a purpose prejudicial to the safety or
interests of the State, such sketch, plan, model, article, note, document or information shall be presumed to have been made,
obtained, collected, recorded, published or communicated for a purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the State.

Section 3 – Penalties for spying
(1) If any person for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the State(a) approaches, inspects, passes over or is in the vicinity of, or enters, any prohibited place; or
(b) makes any sketch, plan, model, or note which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to be, directly or indirectly, useful
to an enemy; or
(c) obtains, collects, records or publishes or communicates to any other person any secret official code or pass word, or any
sketch, plan, model, article or note or other document or information which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to
be, directly or indirectly, useful to an enemy;
he shall be guilty of an offence under this section.

The Official Secrets Act 19236

Available at: http://bdlaws.minlaw.gov.bd/pdf_part.php?act_name=&vol=&id=132.

Bangladesh
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(3) A person guilty of an offence under this section shall be punishable,(a) where the offence committed is a contravention of clause (a) of sub-section (1) and intended or calculated to be, directly or
indirectly, in the interest or for the benefit of a foreign power, or is in relation to any work of defence, arsenal, naval, military
or air force establishment or station mine, mine field, factory, dockyard, camp, ship or aircraft or otherwise in relation to the
naval, military or air force affairs of Bangladesh or in relation to any secret official code, with death, or with imprisonment
of a term which may extend to fourteen years; and
(b) in any other case, with imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both.

(2) If any person voluntarily receives any secret official code or pass word or any sketch, plan, model, article, note, document or
information knowing or having reasonable ground to believe, at the time when he receives it, that the code, pass word, sketch, plan,
model, article, note, document or information is communicated in contravention of this Act, he shall be guilty of an offence under
this section.

Section 5 – Wrongful communication, etc, of information
(1) If any person having in his possession or control any secret official code or pass word or any sketch, plan, model, article, note,
document or information which relates to or is used in a prohibited place or relates to anything in such a place, or which has been
made or obtained in contravention of this Act, or which has been entrusted in confidence to him by any person holding office under
Government, or which he has obtained or to which he has had access owing to his position as a person who holds or has held office
under Government, or as a person who holds or has held a contract made on behalf of Government, or as a person who is or has been
employed under a person who holds or has held such an office or contract(a) wilfully communicates the code or pass word, sketch, plan, model, article, note, document or information to any person other
than a person to whom he is authorized to communicate it, or a Court of Justice or a person to whom it is, in the interests of
the State, his duty to communicate it; or
(b) uses the information in his possession for the benefit of any foreign power or in any other manner prejudicial to the safety of
the State; or
(c) retains the sketch, plan, model, article, note or document in his possession or control when he has no right to retain it, or
when it is contrary to his duty to retain it, or wilfully fails to comply with all directions issued by lawful authority with
regard to the return or disposal thereof; or
(d) fails to take reasonable care of, or so conducts himself as to endanger the safety of, the sketch, plan, model, article, note,
document, secret official code or pass word or information;
(e) he shall be guilty of an offence under this section.
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Article 9A
Any information or documents about intelligence activities and matters produced in the course of [ABIN carrying out its activities] or in
ABIN’s possession can only be provided by the head of the Office of Institutional Security of the President of the Republic to authorities
which have legal competence to request them, taking into account the respective level of secrecy conferred by the legislation in force,
excluding those [information or documents] whose secrecy is indispensable to the security of society and of the State. (Amendments

Act that establishes the Brazilian System of Intelligence and Creates the Brazilian Agency of Intelligence – ABIN, Law No
9.883/1999, 7 December 19998

Article 119
Whomsoever has knowingly delivered or communicated in whole or in part, in original form or as a reproduction, to any person not
qualified to take delivery or have knowledge, of objects, plans, written materials, documents or information covered by article 118, will
be punished with imprisonment of six months to five years and a fine of 500 to 5 000 euros. Whomsoever, without authorisation of the
competent authority, has reproduced, published, or disclosed, in whole or in part, by whatever method objects, plans, written materials,
documents or information covered by article 118, will be punished with the same penalties.

Article 118
Whomsoever has knowingly delivered or communicated in whole or in part, in original form or as a reproduction, to an enemy power or
to any person acting in the interests of an enemy power, objects, plans, written materials, documents or information of which the secret,
in respect of the enemy, concerns the defence of the State’s territory or the safety outside of the State, will be punished (with detention of
ten to fifteen years). If the guilty person held a public function or mandate where they were fulfilling a mission or accomplishing a task
conferred on them by the Government, they will be punished with (detention of fifteen to twenty years).

Article 116
Whomsoever has knowingly delivered or communicated in whole or in part, in original form or as a reproduction, to an enemy power or
to any person acting in the interests of an enemy power, objects, plans, written materials, documents or information of which the secret,
in respect of the enemy, concerns the defence of the State’s territory or the safety of the State, will be punished (with detention for life).

Penal Code, 8 June 18677

Available at: http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/cgi_loi/change_lg.pl?language=fr&la=F&table_name=loi&cn=1867060801
Available at: http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/Leis/L9883.htm

Brazil

6.

7

Belgium

5.
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Article 17
The organisational units shall have a duty to:
(1) apply the requirements relating to the protection of classified information and control compliance therewith;
(2) be responsible for the protection of information;

Classified Information Protection Act10

Available at: http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/decreto-lei/del2848.htm
Available at: http://www.dksi.bg/en/Regulatory+Framework/Law+and+Regulation/CIPA_25032008.htm.

10
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Bulgaria
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Article 325 (Violation of secrecy in respect of a public servant’s position)
Revealing to anyone a fact of which a person has knowledge of by reason of his/her position and that should have remained secret, or
facilitating its revelation: Penalty- detention from six months to two years. or a fine if the fact did not constitute a more serious crime.
(1) The same penalties that apply to this article apply to those who:
(i) permit or facilitate, through the assignment, supply or loan of a password or any other means, the access of unauthorised people
to the information systems or databases of the Public Administration.
(ii) improperly take advantage of their restricted access.
(2) If the action or omission results in harm to the Public Administration or to others:
Penalty- imprisonment from 2 to 6 years, and a fine.

Article 154 (Violation of professional secrets)
Revealing to anyone, without just cause, a secret of which he/she has knowledge by reason of his/her position, ministry, office or
profession, and the revelation of which could bring harm to others: Penalty- detention from three months to one year, or a fine

Article 153 (Divulging of secrets)
Divulging to anyone, without just cause, the contents of a particular document or confidential correspondence of which he/she is the
recipient or the holder, and the divulgence of which could bring harm to others: Penalty- detention from one to six months, or a
fine….(1)(a) Divulging, without just cause, secret or private information defined that way in law, whether or not it is stored on the
information systems or databases of the Public Administration: Penalty – detention from one to four years, and a fine…

Penal Code, Decree Law No 2.848, 7 December 19409

were made to the Article by Provisionary Measure no 2.216-37 of 2001).
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Article 117
(1) Whoever commits an offence under Article 17 shall be liable to a fine from BGN 2,000 to 20,000.
(2) Where an offence under Article 17 has been committed by a legal person, such person shall be liable to pay damages from BGN
2,000 to 20,000.
(3) For failure to prevent an offence under paragraph 2, a legal person's chief executive shall be liable to a fine from BGN 1,000 to
5,000, unless the offence is a criminal one.

Article 19
Every person cleared for access to classified information in connection with a special assignment shall have a duty to comply with the
conditions and procedure for the protection of classified information.

Article 18
(1) The officers of organisational units cleared for access to a particularlevel of classified information shall have a duty to:
1. protect such classified information from unauthorised access;
2. advise immediately the information security officer in the event of unauthorised access to classified information;
3. advise the information security officer of all modifications to classified materials and documents where unauthorised access is
not the case;
4. undergo medical examinations from time to time, but not less frequently than once in every two years, and psychological tests
under the conditions and procedure laid down in Article 42(3).
(2) Every person cleared for access to information classified as "Top Secret" shall have a duty to notify the information security officer
of every intended private foreign travel prior to the date of departure, except where such travel is to any State with which the
Republic of Bulgaria has concluded a treaty on the reciprocal protection of classified information.
(3) The provisions of paragraph 2 shall not apply to the persons under Article 39(1).
(4) The officers of the security services and the public order services shall notify in writing their superiors of every intended foreign
travel.
(5) (Amended, SG No. 109/2007, SG No. 36/2008, SG No. 35/2009, effective 12.05.2009, repealed, SG No. 16/2010, effective
26.02.2010).

(3) in the event of unauthorised access to classified information, advise immediately SISC and take action to limit the harmful
consequences;
(4) provide the information under Article 10(1), subparagraph 2, Article 11(4), subparagraph 6, and Article 16(1), subparagraph 5.
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Article 20
No individual or organisation may unlawfully hold any document, material or other articles classified as State secrets.

Article 19
Any citizen or organisation shall keep confidential the State secrets that have come to his knowledge or its possession regarding State
security.

State Security Law 199312

Article 32
Persons who steal, spy on, buy or illegally provide State secrets for institutions, organisations and people outside the country shall be
investigated for criminal responsibility in accordance with law.

Article 31
Persons who, in violation of the provisions of this Law, divulge State secrets intentionally or through negligence, if the consequences are
serious, shall be investigated for criminal responsibility in accordance with the provisions of Article 186 of the Criminal Law. Persons
who, in violation of the provisions of this Law, divulge State secrets, if the consequences are not serious enough for criminal punishment,
may be given disciplinary sanction in light of the specific circumstances of each case.

Law of the People’s Republic of China on Guarding State Secrets 198811

Available at: http://www.npc.gov.cn/englishnpc/Law/2007-12/12/content_1383925.htm.
Available at: http://www.gov.cn/ziliao/flfg/2005-08/05/content_20927.htm.

China

Article 118
(1) Whoever commits an offence under Articles 18 and 19 shall be liable to a fine from BGN 50 to 300.
(2) The fine under paragraph 1 shall be imposed also on any head of organisational unit or any information security officer who fails to
prevent an offence under Articles 18 and 19.
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Article 26
State officials and employees, local and regional self-government bodies, legal persons with public authority as well as legal and natural
persons who gain access or handle classified and unclassified information shall keep the classified information secret during the time and
after the cease of their duty or work until the information is classified or until by the decision of the originator they are free from the duty
of keeping the secrecy thereof.

Data Secrecy Act 200714

Available at: http://www.npc.gov.cn/englishnpc/Law/2007-12/13/content_1384075.htm.
Available at: http://www.uvns.hr/UserDocsImages/Inf_Sig/ENG/Data%20Secrecy%20Act.pdf.

Croatia

Article 111
Whoever steals, spies on, buys or illegally provides state secrets or intelligence for an agency or organisation or people outside China
shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than five years and not more than ten years; if the circumstances are especially
serious, the offender shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than ten years or life imprisonment; if the circumstances
are relatively minor, the offender shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than five years, criminal detention, public
surveillance or deprivation of political rights.

Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China 197913

Article 29
A State security organ may search the body, articles, residence and other related places of anyone who unlawfully holds documents,
materials or other articles classified as State secrets, or who unlawfully holds or uses equipment and materials specially for espionage
purposes, and may confiscate such documents, materials and other articles, as well as such equipment and materials. Anyone, who
unlawfully holds documents, materials or other articles classified as State secrets, if the case constitutes the crime of divulging State
secrets, shall be investigated for criminal responsibility according to law.

Article 28
Whoever intentionally or negligently divulges State secrets concerning State security shall be given a detention of not more than 15 days
by the State security organ; in case the offence constitutes a crime, the offender shall be investigated for criminal responsibility according
to law.
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Section 66 - Obligations of the natural person who has access to classified information and obligations of the natural person who
is a holder of the personnel security clearance
(1) The natural person who has access to classified information, shall
(a) comply with obligations in the protection of classified information;
(b) hand over, within five days, to the issuing authority of the PSC, his/her PSC, the validity of which has been terminated
according to S. 56 par. 1(b) and (f)-(i);
(c) report immediately in writing to the issuing authority of the PSC or PSC for the foreign power, loss or theft of his/her PSC or
PSC for the foreign power;
(d) report immediately to the Authority changes to data set out in his/her application of the natural person according to S. 94 par.
2 (a), (c) and (d);
(e) report immediately to the person who made his/her briefing according to S. 9 par. 1 or S. 11 par. 2 all breaches of obligations
determined herein;
(f) take part in trainings according to S. 67 par. 1 (b).
(2) The natural person who is a holder of PSC but has not access to classified information will be only under the duties according to
paragraph 1 (b) to (d).

Section 65 - Common obligations
(1) Each individual shall forward immediately any classified information found or obtained contrary to this Act, or a PSC, FSC, PSC for
a foreign power or FSC for a foreign power (hereinafter “the Document Found”) to the Authority, Police or to the Embassy of the
Czech Republic.
(2) Each individual who had or has access to classified information shall hold it in confidence and shall not grant access to it to any
unauthorised person.
(3) Each individual who submitted application according to S. 94 shall report to the Authority immediately all changes to the data set out
in it.
(4) In performance of the state control by the Authority each individual shall fulfil instructions of the control officer in implementing
urgent measures according to S. 144 par. 1.

Czech Act N. 412 of 21 September 2005 on the Protection of Classified Information15

Available at: http://www.nbu.cz/download/nodeid-1814/

10. Czech Republic
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Section 14 – Duties of persons with right of access to state secrets
(1) A person with the right of access to state secrets is required to:
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Section 13 – Duty to maintain state secrets
(1) Persons who do not have the right to access state secrets but to whom a state secret becomes known are required to maintain the
confidentiality thereof.
(2) Persons who do not have the right to access state secrets but who come into possession of a classified medium are required to give
the classified medium promptly to the Security Police Board.

State Secrets Act (1999 as amended 2004)17

Section 109
A person who divulges or passes on communications about the State’s secret operations, deliberations or decisions in cases on which the
state’s security or rights in relation to foreign states depend or which concern significant state socio-economic interests in relation to
foreign countries may be punished by a term of imprisonment of up to 12 years.
Stk. 2 If these acts are done negligently, the penalty may be a fine or imprisonment for up to 3 years.

Section 108
A person who, excluding the matters falling under § 107, does something by which a foreign intelligence service is made capable or
helped directly or indirectly to operate within the territory of the Danish State may be punished by a term of imprisonment of up to 6
years.
Stk. 2 If it concerns intelligence related to military matters, or it takes place during war or occupation, the penalty may increase up to a
term of imprisonment for 12 years.

Section 107
A person who, in the service of a foreign power or organization, or for the use by persons working for them, explores or communicates
matters that must be kept secret in the Danish state or public interest will be punished for espionage, whether or not the matter
communicated is correct, by a term of imprisonment of up to 16 years.
Stk. 2 If it concerns the matters named in § 109, or it takes place during a war or occupation the penalty may be increased up to a term of
imprisonment for life.

Penal Code Consolidation Act No 607, 6 September 198616

Available at: https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=152827
Available at: http://www.legaltext.ee/en/andmebaas/tekst.asp?loc=text&dok=X30057K7&pg=1&tyyp=X&query=State+Secrets+Act&ptyyp=RT&keel=et.

12. Estonia

11. Denmark
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Section 23 — Non-disclosure and prohibition of use
(1) A person in the service of an authority and an elected official shall not disclose the secret content of a document, nor information
which would be secret if contained in the document, nor any other information obtained in the service of the authority, where
covered by a duty of non-disclosure provided in an Act. The provision on non-disclosure shall apply also after the service or the
performance of the task on behalf of the authority has ceased.

Section 22 — Document secrecy
(1) An official document shall be secret if it has been so provided in this Act or another Act, or if it has been declared secret by an
authority by virtue of an Act, or if it contains information covered by the duty of non-disclosure, as provided in an Act.
(2) A secret official document, a copy or a printout thereof shall not be shown or given to a third party or made available to a third party
by means of a technical interface or otherwise.

Act on the Openness of Government Activities (621/1999; amendments up to 1060/2002 included)18

Available at: http://www.finlex.fi/en/laki/kaannokset/1999/en19990621.pdf.

13. Finland

5. maintain the confidentiality of state secrets which become known to him or her;
6. protect classified media in his or her possession from disclosure and access by unauthorised persons;
7. notify immediately the head of an agency or legal person or a person authorised by the head to organise the protection of state
secrets, and the corresponding agency which performs security checks of any person attempting in any way to obtain unlawful
access to state secrets;
8. notify immediately the head of an agency or legal person or a person authorised by the head to organise the protection of state
secrets, and the corresponding agency which performs security checks of each violation of the requirements of this Act or
legislation issued on the basis thereof which becomes known to him or her;
9. notify immediately the corresponding agency which performs security checks of any change in his or her name, residence, seat
or postal address.
(2) In addition to the provisions of subsection (1) of this section, a legal person is required to immediately notify an agency which
performs security checks of the following changes:
1. merger, division or transformation;
2. changes in the membership of the management board or the supervisory board;
3. bankruptcy or liquidation proceedings commenced with respect to the legal person;
4. changes in the ownership if the holding of a new owner forms at least 5 per cent;
5. proprietary obligations which have arisen and which exceed the average one month's turnover during the preceding financial
year.
(05.12.2001 entered into force 06.01.2002 - RT I 2001, 100, 643)
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Available at: http://www.finlex.fi/en/laki/kaannokset/1889/en18890039.pdf.
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Section 5 - Breach and negligent breach of official secrecy (604/2002)
(1) If a public official intentionally, while in service or thereafter, unlawfully
1. discloses a document or information which pursuant to the Act on the Openness of Government Activities (621/1999) or another
Act is to be kept secret of not disclosed, or
2. makes use of the document or information referred to in paragraph (1) to the benefit of himself or herself or to the loss of
another,
he or she shall be sentenced, unless a more severe penalty for the act has been laid down elsewhere, for breach of official secrecy to a
fine or to imprisonment for at most two years. A public official may also be sentenced to dismissal if the offence demonstrates that he or

Section 2 - Secrecy violation (578/1995)
(1) If the secrecy offence, in view of the significance of the act as concerns the protection of privacy or confidentiality, or the other
relevant circumstances, is petty when assessed as a whole, the offender shall be sentenced for a secrecy violation to a fine.
(2) Also a person who has violated a secrecy duty referred to in section 1 and it is specifically provided that such violation is punishable
as a secrecy violation, shall also be sentenced for a secrecy violation.

Section 1 - Secrecy offence (578/1995)
A person who in violation of a secrecy duty provided by an Act or Decree or specifically ordered by an authority pursuant to an Act
(1) discloses information which should be kept secret and which he or she has learnt by virtue of his or her position or task or in the
performance of a duty, or
(2) makes use of such a secret for the gain of himself or herself or another shall be sentenced, unless the act is punishable under chapter
40, section 5, for a secrecy offence to a fine or to imprisonment for at most one year.

Criminal Code of the Republic of Finland19

(2) The provision in paragraph (1) applies also where trainees or other temporary personnel, persons commissioned by the authority or
persons in the service of such persons have acquired secret information by virtue of an Act or a permission based on an Act, unless
otherwise provided in the Act or laid down in the permission. A party, his/her representative or counsel shall not disclose to third
parties secret information obtained by virtue of party status and concerning other persons than the party himself.
(3) A person referred to above in paragraph (1) or (2) shall not use secret information for personal benefit or the benefit of another, nor
for the detriment of another. However, a party, his/her representative and counsel may use information concerning a person other
than the party himself/herself, where the matter concerns the right, interest or obligation on which the access of the party to the
information is based.
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Article 411-8
The fact of conducting, for the benefit of a foreign power, a foreign company or organisation or a company or organisation under foreign
control, or their agents, an activity aimed at obtaining or delivering systems, information, devices, objects, documents, electronic data or
files where the use, disclosure or collection is of a nature to damage fundamental interests of the Nation is punished with ten years of
criminal detention and with a fine of 150 000 euros.

Article 411-7
The fact of collating or gathering, in view of delivering them to a foreign power, a foreign company or organisation or a company or
organisation under foreign control, or to their agents, information, devices, objects, documents, electronic data or files where the use,
disclosure or collection is of a nature to damage fundamental interests of the Nation is punished with ten years of criminal detention and
with a fine of 150 000 euros.

Article 411-6
The fact of delivering or rendering accessible to a foreign power, a foreign company or organisation or a company or organisation under
foreign control, or to their agents, information, devices, objects, documents, electronic data or files where the use, disclosure or
collection is of a nature to damage fundamental interests of the Nation is punished with fifteen years of criminal detention and with a fine
of 225 000 euros.

Penal Code of the French Republic20

Available at: http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719.

14. France

she is manifestly unfit for his or her duties.
(2) If a public official commits the offence referred to in subsection 1 through negligence, and the act, in view of its harmful and
damaging effects and the other relevant circumstances, is not of minor significance, he or she shall be sentenced, unless a more
severe penalty for the act is provided elsewhere in the law, for negligent breach of official secrecy to a fine or to imprisonment for at
most six months.
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Article 38 – Liability for Violation of the Law of Georgia on State Secrets
(1) A person who violates the obligation to keep the state secret referred to in Article 32 of this Law or who fails to observe the
restrictions on handing over the state secret to another state shall be liable according to the Georgian legislation.
(2) An official or a state employee who:
(a) Classifies as secret the information referred to in Article 8 of this Law;
(b) Classifies the information as secret without justification;
(c) Attaches a secrecy label to the medium of information which does not constitute or no longer constitutes a state secret;
(d) Violates the requirements of Article 26 of this Law with respect to granting access to a state secret;
(e) Violates the requirements of Article 19 of this Law;
(f) Breaches the obligation to keep the state secret;
(g) Fails to observe the restrictions on handing over the state secret to another state; or
(h) Fails to exercise control over protection of state secrets,
shall be liable according to the Georgian legislation.
(3) If a person has disclosed the information defined as a state secret which, according to this Law, should not have been defined as a
state secret, then the question of his liability may be considered only after the validity of imposing secrecy on this information is
established; and if it is found that the secrecy had been imposed illegally, then the person shall not be held liable.
(4) Disclosure of a state secret by the person who did not know and reasonably should not have known that the information was secret
shall not be deemed to constitute an offense.
(5) If a medium of mass information made public a state secret and thereby caused a significant damage to the state security or to the
international relations of Georgia, or thereby put in danger the lives of the individuals, then the editor on duty (the person responsible
for the broadcast) shall be liable according to the Georgian legislation.
(6) Publication by the media of mass information of such information containing a state secret publication of which is important for
protection of the public safety or which was already published earlier shall not be deemed to constitute an offense.

Article 32 – The Obligations of the Person having Access to the State Secret to keep the State Secret
The person who was granted access to the state secret shall be bound:
(1) Not to disclose the state secret which was entrusted to him or which was made known to him when performing his official duties;
(2) To observe the requirements of the secrecy regime prescribed in accordance with Article 25 of this Law.
(3) To notify the official who granted him access to the state secret of the circumstances that obstruct the person from keeping the state
secret entrusted to him.

Law of Georgia on State Secrets21

Available at: http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/text.jsp?file_id=209009.

15. Georgia
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Section 96 (Treasonous espionage; spying on state secrets)
(1) Whosoever obtains a state secret in order to disclose it (section 94) shall be liable to imprisonment from one to ten years.
(2) Whosoever obtains a state secret which has been kept secret by an official agency or at its behest in order to disclose it (section 95)
shall be liable to imprisonment from six months to five years. The attempt shall be punishable.

Section 95 (Disclosure of state secrets with intent to cause damage)
(1) Whosoever allows a state secret which has been kept secret by an official authority or at its behest to come to the attention of an
unauthorised person or become known to the public, and thereby creates the danger of serious prejudice to the external security of
the Federal Republic of Germany, shall be liable to imprisonment from six months to five years unless the offence is punishable
under section 94.
(2) The attempt shall be punishable.
(3) In especially serious cases the penalty shall be imprisonment from one to ten years. Section 94(2) shall apply.

Section 94 (Treason)
(1) Whosoever
1. communicates a state secret to a foreign power or one of its intermediaries; or
2. otherwise allows a state secret to come to the attention of an unauthorised person or to become known to the public in order to
prejudice the Federal Republic of Germany or benefit a foreign power and thereby creates a danger of serious prejudice to the
external security of the Federal Republic of Germany, shall be liable to imprisonment of not less than one year.
(2) In especially serious cases the penalty shall be imprisonment for life or of not less than five years. An especially serious case will
typically occur if the offender
1. abuses a position of responsibility which especially obliges him to safeguard state secrets; or
2. through the offence creates the danger of an especially serious prejudice to the external security of the Federal Republic of
Germany.

Section 93 (Definition of state secret)
(1) State secrets are facts, objects or knowledge which are only accessible to a limited category of persons and must be kept secret from
foreign powers in order to avert a danger of serious prejudice to the external security of the Federal Republic of Germany.
(2) Facts which constitute violations of the independent, democratic constitutional order or of international arms control agreements,
kept secret from the treaty partners of the Federal Republic of Germany, are not state secrets.

Criminal Code of 13 November 199822

Available at: http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/german_criminal_code.pdf.

16. Germany
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Section 3 – Penalties for spying
(1) If any person for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the State(a) approaches, inspects, passes over or is in the vicinity of, or enters, any prohibited place; or

Official Secrets Act 192323

Available at: www.archive.india.gov.in/allimpfrms/allacts/3314.pdf.

17. India
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Section 98 (Treasonous activity as an agent)
(1) Whosoever
1. engages in activity for a foreign power which is directed towards the acquisition or communication of state secrets; or
2. declares to a foreign power or one of its intermediaries his willingness to engage in such activity, shall be liable to imprisonment
not exceeding five years or a fine unless the offence is punishable pursuant to section 94 or section 96(1). In especially serious
cases the penalty shall be imprisonment from one to ten years; section 94(2) 2nd sentence No 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis.
(2) The court in its discretion may mitigate the sentence (section 49(2)) or order a discharge under these provisions if the offender
voluntarily gives up his activity and discloses his knowledge to a government authority. If the offender in cases under subsection (2)
1st sentence above has been forced into the activity by the foreign power or its intermediaries, he shall not be liable under this
provision if he voluntarily gives up his activity and discloses his knowledge to a government authority without unnecessary delay.

Section 97a (Disclosure of illegal secrets)
Whosoever communicates a secret, which is not a state secret because of one of the violations indicated in section 93(2), to a foreign
power or one of its intermediaries and thereby creates the danger of serious prejudice to the external security of the Federal Republic of
Germany, shall be punished as if he had committed treason (section 94). Section 96(1), in conjunction with section 94(1) No 1 shall
apply mutatis mutandis to secrets of the kind indicated in the 1st sentence above.

Section 97 (Disclosure of state secrets and negligently causing danger)
(1) Whosoever allows a state secret which has been kept secret by an official agency or at its behest to come to the attention of an
unauthorised person or become known to the public, and thereby negligently causes the danger of serious prejudice to the external
security of the Federal Republic of Germany, shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding five years or a fine.
(2) Whosoever by gross negligence allows a state secret which has been kept secret by an official agency or at its behest and which was
accessible to him by reason of his public office, government position or assignment given by an official authority, to come to the
attention of an unauthorised person, and thereby negligently causes the danger of serious prejudice to the external security of the
Federal Republic of Germany, shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding three years or a fine.
(3) The offence may only be prosecuted upon the authorisation of the Federal Government.
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18. Italy

Available at: http://www.sicurezzanazionale.gov.it/sisr.nsf/english/law-no-124-2007.html.
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Section 41 – Prohibition against relating facts having State-secret status
(1) Public officials, public employees and public service providers are forbidden to relate facts having State-secret status. If State-secret
status has been invoked at any stage of criminal proceedings then, without prejudice to the provisions contained in article 202 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure (as substituted by section 40 of this Act), the judicial authority shall inform the President of the Council
of Ministers (in his/her capacity as National Security Authority), so that the necessary decisions falling within his/her competence
may be taken.
(2) If the judicial authority considers that knowledge of the matters having State-secret status is essential for the conclusion of the
proceedings, he/she shall suspend every initiative directed at acquiring the information having State-secret status and ask the
President of the Council of Ministers to confirm the existence of State-secret status.
(3) Should State-secret status be confirmed and should knowledge of the matters having State-secret status be shown to be essential for

Intelligence System for the Security of the Republic and new Provisions Governing Secrecy, Law no 124 of 8 March 200724

(b) makes any sketch, plan, model, or note which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to be, directly; or indirectly,
useful to an enemy or
(c) obtains collects, records or publishes or communicates to any other person any secret official code or pass word, or any
sketch, plan, model, article or note or other document or information which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to
be, directly or indirectly, useful to an enemy or which relates to a matter the disclosure of which is likely to affect the
sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the State or friendly relations with foreign States; he shall be punishable
with imprisonment for a term which may extend, where the offence is committed in relation to any work of defence, arsenal,
naval, military or air force establishment or station, mine, minefield, factory, dockyard, camp, ship or aircraft or otherwise in
relation to the naval, military or air force affairs of Government or in relation to any secret official code, to fourteen years
and in other case to three years.
(2) On a prosecution for an offence punishable under this section, it shall not be necessary to show that the accused person was guilty of
any particular act tending to show a purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the State, and, notwithstanding that no such act is
proved against him, he may be convicted if, from the circumstances of the case or his conduct or his known character as proved, it
appears that his purpose was a purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the State; and if any sketch, plan, model, article, note,
document, or information relating to or used in any prohibited place, or relating to anything in such a place, or any secret official
code or pass word is made, obtained, collected, recorded, published or communicated by any person other than a person acting under
lawful authority, and from the circumstances of the case or his conduct or his known character as proved it appears that his purpose
was a purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the State, such sketch, plan, model, article, note, document, information, code
or pass word shall be presumed to have been made, obtained, collected, recorded, published or communicated for a purpose
prejudicial to the safety or interests of the State.
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Article 1
In view of the fact that, under the situation where the increasingly complex international situation has enhanced the importance of
information related to securing the safety of Japan and its citizens and where the development of an advanced information and
telecommunications network society has given rise to concern over the risk of unauthorized disclosure of such information, it is
important to establish a system for properly protecting information, among information concerning Japan's National Security (meaning
assuring the safety of the nation and its citizens from any invasion from outside, etc. which might affect the nation's existence; the same
shall apply hereinafter), which is particularly required to be kept secret, and then to gather, sort out and utilize said information, this Act
is aimed at preventing unauthorized disclosure of such information by providing for the designation of specially designated secrets,
restriction on the persons who handle them, and other necessary matters with regard to the protection of such information, and thereby
contribute to securing the safety of Japan and its citizens.

Act on the Protection of Specially Designated Secrets25

Available at: http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?ft=1&re=02&dn=1&co=01&ia=03&x=39&y=9&ky=secrets&page=37

19. Japan

the conclusion of the proceedings, the judge shall state that he/she cannot proceed on account of the existence of a State secret.
(4) If the President of the Council of Ministers fails to confirm State-secret status within thirty days of receiving notification of the
request, the judicial authority shall acquire the information and make provision for the proceedings to continue.
(5) An invocation of State-secret status that is confirmed by the President of the Council of Ministers in a document stating reasons shall
bar the judicial authority from acquiring or using the information having State-secret status even indirectly.
(6) It shall, in any case, remain open to the judicial authority to proceed on the basis of elements existing separately and independently
of the records, documents or matters having State-secret status.
(7) Where a conflict of competence issue is raised against the President of the Council of Ministers, should the conflict result in a
finding that no State secret exists, the President of the Council of Ministers shall not have the power to invoke State-secret status
again in relation to the same material. Should the conflict result in a finding that a State secret does exist, the judicial authority shall
have no power either to acquire or to use (whether directly or indirectly) records or documents in relation to which State-secret status
has been invoked.
(8) In no circumstances may State-secret status be invoked against the Constitutional Court. The Court shall adopt the necessary
measures to guarantee the secrecy of its proceedings.
(9) The President of the Council of Ministers shall be bound both to communicate to the Parliamentary Committee referred to under
section 30 every case where an invocation of State-secret status is confirmed pursuant to this section, and to give the essential
reasons for such confirmation. At the request of the Parliamentary Oversight Committee, the President of the Council of Ministers
shall provide, in a secret ad hoc session, the information necessary to review the merits of the confirmation of the invocation of
State-secret status. If the Parliamentary Committee considers the invocation of State-secret status to be groundless, it shall report the
matter to both Houses of Parliament for their assessment of the situation.
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Section 14 – Duties of a Person in Respect of Official Secrets
(1) A person who is entitled to carry out work which is related to official secrets or the protection thereof shall be personally liable for
the performance of the requirements for the protection of official secrets provided for in the law and Cabinet regulations, and
compliance with the specified secrecy regime and special record-keeping regulations.
(2) If the circumstances referred to in Section 9, Paragraph three of this Law have arisen which prevent the person from access to official
secrets, the person has a duty to notify the institution which issued the special permit thereof without delay.
(3) An official secret subject shall without delay notify the relevant State security institution of the cases of loss of official secret objects
and in co-operation with this institution carry out a search for the lost objects, as well as take the necessary measures to prevent or
diminish harm which may arise as a result of disclosure of the official secret.

Law on Official Secrets26

Available at: http://www.vvc.gov.lv/export/sites/default/docs/LRTA/Likumi/On_Official_Secrets.doc

20. Latvia

Article 23
(1) If a person who is engaged in the duty of handling a specially designated secret discloses, without authorization, the specially
designated secret which he/she has come to know in the course of performing the duty, such person shall be punished by
imprisonment with work for not more than ten years, or in light of the circumstances, shall be punished by imprisonment with work
for not more than ten years and a fine of not more than ten million yen. The same shall apply when such person is no longer engaged
in the duty of handling a specially designated secret.
(2) With regard to the specially designated secret provided pursuant to Article 4, paragraph (5), Article 9, Article 10 or the second
sentence of Article 18, paragraph (4), if, a person has come to know said specially designated secret in the course of performing the
duty for which the secret was provided, and then discloses it without authorization, such person shall be punished by imprisonment
with work for not more than five years, or in light of the circumstances, shall be punished by imprisonment with work for not more
than five years and a fine of not more than five million yen. The same shall apply when, with regard to a specially designated secret
presented in the case provided in Article 10, paragraph (1), item (i), (b), a person to whom the specially designated secret has been
presented discloses it without authorization.
(3) An attempt of the crimes prescribed under the preceding two paragraphs shall be punished.
(4) A person who commits the crime prescribed under paragraph (1) by negligence shall be punished by imprisonment without work for
not more than two years or by a fine of not more than 500,000 yen.
(5) person who commits the crime prescribed under paragraph (2) by negligence shall be punished by imprisonment without work for
not more than one year or a fine of not more than 300,000 yen.
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Article 19. Duties of a Person Holding an Authorisation to Handle or Familiarise with Classified Information or a Security
Clearance
A person holding an authorisation to handle or familiarise with classified information or a security clearance shall be under an obligation:
1. to know requirements of the legal acts regulating the protection of classified information and carry them out;
2. not to disclose, lose and release the classified information entrusted to or obtained by him to unauthorised persons as well as to
the persons who, although having the right to handle classified information, are not authorised to familiarise with it;
3. to protect the classified information entrusted to him or obtained during the period of service for the entire time period for
classification of this information;
4. to act on a need-to-know basis;
5. to prevent the unlawful actions of third parties which may result in a disclosure, loss, seizure or other unauthorised acquisition of
classified information and to immediately notify of these facts and other circumstances of a disclosure or loss of classified
information a responsible person or the head of an entity of secrets;
6. to immediately notify a responsible person of a loss or disclosure of the classified information entrusted to him as well as of
breaches of requirements for the protection of classified information;
7. to return all the classified information entrusted to him to a responsible person when terminating employment (service) relations,
being transferred to a position not involving to the use of classified information;
8. to provide information, oral or written clarifications to the persons authorised to exercise control of the protection of classified
information;
 to notify a responsible person of changes in the questionnaire data submitted to the institutions which have screened his
candidacy;
 six months prior to the expiry of validity of an authorisation to handle or familiarise with classified information or a security
clearance as well as in the course of additional screening carried out by authorised institutions, to submit to a responsible person
the documents required for the carrying out of the screening.

Law on State Secrets and Official Secrets 201227

Available at: http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/dokpaieska.showdoc_e?p_id=435662.

21. Lithuania

Section 15 – Liability for Violation of Regulations for Utilisation or Protection of Official Secrets
(1) A person who by his or her action or failure to act has violated the regulations for the utilisation or protection of official secrets shall
be held disciplinary or criminally liable in accordance with the procedures set out by law.
(2) Procedures for the internal investigation of such matters shall be determined by the Cabinet.
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Article 8 – Wrongful communication, etc., of official secret
(1) If any person having in his possession or control any official secret or any secret official code word, countersign or password
which—
(a) relates to or is used in a prohibited place or relates to anything in such a place;
(b) relates to munitions of war and to other apparatus, equipment and machinery which are used in the maintenance of the safety
and security of Malaysia;
(c) has been made or obtained in contravention of this Act;
(d) has been entrusted in confidence to him by any public officer; or
(e) he has made or obtained, or to which he has had access, owing to his position as a person who holds or has held office in the
public service, or as a person who holds, or has held a contract made on behalf of the Government, or as a person who is or
has been employed by or under a person who holds or has held such an office or contract, does any of the following:
(i)
communicates directly or indirectly any such information or thing to any foreign country other than any foreign
country to which he is duly authorized to communicate it, or any person other than a person to whom he is duly
authorized to communicate it or to whom it is his duty to communicate it;

Article 3 – Penalties for spying
If any person for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or interest of Malaysia—
(a) approaches, inspects, passes over or is in the neighbourhood of, or enters any prohibited place;
(b) makes any document which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to be directly or indirectly useful to a foreign
country;
(c) obtains, collects, records, publishes or communicates to any other person any secret official code word, countersign,
password or any article, document or information which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to be directly or
indirectly useful to a foreign country,
he shall be guilty of an offence punishable with imprisonment for life.

Official Secrets Act 197228

Available at: http://www.agc.gov.my/Akta/Vol.%202/Akta%2088.pdf. See also: http://www.agc.gov.my/Akta/Vol.%202/Act%2088.pdf.

22. Malaysia

A person shall be held liable for an unauthorised holding of classified information, the compromise, loss, seizure or other unauthorised
acquisition of classified information or for other breaches of the requirements set for the protection of classified information in
accordance with the procedure laid down by legal acts.

Article 46 – Liability for Unauthorised Holding of Classified Information, Compromise, Loss, Seizure or Other Unauthorised
Acquisition of Classified Information
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Article 210
A person who reveals any secret or confidential communication known or received through the course of employment, without just
cause, to the detriment of someone, without consent in a manner which could result in harm shall receive thirty to two hundred days of
community service.

Federal Penal Code, 14 August 193130

Article 54
A person who for any reason participates or has knowledge of the products, sources, methods, means, intelligence operations, records or
information derived from planned actions under the current law, should not disclose it, by any means and take the necessary measures to
avoid it becoming public.

National Security Act, 31 January 200529

Available at: http://www.diputados.gob.mx/LeyesBiblio/pdf/LSegNac.pdf.
Available at: http://www.edomex.gob.mx/legistelfon/doc/pdf/cod/vig/codvig006.pdf.

23. Mexico

uses any such official secret or thing as aforesaid for the benefit of any foreign country other than any foreign
country for whose benefit he is duly authorized to use it, or in any other manner prejudicial to the safety or
interests of Malaysia;
(iii)
retains in his possession or control any such thing as aforesaid when he has no right to retain it, or when it is
contrary to his duty to retain it, or fails to comply with all lawful directions issued by lawful authority with
regard to the return or disposal thereof; or
(iv)
fails to take reasonable care of, or so conducts himself as to endanger the safety or secrecy of, any such official
secret or thing,
he shall be guilty of an offence punishable with imprisonment for a term not less than one year but not exceeding seven years.
(2) If any person receives any official secret or any secret official code word, countersign or password knowing or having reasonable
ground to believe at the time when he receives it, that the official secret, code word, countersign or password is communicated to
him in contravention of this Act, he shall, unless he proves that the communication to him of the official secret, code word,
countersign or password was contrary to his desire, be guilty of an offence punishable with imprisonment for a term not less than one
year but not exceeding seven years.

(ii)
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Article 187
[Things that] Are considered national defence secrets for the application of the present code :
1. Military, diplomatic, economic or industrial information that, by its nature, must only be known by people qualified to utilise or
maintain it, and must, in the interest of national defence, be held secret from to all other persons.
2. Objects, materials, written information, drawings, plans, maps, field maps, photographs or any other reproductions, and all other
documents whatsoever which, by their nature, must only be known by people qualified utilise or maintain it, and must, in the

Article 181
Whether in time of peace or war, any Moroccan is guilty of treason and punishable with death if they commit the following acts…4
delivering to a foreign authority or its agents, under whatever form and by whatever means, a national defence secret, or who has, by
whatever means whatsoever, possession of a secret of this nature with the intention of delivering it to a foreign authority or its agents is,
in times of peace or in times of war, guilty of treason and punished with death.

Penal Code, Dahir No. 1-59-413, 26 November 196232

It is also forbidden to embezzle work papers and documents or to reveal their content to others in an unauthorised way. Except in
circumstances specified in current regulations, only the authority of the Minister to whom the employee reports can authorise this
employee to reveal any professional secrets or to remove the requirement of the regulation above.

Chapter 18
Notwithstanding the enacted criminal law regulation relating to information security, every employee in the Moroccan public service is
required to protect classified information relating to tasks or information that the employee learns during the performance or exercise of
their duties.

General Civil Service Regulation Act, Dahir No. 1-58-008 of 4 Shaban 1377, 24 February 195831

Available at: http://www.mmsp.gov.ma/ar/documents.aspx?t=3.
Available at: http://adala.justice.gov.ma/production/legislation/fr/penal/Code%20Penal.htm and http://www.mmsp.gov.ma/ar/documents.aspx?t=3.

24. Morocco

Article 211
When the punishable disclosure is made by a person who performs professional or technical services or is a public official or employee
or when the secret that is revealed or published has an industrial character, the penalty is one to five years, a fine of fifty to five hundred
pesos and suspension from employment, if applicable, of two months to one year.
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Article 12A – Prohibition on unauthorised disclosure of information
(1) An officer or employee of the Security Intelligence Service, or a former officer or employee of the Service, shall not disclose or use
any information gained by or conveyed to him through his connection with the Service otherwise than in the strict course of his
official duties or as authorised by the Minister.
(2) A person who, by any intelligence warrant, is authorised to intercept or seize any communication or to undertake electronic tracking,
or is requested to give any assistance in making any such interception or seizure or electronic tracking, or to make the services of
other persons available to the Security Intelligence Service, shall not disclose the existence of the warrant, or disclose or use any
information gained by or conveyed to him when acting pursuant to the warrant, otherwise than as authorised by the warrant or by the
Minister or the Director.
(3) A person who acquires knowledge of any information knowing that it was gained as a result of any interception or seizure, or
electronic tracking, in accordance with an intelligence warrant shall not knowingly disclose that information otherwise than in the
course of his duty.
(4) Every person commits an offence and is liable on conviction to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine not
exceeding $2,000 who fails to comply with or acts in contravention of the foregoing provisions of this section.

New Zealand Security Intelligence Service Act 199633

Available at: http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1969/0024/latest/whole.html.

25. New Zealand

Article 193
Is guilty of an offense against the external security of the State: any Moroccan or foreigner who commits the following: …. 2° organising
any means of correspondence or transmission which can harm national defence, in a clandestine manner and regardless of whether they
used a disguise, or concealed their names, positions or nationalities.…
If the offenses in the preceding paragraphs are committed in times of war, the penalty is imprisonment from five to thirty years. If
committed in times of peace, the penalty is imprisonment of one to five years and a fine from 1000 to 10000 dirhams.

…
When the offenses in the preceding paragraphs are committed in times of war, the penalty is imprisonment from five to thirty years.
When committed in time of peace, the penalty is imprisonment of one to five years and a fine from 1 000 to 10 000 dirhams.

interests of national defence, be held secret from to all other persons for the reason they are capable of leading to the discovery
of information belonging to the categories referred to in the preceding paragraph.
3. military information of whatever nature, not previously published by the government, and not listed in the categories above, and
whose publication, broadcast, disclosure or copying was prohibited by decree or a ministerial cabinet decree.
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Available at: http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1961/0043/latest/DLM327382.html.
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Section 78A – Wrongful Communication, Retention, or Copying of Official Information
(1) Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 years who, being a person who owes allegiance to the Sovereign in
right of New Zealand, within or outside New Zealand,—
(a) knowingly or recklessly, and with knowledge that he or she is acting without proper authority, communicates any official
information or delivers any object to any other person knowing that such communication or delivery is likely to prejudice the
security or defence of New Zealand; or
(b) with intent to prejudice the security or defence of New Zealand, retains or copies any official document—
(i)
which he or she knows he or she does not have proper authority to retain or copy; and
(ii)
which he or she knows relates to the security or defence of New Zealand; and
(iii)
which would, by its unauthorised disclosure, be likely to prejudice the security or defence of New Zealand; or
(c) knowingly fails to comply with any directions issued by a lawful authority for the return of an official document—
(i)
which is in his or her possession or under his or her control; and
(ii)
which he or she knows relates to the security or defence of New Zealand; and
(iii)
which would, by its unauthorised disclosure, be likely to prejudice seriously the security or defence of New
Zealand.
(2) In this section,—
department means a government department named in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Ombudsmen Act 1975
object means any object which—
(a) a department; or
(b) a Minister of the Crown in his or her official capacity; or
(c) an organisation; or
(d) an officer or employee of any department or organisation in his or her capacity as such an officer or employee or in his or her
capacity as a statutory officer; or
(e) an independent contractor engaged by any department or Minister of the Crown or organisation in his or her capacity as such
contractor; or
(f) a branch or post, outside New Zealand, of a department or organisation; or
(g) an unincorporated body (being a board, council, committee, subcommittee, or other body)—
(i)
which is established for the purpose of assisting or advising, or performing functions connected with, any
department or Minister of the Crown or organisation; and
(ii)
which is so established in accordance with the provisions of any enactment or by any department or Minister of

Crimes Act 196134
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Available at: http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1981/0113/latest/DLM53348.html.
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Section 20A – Unauthorised disclosure of certain official information
(1) Every person commits an offence and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months or to a fine not exceeding $2,000

Summary Offences Act 198135

the Crown or organisation,—
is entitled to have in its or his or her possession by virtue of its or his or her rights as the owner, hirer, lessee, bailee, or
custodian of that object
official information—
(a) means any information held by—
(i)
a department; or
(ii)
a Minister of the Crown in his or her official capacity; or
(iii)
an organisation; or
(iv)
an officer or employee of any department or organisation in his or her capacity as such an officer or employee or
in his or her capacity as a statutory officer; or
(v)
an independent contractor engaged by any department or Minister of the Crown or organisation in his or her
capacity as such contractor; and
(b) includes any information held outside New Zealand by any branch or post of—
(i)
a department; or
(ii)
an organisation; and
(c) includes any information held by an unincorporated body (being a board, council, committee, subcommittee, or other
body)—
(i)
which is established for the purpose of assisting or advising, or performing functions connected with, any
department or Minister of the Crown or organisation; and
(ii)
which is so established in accordance with the provisions of any enactment or by any department or Minister of
the Crown or organisation
organisation means—
(a) an organisation named in Part 2 of Schedule 1 of the Ombudsmen Act 1975:
(b) an organisation named in Schedule 1 of the Official Information Act 1982
statutory officer means a person—
(a) holding or performing the duties of an office established by an enactment; or
(b) performing duties expressly conferred on him or her by virtue of his or her office by an enactment
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who knowingly communicates to any other person any official information as defined in section 78A(2) of the Crimes Act 1961 (not
being official information that is publicly available) or delivers to any other person any object as defined in section 78A(2) of the
Crimes Act 1961 knowing that he does not have proper authority to effect the communication or delivery and that the
communication of that information or the delivery of that object is likely—
(a) to endanger the safety of any person:
(b) to prejudice the maintenance of confidential sources of information in relation to the prevention, investigation, or detection
of offences; or
(c) to prejudice the effectiveness of operational plans for the prevention, investigation, or detection of offences or the
maintenance of public order, either generally or in a particular case; or
(d) to prejudice the safeguarding of life or property in a disaster or emergency; or
(e) to prejudice the safe custody of offenders or of persons charged with offences; or
(f) to damage seriously the economy of New Zealand by disclosing prematurely decisions to change or continue Government
economic or financial policies relating to—
(i)
exchange rates or the control of overseas exchange transactions:
(ii)
the regulation of banking or credit:
(iii)
taxation:
(iv)
the stability, control, and adjustment of prices of goods and services, rents, and other costs, and rates of wages,
salaries, and other incomes:
(v)
the borrowing of money by the Government of New Zealand:
(vi)
the entering into of overseas trade agreements.
(2) No charging document may be filed against any person for—
(a) an offence against this section; or
(b) the offence of conspiring to commit an offence against this section; or
(c) the offence of attempting to commit an offence against this section,—
except with the consent of the Attorney-General:
provided that a person alleged to have committed any offence mentioned in this subsection may be arrested, or a warrant for his arrest
may be issued and executed, and any such person may be remanded in custody or on bail, notwithstanding that the consent of the
Attorney-General to the filing of a charging document for the offence has not been obtained, but no further or other proceedings shall be
taken until that consent has been obtained.
(3) The Attorney-General may, before deciding whether or not to give his consent under subsection (2), make such inquiries as he thinks
fit.
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Article 283 – Disclosure of a State Secret
(1) Disclosure of information comprising a state secret, by a person to whom it has been entrusted or to whom it has become known
through his office or work, if this information has become the property of other persons, in the absence of the characteristic features
of high treason, Shall be punishable by arrest for a term of four to six months, or by deprivation of liberty for up to four years, with
disqualification from holding specific offices or engaging in specified activities for a term of up to three years, or without such
disqualification.
(2) The same deed, which involved through negligence grave consequences,
Shall be punishable by deprivation of liberty for a term of three to seven years, with disqualification from holding specific offices or
engaging in specified activities for a term of up to three years.

Criminal Code of the Russian Federation38

Article 3
Classified information shall be disclosed to none other than those fit and proper to keep secrets and solely to the extent required by the
recipient to perform his or her work, discharge official duties, or provide a product under a job contract.

The Classified Information Protection Act of 22 January 1999 (Part 1)37

Section 46 – Penalty for Unauthorised Revelation of Classified Materials
The penalty of ten (10) years and one day to twelve (12) years of imprisonment shall be imposed upon any person, police or law
enforcement agent, judicial officer or civil servant who, not being authorized by the Court of Appeals to do so, reveals in any manner or
form any classified information under this Act.

Human Security Act of 200736

Available at: http://www.senate.gov.ph/republic_acts/ra%209372.pdf
Available at: http://www.legislationline.org/download/action/download/id/1254/file/92abd02072999b6e26ee4748741c.pdf
38
Available at: http://www.genproc.gov.ru/documents/legal-base/document-597/.

36

28. Russia

27. Poland

26. Philippines
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(a) approaches, inspects, passes over or is in the neighbourhood of, or enters any prohibited place within the meaning of this Act;
(b) makes any photograph, drawing, plan, model or note which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to be directly or
indirectly useful to a foreign Power or to an enemy; or
(c) obtains, collects, records, publishes or communicates to any other person any secret official code word, countersign or
password, or any photograph, drawing, plan, model, article or note, or other document or information which is calculated to be or
might be or is intended to be directly or indirectly useful to a foreign Power or to an enemy, he shall be guilty of an offence.

Article 3 – Penalties for spying
(1) If any person for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of Singapore —

Official Secrets Act 40

Available at: http://svr.gov.ru/svr_today/doc02.htm.
Available at: http://statutes.agc.gov.sg/aol/search/display/view.w3p;page=0;query=DocId%3A%223bc8b443-65c7-4c42-a4c349b650267c16%22%20Status%3Ainforce%20Depth%3A0;rec=0.

39

29. Singapore

Article 18 – Staff of the Russian Federation foreign intelligence organs
Information about specific individuals being on the staff of Russian Federation foreign intelligence organs, including former staffers of
these organs, constitutes a state secret and can be disseminated only with permission from the leader of the Russian Federation foreign
intelligence organ and, in cases not involving any official necessity, subject to mandatory written consent by the individuals in question...

Article 8 – Protection of information about the Russian Federation foreign intelligence organs
Any person to be given access to information about the Russian Federation foreign intelligence organs undergoes the procedure for
permitting access to information constituting state secrets, unless a different procedure is prescribed by federal laws. This procedure
includes the signing of a written pledge not to disseminate this information. Any breach of the aforementioned pledge results in liability
as prescribed by federal law. Documents from the archives of Russian Federation foreign intelligence organs, which are of historical and
scientific value and are declassified according to the federal law, are transferred for permanent storage at Russia's State Archive Service.
Documents of the Russian Federation foreign intelligence organs which contain information about their staff members, about individuals
who are (have been) rendering confidential assistance to Russian Federation foreign intelligence organs, or about the methods and means
used by these organs are stored in the archives of the Russian Federation foreign intelligence organs.

Russian Federation Federal Law No 5 on Foreign Intelligence, 8 December 199539
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(2) If any person receives any secret official code word, countersign, password, or any photograph, drawing, plan, model, article, note,
document or information knowing, or having reasonable ground to believe, at the time when he receives it, that the code word,
countersign, password, photograph, drawing, plan, model, article, note, document or information is communicated to him in
contravention of this Act, he shall be guilty of an offence unless he proves that the communication to him of the code word,
countersign, password, photograph, drawing, plan, model, article, note, document or information was contrary to his desire.
(3) In any proceedings against a person for an offence under this section, where it is proved that that person is or has been in the
employment or service of any foreign Power or government in breach of any undertaking which he has made with the Government
or any specified organisation, he shall be deemed to be in possession or control of such information or thing as is referred to in
subsection (1) and to have unlawfully communicated that information to a foreign Power or to have used that information or thing in
a manner prejudicial to the safety or interests of Singapore.
[27/2001]

Article 5 – Wrongful communication, etc., of information
(1) If any person having in his possession or control any secret official code word, countersign or password, or any photograph, drawing,
plan, model, article, note, document or information which —
(a) relates to or is used in a prohibited place or anything in such a place;
(b) relates to munitions of war;
(c) has been made or obtained in contravention of this Act;
(d) has been entrusted in confidence to him by any person holding office under the Government; or
(e) he has obtained, or to which he has had access, owing to his position as a person who holds or has held office under the
Government, or as a person who holds, or has held a contract made on behalf of the Government or any specified
organisation, or as a person who is or has been employed under a person who holds or has held such an office or contract,
does any of the following:
(i)
communicates directly or indirectly any such information or thing as aforesaid to any foreign Power other than a
foreign Power to whom he is duly authorised to communicate it, or to any person other than a person to whom he
is authorised to communicate it or to whom it is his duty to communicate it;
(ii)
uses any such information or thing as aforesaid for the benefit of any foreign Power other than a foreign Power
for whose benefit he is authorised to use it, or in any manner prejudicial to the safety or interests of Singapore;
(iii)
retains in his possession or control any such thing as aforesaid when he has no right to retain it, or when it is
contrary to his duty to retain it, or fails to comply with all lawful directions issued by lawful authority with
regard to the return or disposal thereof;
(iv)
fails to take reasonable care of, or so conducts himself as to endanger the safety or secrecy of, any such
information or thing as aforesaid,
that person shall be guilty of an offence.
[27/2001]
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Article 78 – Transgressions
(1) An authorised person violating an obligation specified in Article 38 commits a transgression in the field of the protection of
classified information.
(2) In addition, a person who as an unauthorised person
(a) fails to maintain confidentiality on classified information of which he/she has learnt,
(b) fails to comply with the obligation to give notice of information that has become known to him/her, or the obligation to
surrender a object found containing classified information, (c) breaches the prohibition of photographing, filming or making
other records of buildings, premises or facilities,
(c) uses technical devices at variance with the provisions of this Act,
(d) Performs unauthorised aerial photographing of the territory of the Slovak Republic, commits a transgression in the field of
the protection of classified information.
(3) A fine may be imposed for a transgression

Article 38 – Obligations of authorised persons
An authorised person is obliged to
(a) keep secret on information and objects containing classified information, while they are classified, before unauthorised
persons and foreign powers, including after the lapsing of the authorisation to be acquainted with classified information,
(b) comply with generally binding legal regulations governing the protection of classified information,
(c) notify the head without delay of any unauthorised handling of classified information and any interest of unauthorised persons
in classified information, and to cooperate with the Authority as regards clarifying the causes of the unauthorised handling of
the classified information; authorised persons having special status shall notify the Authority of any unauthorised handling of
classified information and any interest of unauthorised persons in classified information,
(d) notify the head without delay of a change of name and surname, marital status, residence, state nationality and integrity,
(e) notify the head without delay of any fact potentially influencing his/her authorisation to be acquainted with classified
information, and of any fact potentially influencing such authorisation of another authorised person.

Protection of Classified Information, Act of 11 March 200441

Available at: http://www.nbusr.sk/ipublisher/files/nbusr.sk/english/215_2004_eng.pdf.

30. Slovakia

(4) In subsection (3), “undertaking” means any undertaking in writing which a public officer or any other person has made with the
Government or any specified organisation whereby the officer or person undertakes not to serve or be employed by any foreign
Power or government within a specified period after his retirement or resignation from the public service or that specified
organisation or otherwise unless he has obtained the prior approval of the Government or that specified organisation.
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The obligation for the persons referred to in the preceding paragraph to safeguard classified information shall not terminate with the
termination of their function or employment at the agency.

Article 8
Officials and employees of agencies shall be bound to safeguard classified information no matter how such information has come to their
knowledge.

Responsibility for the protection of classified information and the preservation of its confidentiality shall apply to all those to whom such
information has been entrusted or who have become acquainted with the contents thereof.

This Act shall also be binding on suppliers, contractors and service providers (hereinafter: organisations) to whom the classified
information referred to in the first paragraph of this Article is imparted for the purpose of implementing procurement contracts for
agencies.

This Act shall be binding on government agencies, local community agencies, holders of public authorisations and other agencies, and
commercial companies and organisations which, in carrying out their statutory responsibilities, obtain or have at their disposal
information referred to in the preceding paragraph (hereinafter: agencies), as well as on individuals in such agencies.

Article 1
This Act lays down the basic principles of a common system for the determination and safeguarding of and access to classified
information in the sphere of activity of government agencies of the Republic of Slovenia relating to public security, defence, foreign
affairs and the intelligence and security activities of the country, and for the declassification of such information.

Classified Information Act42

Available at: https://www.ip-rs.si/index.php?id=505.

31. Slovenia

(a) pursuant to paragraph 1, of up to SKK 50 000 or the prohibition to conduct activities,
(b) pursuant to paragraph 2(a) and (b), of up to SKK 15 000,
(c) pursuant to paragraph 2(c), (d) and (e), of up to SKK 50 000.
(4) Transgressions in the field of the protection of classified information shall be dealt with by the Authority.
(5) Transgressions and their resolution shall be governed by a specific regulation.
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if he allows a person who has not signed a statement (second paragraph of Article 3, second paragraph of Article 31.a) to access
classified information;
if he transfers authority for the classification of information to a third person (third paragraph of Article 10);
if in determining the level of classification, he does not assess the possible adverse effects of the disclosure of information to an
unauthorised person on the security of the country or on its political or economic interests (Article 11);
if he acts in contravention of Article 12 of this Act;
if he acts in contravention of Article 14 of this Act;
if he changes the level of classification of a document in contravention of Article 16 of this Act;
if he does not give a classified document the prescribed markings (Article 17);
if the declassification of information or document is not specified in accordance with Article 18 of this Act;
if he changes the manner specified for declassification without any justified reason in contravention of Article 18 of this Act;
if he does not notify the National Security Authority of the issue or revocation of a permission to access classified information
(Article 22, second paragraph of Article 26).
if he does not propose intermediate clearance of a person (second and third paragraph of Article 25.b, second paragraph of
Article 25.c);
if he does not render access to classified information temporarily impossible to a person for whom the intermediate clearance
procedure has not been completed yet (fourth paragraph of Article 25c);
if he does not keep the permission and statement In the personnel file (Article 28);
if he does not keep a record of permissions to access classified information (Article 29);
if he allows access to classified information in contravention of the first paragraph of Article 31 of this Act;
if he relieves a person of the obligation to keep information secret in contravention of Article 33;
if he allows the transmission of classified information to an organisation in contravention of Article 35 of this Act;
if he does not notify the National Security Authority of the issue of a permission to an organisation (second paragraph of Article
35);
if he does not propose intermediate clearance of an organisation (first and second paragraph of Article 35.d);
if he allows persons to access classified information in contravention of point 3 of the first paragraph of Article 35.b of this Act;
if he does not designate a person referred to in point 4 of the first paragraph of Article 35.b of this Act;
if he acts in contravention of Article 36 of this Act;
if he acts in contravention of Article 37 of this Act;
if he does not issue an act referred to in Article 38 of this Act;
if he does not provide training of persons in the field of classified information treatment in accordance with the first paragraph of
Article 25, second paragraph of Article 31a and third paragraph of Article 38 of this Act;

Article 44
A legal person or a sole proprietor shall be fined between SIT 1,000,000 and 3,000,000:

Annex 50

if he acts in contravention of the first, second and forth paragraph of Article 39 of this Act;
if he acts in contravention of the second and third paragraph of Article 40 of this Act;
if he does not organise internal control of classified information treatment (Article 41);
if he acts in contravention of the second paragraph of Article 43c of this Act;
if he acts in contravention of the forth paragraph of Article 43d of this Act;

if he acts in contravention of the first and second paragraph of Article 15 of this Act;
if he, in determining the level of classification, exceeds the competencies within the authority for the classification of
information;
if he does not act in accordance with the third paragraph of Article 18 of this Act;
if he refrains from an obligation referred to in the second paragraph of Article 25d of this Act;
if he does not propose at least three months prior to the expiry of the permission’s validity the initiation of a process for issuing a
new permission to a person who will need this permission even after the expiry of the permission’s validity (first paragraph of
Article 26);
if he acts in contravention of the second paragraph of Article 28 of this Act;
if he allows a person access to classified information in contravention of Article 30 of this Act;
if he allows a person access to classified information of a higher level than indicated in the permission or allows the person to
obtain classified information before it is needed and to a larger scope than needed for the exercise of tasks and performance of
functions (second paragraph of Article 31).

•
•
•
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if he acts in contravention of Article 8 of this Act;
if he assigns a classification level to a piece of information or a document without being authorised to do so (Article 10);
if he refrains from an obligation referred to in the first paragraph of Article 25.d of this Act;

Article 45
An individual shall be fined between SIT 100,000 and 200,000:

A fine between SIT 100,000 and 300,000 shall be imposed also on a responsible person of a state authority, an authority of a selfgoverning community, a legal person or a sole proprietor committing a breach referred to in the preceding paragraph.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Article 44a
A legal person or a sole proprietor shall be fined between SIT 500,000 and 1,000,000:

A fine between SIT 200,000 and 500,000 shall be imposed also on a responsible person of a state authority, an authority of a selfgoverning community, a legal person or a sole proprietor committing a breach referred to in the preceding paragraph.

•
•
•
•
•
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(1) Any person who discloses secret information that has been confided to him in his capacity as a member of an authority or as a public
official or which has come to his knowledge in the execution of his official duties is liable to a custodial sentence not exceeding three
years or to a monetary penalty. A breach of official secrecy remains an offence following termination of employment as a member of
an authority or as a public official.
(2) The offender is not liable to any penalty if he has disclosed the secret information with the written consent of his superior authority.

Article 320 – Breach of official secrecy

Article 267 – Diplomatic Treason
(1) Any person who wilfully makes known or makes accessible to a foreign state or its agents or to the general public a secret, the
preservation of which is necessary in the interests of the Confederation, any person who falsifies, destroys, disposes of or steals
documents or evidence relating to legal relations between the confederation or a canton and a foreign state and thus endangers the
interests of the Confederation or the canton, or any person who, as the authorised representative of the Confederation, conducts
negotiations with a foreign government which are intended to be detrimental to the Confederation, is liable to a custodial sentence of
not less than one year.
(2) Any person who wilfully makes known or makes accessible to the general public a secret, the preservation of which is necessary in
the interests of the confederation is liable to a custodial sentence not exceeding five years or to a monetary penalty.
(3) If the person concerned acts through negligence, the penalty is a custodial sentence not exceeding three years or a monetary penalty.

Swiss Criminal Code, 12 December 193743

if he accesses classified information in contravention of the first paragraph of Article 31 of this Act;
if he uses classified information for purposes other than the exercise of certain working tasks or performance of functions
(Article 33);
if he transmits classified information in contravention of Article 34 of this Act;
if he transmits classified information to an organisation that is not in possession of a security permission (PSC) (first paragraph
of Article 35);
if he allows a person to access classified information in contravention of point 3 of the first paragraph of Article 35.b of this Act;
if he does not carry out procedures and measures relating to the treatment of classified information as prescribed in this Act and
the regulations based thereon;
if he does not notify an authorised person of the loss or unauthorised disclosure of classified information or provision of
classified information to an unauthorised person (Article 40).

Available at: http://www.admin.ch/ch/e/rs/3/311.0.en.pdf

32. Switzerland
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Article 29 - Security rules
(1) Activities of SNI shall for all purposes be considered classified and of interest for national security.
(2) All documents relating to matters referred to in article 3 shall be covered by the State Secrecy.
(3) The activity of research, collection, analysis, interpretation, classification and storage of intelligence relating to the competences of
SNI, including the respective results, shall be subject to the duty of secrecy.

Article 21 - Disciplinary offences
(1) Disciplinary offence shall mean the violation, by SNI functionaries or agents, of their respective functional duties, namely:
(a) The commission of an act that is outside of the functions and competences of SNI;
(b) The access to, use, or communication of data or intelligence in violation of rules relating to such activities.
(c) Attempt and negligence are punishable.

National Intelligence Service, Decree Law No 3/200945

Article 200 - Breach of State secrets
(1) Any person who, jeopardizing interests of the Timorese State concerning its foreign security or conduct of its foreign policy, conveys
or renders accessible to an unauthorized person or makes public any fact, document, plan, object, knowledge or any other
information that should, due to said interest, have been maintained in secret, is punishable with 3 to 10 years imprisonment.
(2) Any person who collaborates with a foreign government or group with intent to commit any of the acts referred to in the previous
subarticle or to enlist or aid another person charged with committing the same, is punishable with the same penalty provided for in
the previous subarticle.
(3) If the perpetrator of any of the acts described in the previous subarticles holds any political, public or military office who should
have, due to the nature thereof, refrained said person from committing such an act more than any ordinary citizen, the same is
punishable with 5 to 15 years imprisonment.

Penal Code, Decree Law No 19/200944

Available at: http://www.jornal.gov.tl/lawsTL/RDTL-Law/index-e.htm.
Available at: http://www.jornal.gov.tl/lawsTL/RDTL-Law/index-e.htm.

33. Timor-Leste
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Section 4 – Wrongful communication, etc. of information
(1) Any person who, having in his or her possession or control, any secret official code word, or password, or any sketch, plan, model,
article, note, document or information that relates to or is used in a prohibited place or anything in such a place, or that has been
made or obtained in contravention of this Act, or that has been entrusted in confidence to him or her by any person holding office
under the Government or owing to his or her position as a person who holds or has held office under the Government, or as a person
who holds or has held a contract made on behalf of the Government, or a contract the performance of which in whole or in part is
carried out in a prohibited place, or as a person who is or has been employed under a person who holds or has held such an office or
contract—
1. communicates the code word, password, sketch, plan, model, article, note, document or information to any person, other than a
person to whom he or she is authorised to communicate with, or a person to whom it is in the interests of Uganda his or her duty
to communicate it;
2. uses the information in his or her possession for the benefit of any foreign power or in any other manner;
3. retains the sketch, plan, model, article, note or document in his or her possession or control when he or she has no right to retain
it;
or when it is contrary to his or her duty to retain it or fails to comply with all directions issued by lawful authority with regard to its
return or disposal; or fails to take reasonable care of, or so conducts himself or herself as to endanger the safety of, the sketch, plan,
model, article, note, document, secret official code word or password or information, commits an offence under this Act.
(2) Any person who, having in his or her possession or control any sketch, plan, model, article, note, document or information that
relates to munitions of war, communicates it directly or indirectly, to any foreign power, or in any other manner prejudicial to the
safety or interests of Uganda, commits an offence under this Act.
(3) Any person who receives any secret official code word, or password, or sketch, plan, model, article, note, document or information,
knowing or having reasonable grounds to believe, at the time when he or she receives it, that the code word, password, sketch, plan,
model, article, note, document or information is communicated to him or her in contravention of this Act, commits an offence under
this Act, unless he or she proves that the communication to him or her of the code word, password, sketch, plan, model, article, note,

Official Secrets Act 196446

Available at: http://www.opm.go.ug/resource-center/legislation.html

34. Uganda

Article 30 - Depositions or statements
(1) No member of SNI summoned to depose or to make statements before judicial authorities may disclose facts covered by the State
Secrecy or be subjected to enquiries on the same matters.
(2) Where the judicial authority considers that the refusal to depose or make statements pursuant to the preceding paragraph is
unjustified, it may request confirmation with the Prime Minister.
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Section 1 – Security and Intelligence
(1) A person who is or has been – (a) a member of the security and intelligence services; or (b) a person notified that he is subject to the
provisions of this subsection, is guilty of an offence if without lawful authority he discloses any information, document or other
article relating to security or intelligence which is or has been in his possession by virtue of his position as a member of any of those
services or in the course of his work while the notification is or was in force.
(2) The reference in subsection (1) above to disclosing information relating to security or intelligence includes a reference to making any
statement which purports to be a disclosure of such information or is intended to be taken by those to whom it is addressed as being
such a disclosure
(3) A person who is or has been a Crown servant or government contractor is guilty of an offence if without lawful authority he makes a
damaging disclosure of any information, document or other article relating to security or intelligence which is or has been in his
possession by virtue of his position as such but otherwise than as mentioned in subsection (1) above.
(4) For the purposes of subsection (3) above a disclosure is damaging if – (a) it causes damage to the work of, or of any part of, the
security and intelligence services; or (b) it is of information or a document or other article which is such that its unauthorised
disclosure would be likely to cause damage or which falls within a class or description of information, documents or articles the
unauthorised disclosure of which would be likely to have that effect…

Official Secrets Act 198947

Available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1989/6/contents.

35. United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern
Ireland

document or information was contrary to his or her desire.
(4) Any person who—
1. retains for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of Uganda any official document, whether or not completed or issued
for use, when he or she has no right to retain it, or when it is contrary to his or her duty to retain it, or fails to comply with any
directions issued by any Government department or any person authorised by such department with regard to the return or
disposal of the official document; or
2. allows any other person to have possession of any official document issued for his or her use alone, or communicates any secret
official code word or password so issued, or, without lawful authority or excuse, has in his or her possession any official
document or secret official code word or password issued for the use of some person other than himself or herself, or on
obtaining possession of any official document by finding or otherwise, neglects or fails to restore it to the person or authority by
whom or for whose use it was issued, or to a police officer, commits an offence under this Act.
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Section 793 – Gathering, Transmitting or Losing Defense Information
(a) Whoever, for the purpose of obtaining information respecting the national defense with intent or reason to believe that the
information is to be used to the injury of the United States, or to the advantage of any foreign nation, goes upon, enters, flies
over, or otherwise obtains information concerning any vessel, aircraft, work of defense, navy yard, naval station, submarine
base, fueling station, fort, battery, torpedo station, dockyard, canal, railroad, arsenal, camp, factory, mine, telegraph,
telephone, wireless, or signal station, building, office, research laboratory or station or other place connected with the
national defense owned or constructed, or in progress of construction by the United States or under the control of the United
States, or of any of its officers, departments, or agencies, or within the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States, or any
place in which any vessel, aircraft, arms, munitions, or other materials or instruments for use in time of war are being made,
prepared, repaired, stored, or are the subject of research or development, under any contract or agreement with the United
States, or any department or agency thereof, or with any person on behalf of the United States, or otherwise on behalf of the
United States, or any prohibited place so designated by the President by proclamation in time of war or in case of national
emergency in which anything for the use of the Army, Navy, or Air Force is being prepared or constructed or stored,
information as to which prohibited place the President has determined would be prejudicial to the national defense; or
(b) Whoever, for the purpose aforesaid, and with like intent or reason to believe, copies, takes, makes, or obtains, or attempts to
copy, take, make, or obtain, any sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint, plan, map, model, instrument,
appliance, document, writing, or note of anything connected with the national defense; or
(c) Whoever, for the purpose aforesaid, receives or obtains or agrees or attempts to receive or obtain from any person, or from
any source whatever, any document, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint,
plan, map, model, instrument, appliance, or note, of anything connected with the national defense, knowing or having reason
to believe, at the time he receives or obtains, or agrees or attempts to receive or obtain it, that it has been or will be obtained,
taken, made, or disposed of by any person contrary to the provisions of this chapter; or
(d) Whoever, lawfully having possession of, access to, control over, or being entrusted with any document, writing, code book,
signal book, sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint, plan, map, model, instrument, appliance, or note relating
to the national defense, or information relating to the national defense which information the possessor has reason to believe
could be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of any foreign nation, willfully communicates, delivers,
transmits or causes to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted or attempts to communicate, deliver, transmit or cause to
be communicated, delivered or transmitted the same to any person not entitled to receive it, or willfully retains the same and
fails to deliver it on demand to the officer or employee of the United States entitled to receive it; or
(e) Whoever having unauthorized possession of, access to, or control over any document, writing, code book, signal book,
sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint, plan, map, model, instrument, appliance, or note relating to the

18 USC (Crimes and Criminal Procedure)48

Available at: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2009-title18/html/USCODE-2009-title18.htm.

36. United States of America
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Section 794 – Gathering or Delivering Defense Information to Aid Foreign Government
(a) Whoever, with intent or reason to believe that it is to be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of a
foreign nation, communicates, delivers, or transmits, or attempts to communicate, deliver, or transmit, to any foreign
government, or to any faction or party or military or naval force within a foreign country, whether recognized or
unrecognized by the United States, or to any representative, officer, agent, employee, subject, or citizen thereof, either
directly or indirectly, any document, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint,
plan, map, model, note, instrument, appliance, or information relating to the national defense, shall be punished by death or
by imprisonment for any term of years or for life, except that the sentence of death shall not be imposed unless the jury or, if
there is no jury, the court, further finds that the offense resulted in the identification by a foreign power (as defined in section

(1) Any person convicted of a violation of this section shall forfeit to the United States, irrespective of any provision of State law, any
property constituting, or derived from, any proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly, from any foreign government, or any
faction or party or military or naval force within a foreign country, whether recognized or unrecognized by the United States, as the
result of such violation. For the purposes of this subsection, the term “State” includes a State of the United States, the District of
Columbia, and any commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United States.
(2) The court, in imposing sentence on a defendant for a conviction of a violation of this section, shall order that the defendant forfeit to
the United States all property described in paragraph (1) of this subsection…

national defense, or information relating to the national defense which information the possessor has reason to believe could
be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of any foreign nation, willfully communicates, delivers,
transmits or causes to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted, or attempts to communicate, deliver, transmit or cause to
be communicated, delivered, or transmitted the same to any person not entitled to receive it, or willfully retains the same and
fails to deliver it to the officer or employee of the United States entitled to receive it; or
(f) Whoever, being entrusted with or having lawful possession or control of any document, writing, code book, signal book,
sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint, plan, map, model, instrument, appliance, note, or information, relating
to the national defense,
(i)
through gross negligence permits the same to be removed from its proper place of custody or delivered to anyone
in violation of his trust, or to be lost, stolen, abstracted, or destroyed, or
(ii)
having knowledge that the same has been illegally removed from its proper place of custody or delivered to
anyone in violation of its trust, or lost, or stolen, abstracted, or destroyed, and fails to make prompt report of such
loss, theft, abstraction, or destruction to his superior officer—
Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.
(g) If two or more persons conspire to violate any of the foregoing provisions of this section, and one or more of such persons
do any act to effect the object of the conspiracy, each of the parties to such conspiracy shall be subject to the punishment
provided for the offense which is the object of such conspiracy.
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Section 1030 – Fraud and Related Activity in Connection with Computers
(a) (1) having knowingly accessed a computer without authorization or exceeding authorized access, and by means of such
conduct having obtained information that has been determined by the United States Government pursuant to an Executive
order or statute to require protection against unauthorized disclosure for reasons of national defense or foreign relations, or
any restricted data, as defined in paragraph y. of section 11 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, with reason to believe that
such information so obtained could be used to the injury of the United States, or to the advantage of any foreign nation
willfully communicates, delivers, transmits, or causes to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted, or attempts to
communicate, deliver, transmit or cause to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted the same to any person not entitled to
receive it, or willfully retains the same and fails to deliver it to the officer or employee of the United States entitled to receive

101(a) of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978) of an individual acting as an agent of the United States and
consequently in the death of that individual, or directly concerned nuclear weaponry, military spacecraft or satellites, early
warning systems, or other means of defense or retaliation against large-scale attack; war plans; communications intelligence
or cryptographic information; or any other major weapons system or major element of defense strategy.
(b) Whoever, in time of war, with intent that the same shall be communicated to the enemy, collects, records, publishes, or
communicates, or attempts to elicit any information with respect to the movement, numbers, description, condition, or
disposition of any of the Armed Forces, ships, aircraft, or war materials of the United States, or with respect to the plans or
conduct, or supposed plans or conduct of any naval or military operations, or with respect to any works or measures
undertaken for or connected with, or intended for the fortification or defense of any place, or any other information relating
to the public defense, which might be useful to the enemy, shall be punished by death or by imprisonment for any term of
years or for life.
(c) If two or more persons conspire to violate this section, and one or more of such persons do any act to effect the object of the
conspiracy, each of the parties to such conspiracy shall be subject to the punishment provided for the offense which is the
object of such conspiracy.
(d) (1) Any person convicted of a violation of this section shall forfeit to the United States irrespective of any provision of State
law—
A.
any property constituting, or derived from, any proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly, as the result
of such violation, and
B.
any of the person’s property used, or intended to be used, in any manner or part, to commit, or to facilitate the
commission of, such violation.
For the purposes of this subsection, the term “State” includes a State of the United States, the District of Columbia, and any
commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United States.
(2) The court, in imposing sentence on a defendant for a conviction of a violation of this section, shall order that the
defendant forfeit to the United States all property described in paragraph (1) of this subsection…
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Available at: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/USCODE-2011-title50/USCODE-2011-title50-chap23/content-detail.html.
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(a) Communication of classified information by Government officer or employee
It shall be unlawful for any officer or employee of the United States or of any department or agency thereof, or of any
corporation the stock of which is owned in whole or in major part by the United States or any department or agency thereof,
to communicate in any manner or by any means, to any other person whom such officer or employee knows or has reason to
believe to be an agent or representative of any foreign government, any information of a kind which shall have been
classified by the President (or by the head of any such department, agency, or corporation with the approval of the President)
as affecting the security of the United States, knowing or having reason to know that such information has been so classified,
unless such officer or employee shall have been specifically authorized by the President, or by the head of the department,
agency, or corporation by which this officer or employee is employed, to make such disclosure of such information.
(b) Receipt of, or attempt to receive, by foreign agent or member of Communist organization, classified information
It shall be unlawful for any agent or representative of any foreign government knowingly to obtain or receive, or attempt to
obtain or receive, directly or indirectly, from any officer or employee of the United States or of any department or agency
thereof or of any corporation the stock of which is owned in whole or in major part by the United States or any department or

Section 783 – Offenses

50 USC (War and National Defense)49

(a) Whoever, being an officer, employee, contractor, or consultant of the United States, and, by virtue of his office, employment,
position, or contract, becomes possessed of documents or materials containing classified information of the United States,
knowingly removes such documents or materials without authority and with the intent to retain such documents or materials
at an unauthorized location shall be fined under this title or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.
(b) For purposes of this section, the provision of documents and materials to the Congress shall not constitute an offense under
subsection (a).
(c) In this section, the term “classified information of the United States” means information originated, owned, or possessed by
the United States Government concerning the national defense or foreign relations of the United States that has been
determined pursuant to law or Executive order to require protection against unauthorized disclosure in the interests of
national security

Section 1924 – Unauthorized Removal and Retention of Classified Documents or Material

it…
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Section 3 – Espionage
Any person who, for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of Zimbabwe –
(1) approaches, inspects, passes over or is in the vicinity of or enters any prohibited place; or
(2) makes any model or document which is calculated to be or which might or is intended to be useful, directly or indirectly, to an
enemy; or
(3) obtains, collects, records, publishes or communicates to any person(i)
any secret official code or password; or

Official Secrets Act [Chapter 11:09]50

Available at: http://www.parlzim.gov.zw/attachments/article/97/OFFICIAL_SECRETS_ACT_11_09.pdf.

37. Zimbabwe

agency thereof, any information of a kind which shall have been classified by the President (or by the head of any such
department, agency, or corporation with the approval of the President) as affecting the security of the United States, unless
special authorization for such communication shall first have been obtained from the head of the department, agency, or
corporation having custody of or control over such information.
(c) Penalties for violation
Any person who violates any provision of this section shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not more than
$10,000, or imprisonment for not more than ten years, or by both such fine and such imprisonment, and shall, moreover, be
thereafter ineligible to hold any office, or place of honor, profit, or trust created by the Constitution or laws of the United
States.
…
(e) Forfeiture of property
(1) Any person convicted of a violation of this section shall forfeit to the United States irrespective of any provision of State
law—
A.
any property constituting, or derived from, any proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly, as the result
of such violation; and
B.
any of the person’s property used, or intended to be used, in any manner or part, to commit, or to facilitate the
commission of, such violation.
(2) The court, in imposing sentence on a defendant for a conviction of a violation of this section, shall order that the
defendant forfeit to the United States all property described in paragraph (1)…
(5) As used in this subsection, the term “State” means any State of the United States, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and any territory or possession of the United
States.
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(2) Any person who—
(a) has in his possession or under his control any model, article, document or information which relates to—
(v)
munitions of war or any military matter; or

(1a) For the avoidance of doubt it is declared that subsection (1) shall not apply to the disclosure in accordance with the Access to
Information and Protection of Privacy Act [Chapter 10:27] (Act No. 5 of 2002) of any document or information by a person who, being
the head of a public body as defined in that Act, has lawful access to that document or information.
[Inserted by section 92 of Act 5/2002 with effect from 15th March, 2002.]

Section 4 – Prohibition of communication of certain information
(1) Any person who has in his possession or under his control any secret official code or password or any model, article, document or
information which(a) relates to or is used in a prohibited place or relates to any thing in a prohibited place; or
(b) has been made or obtained in contravention of this Act; or
(c) has been entrusted in confidence to him by a person holding an office in the service of the State; or
(d) he has obtained or to which he has had access owing to his position as
a person who holds or has held office in the service of the State or as a person who holds or has held a contract made on behalf of the
State or a contract the performance of which in whole or in part is carried out in a prohibited place or as a person who is or has been
employed under a person who holds or has held such an office or contract;
and who—
(i)
communicates such code, password, model, article, document or information to any person, other than a person
to whom he is authorized to communicate it or a person to whom it is in the interests of Zimbabwe his duty to
communicate it; or
(ii)
uses such information in any manner or for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of Zimbabwe; or
(iii)
retains such model, article or document in his possession or under his control when he has no right to retain it or
when it is contrary to his duty to retain it, or fails to comply with any directions issued by lawful authority with
regard to the return or disposal thereof; or
(iv)
fails to take proper care of or so conducts himself as to endanger the safety of such model, article, document,
code, password or information; shall be guilty of an offence and liable to a fine not exceeding level fourteen or to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding twenty years or to both such fine and such imprisonment.
[amended by Act 22 of 2001, with effect from the 10th September,2002]

any model, article, document or other information which is calculated to be or which might or is intended to be
useful, directly or indirectly, to an enemy;
shall be guilty of an offence and liable to imprisonment for a period not exceeding twenty-five years.

(ii)
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(3) Any person who receives any secret official code or password or any model, article, document or information, knowing or having
reasonable grounds to believe, at the time when he receives it, that the code, password, model, article, document or information is
communicated to him in contravention of this Act, shall, unless he proves that the communication thereof to him was against his
wish, be guilty of an offence and liable to a fine not exceeding level fourteen dollars or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding
twenty years or to both such fine and such imprisonment.
[amended by Act 22 of 2001, with effect from the 10th September,2002]

the preservation of the security of Zimbabwe or the maintenance of law and order by the Police Force or any
other body or organization appointed or established by the Government for the purpose of assisting in the
preservation of the security of Zimbabwe; and
(b) publishes or communicates such model, article, document or information to any person in any manner or for any purpose
prejudicial to the safety or interests of Zimbabwe; shall be guilty of an offence and liable to a fine not exceeding level
fourteen or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding twenty years or to both such fine and such imprisonment.
[amended by Act 22 of 2001, with effect from the 10th September,2002]

(vi)
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Belgium

Denmark

2.

3.

Exceptions
A communication will not be privileged if made or prepared
in furtherance of a fraud, an offence, an act attracting a
penalty, or a deliberate abuse of a power conferred by an
Australian law.2
The rule of professional secrecy yields when necessity
requires it, or when a value considered superior is in conflict
with it.4 The waiver of privilege must, however, be
compatible with the fundamental principles of Belgian law,
be justified by an overriding purpose, and be strictly
proportionate.5
Lawyers cannot be required to disclose matters which have The court can require that lawyers, other than defence
come to their knowledge through the practise of their attorneys in criminal proceedings, give evidence when it is
profession without the consent of their client.6
considered crucial to the outcome of a case and the nature of
the case and its importance to a party to the case or to
society justify that the evidence be required. In civil cases,
this exception does not extend to information the lawyer has
been provided with in order to conduct the proceedings on

Scope of privilege
Confidential communications between clients and lawyers
made for the dominant purpose of giving and receiving legal
advice, or for use in existing or anticipated litigation are
protected from disclosure by privilege.1
Persons cannot disclose secrets entrusted to them by reason
of their position or profession.3
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This privilege is a right subject to abrogation by statute where a contrary intention exists. Esso Australia Resources Ltd v Commissioner of Taxation (1999) 201 CLR 49;
Evidence Act 1995 (Cth), ss118 and 119 (available at: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2012C00518).
2
Evidence Act 1995 (Cth), s125 (available at: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2012C00518); R v Bell; Ex parte Lees (1980) 146 CLR 141 at 156 (Stephen J); AttorneyGeneral (NT) v Kearney (1985) 158 CLR 500 at 515 (Gibbs CJ).
3
Criminal Code 1867, Article 458 (available at: http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/text.jsp?file_id=262695).
4
Constitutional Court, 23 January 2008, JLMB 2008, B.7.2.
5
Constitutional Court, 23 January 2008, JLMB 2008, B.7.2.
6
Administration of Justice Act (Code of Procedure), s170(1) (available at: https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/r0710.aspx?id=157953).

1

State
Australia

1.

The following table sets out in summary form the legal professional privilege or confidentiality obligations applicable under the municipal laws of the
following States: Australia, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Morocco, New Zealand, Russia, Slovakia, Switzerland,
Timor-Leste, Uganda, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America.

SUMMARY OF NATIONAL LAWS ON LEGAL PROFESSIONAL PRIVILEGE/CONFIDENTIALITY: SCOPE AND EXCEPTIONS

Annex 51: Table: Summary of National Laws on Legal Professional Privilege/
Confidentiality: Scope and Exceptions.
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Germany

5.

Lawyers are under an obligation not to disclose information
learnt in the exercise of their profession.12 The lawyer may
rely upon this obligation to decline to give evidence in civil
or criminal proceedings.13 The disclosure of secret
information without authorisation constitutes a criminal
offence.14

Correspondence exchanged between the client and lawyer
and amongst lawyers, notes of interviews and all items on file
are covered by professional secrecy.8 The disclosure of such
secrets is a criminal offence (except where the law authorises
the disclosure of the secret).9

Scope of privilege

Exceptions
behalf of their client, or to information in respect of which
the lawyer’s advice has been sought.7
Both the Conseil d’Etat and European Court of Human
Rights have upheld regulations abrogating these
confidentiality obligations in order to enable lawyers to
report suspicious transactions (pertaining to money
laundering).10 In so doing, the Conseil d’Etat observed that
the rule of professional confidentiality can be derogated
from when necessary in the interests of public safety or for
the prevention of disorder or crime.11
The obligation, and attendant immunity from testimony,
will not apply where the person entitled to refuse to testify
participated in the criminal offence, or as an accessory after
the fact, in cases of obstruction of justice or handling stolen
goods, or where the objects concerned have been obtained
by means of a criminal offence or have been used or are
intended for use in perpetrating a criminal offence, or where
they emanate from a criminal offence.15

8
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Administration of Justice Act (Code of Procedure), s170(2) (available at: https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/r0710.aspx?id=157953).
Loi no 71-1130, Article 66-5 (available at: http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006068396).
9
Penal Code, Article 226-13 (available at: http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20140107).
10
Conseil d’Etat 10 April 2008 (available at: http://legifrance.com/affichJuriAdmin.do?oldAction=rechJuriAdmin&idTexte=CETATEXT000018624326&fastReqId
=811689189&fastPos=1); Michaud v France, ECHR, 6 December 2012, Request Number 12323/11
11
Conseil d’Etat 10 April 2008.
12
Criminal Code of 13 November 1998, Article 203 (available at : http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/german_criminal_code.pdf).
13
Code of Civil Procedure, ss383 and 385 (available at: http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_zpo/englisch_zpo.html); Code of Criminal Procedure, s53 (available at:
http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/englisch_stpo.html).
14
Criminal Code of 13 November 1998, Article 203 (available at: http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/german_criminal_code.pdf).
15
Code of Criminal Procedure, s97 (available at: http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/englisch_stpo.html).

7

France

4.

State
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Indonesia

Mexico

7.

8.

Attorneys are not permitted, except with the client’s express
consent, to disclose any communication made to them in the
course and for the purpose of their employment, by or on
behalf of their client, or to state the contents or condition of
any document with which they have become acquainted in
the course and for the purpose of their employment, or to
disclose any advice given by them to their client in the course
and for the purpose of such employment.16
Lawyers are under an obligation not to disclose information
learnt in the exercise of their profession, and can rely upon
this obligation to resist compulsory disclosure of that
information.18
Persons who receive confidential information in the course of
their employment are obliged to maintain confidentiality
regarding the subjects entrusted to them by their client.21 The
disclosure of such information without just cause is a
criminal offence.22
The lawyer is only prohibited from making disclosures
where such disclosure is without just cause.23

The obligation pertains unless it is regulated otherwise by
law.19 Context-specific exceptions appear in a number of
other statutes.20

The privilege does not protect from disclosure any such
communication made in furtherance of any illegal purpose.17

18

17
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Evidence Act 1872, s126 (available at: http://daman.nic.in/acts-rules/Police-department/documents/Indian%20Evidence%20Act%201872.pdf).
Evidence Act 1872, s126 (available at: http://daman.nic.in/acts-rules/Police-department/documents/Indian%20Evidence%20Act%201872.pdf).
Advocates Law, No 18 of 2003, Article 19 (available at: http://www.bpkp.go.id/uu/file/2/40.bpkp).
19
Advocate Law, No 18 of 2003, Article 19 (available at: http://www.bpkp.go.id/uu/file/2/40.bpkp).
20
See, for example: Corruption Law, No 31 of 1999, Article 36 (available at: http://riau.kemenag.go.id/file/file/produkhukum/lgkf1360853450.pdf); Anti-Money Laundering
Law, No 8 of 2010 (available at: http://www.bi.go.id/id/perbankan/prinsip-mengenal-nasabah/Documents/UU_RI_Nomor_8_Tahun_2010.PDF)
21
Federal Penal Code, Articles 210-211 (available at: http://www.diputados.gob.mx/LeyesBiblio/pdf/9_030614.pdf).
22
Federal Penal Code, Articles 210-211 (available at: http://www.diputados.gob.mx/LeyesBiblio/pdf/9_030614.pdf).
23
Federal Penal Code, Articles 210-211 (available at: http://www.diputados.gob.mx/LeyesBiblio/pdf/9_030614.pdf).

16

India

6.
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Morocco

The lawyer is permitted to make such disclosures to provide
evidence as to abortions, abuse or neglect perpetrated
against minors or by one spouse against another or against a
woman.26

Privilege will not apply to information compiled or prepared
for a dishonest purpose or to enable or aid anyone to
commit or plan to commit what the person claiming the
privilege knew, or reasonably should have known, to be an
offence.28
Any information relating to the provision of legal services by Weapons used in the commission of a crime or substances
a client to their lawyer is legally privileged.29 The lawyer banned or controlled in accordance with Russian law will
cannot be questioned or required to produce evidence in not be protected by the privilege.31
respect of these matters.30
Lawyers are obliged not to reveal any information learnt in The duty of confidentiality does not apply to any cases of
connection with the practice of law and must treat such lawful disclosure that would prevent a crime.33
information as strictly confidential.32

Lawyers are not permitted to reveal any matter which touches
upon professional secrecy in any case and must not, in
particular, disclose information from their client’s file or
disclose papers, documents or letters relating to a current
investigation.24 The disclosure of such information is a
punishable offence.25
New Zealand law provides for a privilege akin to that
recognised under Australian law.27

25
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Law No 1-93-162, Article 36 (available at: http://adala.justice.gov.ma/AR/Legislation/TextesJuridiques.aspx).
Penal Code, Dahir No. 1-59-413, Article 446 (available at: http://adala.justice.gov.ma/production/legislation/fr/penal/Code%20Penal.htm and
http://www.mmsp.gov.ma/ar/documents.aspx?t=3).
26
Penal Code, Dahir No. 1-59-413, 26 November 1962, Article 446(2) (available at: http://adala.justice.gov.ma/production/legislation/fr/penal/Code%20Penal.htm and
http://www.mmsp.gov.ma/ar/documents.aspx?t=3).
27
Evidence Act 2006, ss53-56 (available at: http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2006/0069/latest/DLM393463.html).
28
Evidence Act 2006, s67 (available at: http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2006/0069/latest/DLM393463.html).
29
Federal Law on Advocatory Activity and Advocacy in the Russian Federation (available at: http://www.akdi.ru/gd/proekt/088160GD.SHTM), Article 8(1).
30
Federal Law on Advocatory Activity and Advocacy in the Russian Federation (available at: http://www.akdi.ru/gd/proekt/088160GD.SHTM), Article 8(2).
31
Federal Law on Advocatory Activity and Advocacy in the Russian Federation (available at: http://www.akdi.ru/gd/proekt/088160GD.SHTM), Article 8(3).
32
Act No 586/2003 Coll on Advocates, Collection of Laws (Zbierka zákonov), Vol. 239 (2003) Section 23(1) (available at:
http://www.ccbe.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/en_slovak_rep_parlia1_1188889665.pdf and
http://www.ccbe.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/SK_transposition_slo21_1202123946.pdf).
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12. Slovakia

11. Russia

10. New Zealand

9.
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Lawyers are permitted to refuse to give a deposition on facts
covered by their professional secrecy obligations.39 The
provisions imposing specific confidentiality requirements for
lawyers are contained in a number of practice-specific laws,
including those pertaining to public defenders and to lawyers
in the civil service.40
Advocates are not permitted to disclose any communication
made to them in the course and for the purpose of their
employment as an advocate by or on behalf of their client, or
to state the contents or condition of any document with which
they have become acquainted in the course and for the
purpose of their professional employment, or to disclose any

14. Timor-Leste

Communications made in furtherance of any illegal purpose
are excepted from protection, as is any fact observed by any
advocate in the course of their employment showing that
any crime or fraud has been committed since the

The obligation (and ability to rely on that obligation to
decline to testify or provide evidence) will not apply where
there is a statutory duty to disclose.37 Cantonal law provides
a number of exceptions, a number of Cantons appearing to
recognise an exception where higher public or private
interests warrant disclosure.38
Courts are able to require that a deposition be given by
breaking professional secrecy where this proves to be
justifiable in the face of the applicable provisions and
principles of the criminal law, particularly in view of the
principle of prevalence of the predominant interest.41
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33
Act No 586/2003 Coll on Advocates, Collection of Laws (Zbierka zákonov), Vol. 239 (2003), Section 23(1) (available at:
http://www.ccbe.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/en_slovak_rep_parlia1_1188889665.pdf and
http://www.ccbe.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/SK_transposition_slo21_1202123946.pdf).
34
Penal Code, Article 321 (available at: http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/19370083/index.html).
35
Federal Law on Civil Procedure, Article 163 (available at: http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/20061121/index.html); Federal Law on Criminal Procedure,
Article 171 (available at: http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/20052319/index.html).
36
Penal Code, Article 321 (available at: http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/19370083/index.html).
37
See, for example, Federal Law on Criminal Procedure, Article 171 (available at: http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/20052319/index.html).
38
See, for example: Caton of Zurich, Anwaltsgesetz of 17 November 2003 (OS Zurich Bd 59 S 144), s34(3) (available at:
http://www2.zhlex.zh.ch/appl/zhlex_r.nsf/0/562DA3E5A0EEF989C12577E10047DF30/$file/215.1_17.11.03_71.pdf; Canton of Geneva, Loi sur la profession d'avocat of 26
April 2002 (RSG E 6 10) , s12 (available at: http://www.geneve.ch/legislation/rsg/f/s/rsg_E6_10.html).
39
Criminal Procedure Code, Article 126(1) (available at: http://www.jornal.gov.tl/lawsTL/RDTL-Law/index-e.htm).
40
See, for example, Public Defender’s Office Statute, Articles 46 and 48; Statute of the Civil Service, Article 5 (both available at: http://www.jornal.gov.tl/lawsTL/RDTLLaw/index-e.htm).
41
Criminal Procedure Code, Article 126(2)-(3) (available at: http://www.jornal.gov.tl/lawsTL/RDTL-Law/index-e.htm).

15. Uganda

Lawyers are under an obligation not to disclose information
learnt in the exercise of their profession.34 Lawyers may rely
upon this obligation to decline to give evidence in civil or
criminal proceedings.35 Disclosure of such information
without consent is a criminal offence.36

13. Switzerland
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A privilege akin to that recognised under Australian law is Privilege cannot be claimed if the communication is made
recognised under the common law.44
or prepared in furtherance of a crime or fraud.45 ‘Fraud’ in
this context has been interpreted broadly, such that
communications will not be privileged where they are
sufficiently iniquitous for public policy to require that the
confidentiality no longer apply.46
A privilege akin to that recognised under Australian law is At the State and Federal level, many jurisdictions recognise
recognised under Federal and State statutory and common an exception to privilege where the communication in
law.47
question was made in furtherance of a future crime or
fraud.48

43

Page 6 of 6

Evidence Act 1909, s125. (available at: http://www.opm.go.ug/resource-center/legislation.html)
Evidence Act 1909, s125. (available at: http://www.opm.go.ug/resource-center/legislation.html)
44
R v Derby Magistrates' Court, ex p B [1996] 1 AC 487; R v Special Commissioner of Income Tax, [2003] 1 AC 563.
45
R v Cox and Railton [1884] 14 QBD 153; R v Derby Magistrates' Court, ex p B [1996] 1 AC 487.
46
Barclays Bank v Eustace [1995] 4 All ER 511, CA.
47
See, for example: Federal Rules of Evidence, Rules 501 and 502 (available at: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CPRT-112HPRT70817/html/CPRT-112HPRT70817.htm);
American Bar Association, Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.6 (available at:
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/model_rules_of_professional_conduct_table_of_contents.
html); Hickman v Taylor, 329 US 495 (1947).
48
See, for example: Federal Rules of Evidence, Rules 501 and US v Zolin (1989) 491 US 554, 562-563 (at the Federal level); American Bar Association, Model Rules of
Professional Conduct, Rule 1.6 (where the criminal conduct or fraud is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the financial interests or property of another and in
furtherance of which the client has used or is using the lawyer’s services).

42

17. United States of
America

16. United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

advice given by them to their client in the course and for the commencement of their employment.43
purpose of that employment.42
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Annex 52: Senator the Hon. George Brandis QC, Attorney-General of Australia,
‘Ministerial Statement: Execution of ASIO Search Warrants’, 4 December
2013.

SENATOR THE HON GEORGE BRANDIS QC
ATTORNEY-GENERAL

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Execution of ASIO Search Warrants
4 December 2013
Yesterday, search warrants were executed at premises in Canberra by officers of the
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) and, in the course of the execution of
those warrants, documents and electronic data was taken into possession. The premises were
those of Mr Bernard Collaery and a former ASIS officer. The names of ASIS officers –
whether serving or past – may not be disclosed.
The warrants were issued by me, at the request of ASIO, on the grounds that the documents
and electronic data in question contained intelligence relating to security matters.
By section 39 of the Intelligence Services Act 2001, it is a criminal offence for a current or
former officer of ASIS to communicate “any information or matter that was prepared by or
on behalf of ASIS in connection with its functions or relates to the performance by ASIS of
its functions”, where the information has come into his possession by reason of his being or
having been an officer of ASIS.
As Honourable Senators are aware, it has been the practice of successive Australian
Governments not to comment on security matters. I intend to observe that convention.
However, in view of the publicity which has surrounded the matter since yesterday, I
consider that it would be appropriate for me to make a short statement about the matter which
does not trespass beyond the convention, and which will also provide an opportunity to
correct some misleading statements that have been made in the Chamber this morning, and
by others.
I listened to the debate in the Senate earlier in the day on Senator Milne’s procedural motion.
I listened, in particular, with great respect to Senator Faulkner’s contribution. I agree with
what Senator Faulkner had to say and – if I may say so – consider it to be an accurate and
judicious statement of the applicable principles. While a national security Minister should
never be compelled by the Parliament to make a statement concerning intelligence matters, it
may, as Senator Faulkner rightly said, be appropriate on particular occasions for him to
prevail upon the courtesy of the Parliament to do so.
Warrants of the kind executed yesterday are issued under section 25 of the Australian
Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979 (the Act). They are only issued by the AttorneyGeneral at the request of the Director-General of ASIO, and only if the Attorney-General is
satisfied as to certain matters. It is important to make that point, since it was asserted by
Senator Ludlam, in apparent ignorance of the Act, that I had “set ASIO onto” these
individuals. The Attorney-General never initiates a search warrant; the request must come
from ASIO itself.
1
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When the Director-General makes such a request, a search warrant may only be issued by the
Attorney-General if the conditions set out in section 25(2) are fulfilled. That provision
requires that the Attorney be satisfied that there are reasonable grounds for believing that
access by ASIO to records or other things on the subject premises will substantially assist the
collection of intelligence in accordance with the Act in respect to a matter that is important in
relation to security. Security is defined by section 4 to mean the protection of the
Commonwealth and its people from espionage, sabotage, politically motivated violence,
attacks on Australia’s defence system, or acts of foreign interference; and the protection of
Australia’s territorial and border integrity from serious threats.
On the basis of the intelligence put before me by ASIO, I was satisfied that the documents
and electronic media identified did satisfy the statutory tests, and therefore I issued the
warrants. Of course, honourable Senators would not expect me to disclose the specific nature
of the security matter concerned.
I am, of course, aware that Australia is currently in dispute with Timor Leste over matters
relating to the Timor Sea. That dispute is the subject of arbitration proceedings in The Hague,
which are due to commence tomorrow. The case is being heard by an Arbitral Tribunal
established under Article 23 of the Timor Sea Treaty. In those proceedings, Timor Leste
makes certain allegations against Australia. The Australian Government is defending the
proceedings and contesting the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. I am aware that Mr Collaery is
one of Timor Leste’s counsel in the proceedings.
Australia, of course, respects the proceedings and respects the Arbitral Tribunal. We will be
represented by the Solicitor-General, Mr Gleeson SC, and by Professor James Crawford AC
SC, who is the Whewell Professor of Public International Law at the University of
Cambridge.
Last night, rather wild and injudicious claims were made by Mr Collaery and,
disappointingly, Father Frank Brennan, that the purpose for which the search warrants were
issued was to somehow impede or subvert the arbitration. Those claims are wrong. The
search warrants were issued, on the advice and at the request of ASIO, to protect Australia’s
national security.
I do not know what particular material was identified from the documents and electronic
media taken into possession in the execution of the warrants. That will be a matter for ASIO
to analyse in coming days. However, given Mr Collaery’s role in the arbitration, and in order
to protect Australia from groundless allegations of the kind to which I have referred, I have
given an instruction to ASIO that the material taken into possession in execution of the
warrants is not under any circumstances to be communicated to those conducting the
proceedings on behalf of Australia.
Might I finally make the observation that, merely because Mr Collaery is a lawyer, that fact
alone does not excuse him from the ordinary law of the land. In particular, no lawyer can
invoke the principles of lawyer-client privilege to excuse participation, whether as principal
or accessory, in offences against the Commonwealth.
I understand that the Opposition was briefed by ASIO on this matter earlier today.
___________
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Annex 53: Letter from Senator the Hon. George Brandis QC, Attorney-General
of Australia, to Mr David Irvine AO, Director-General of Security,
23 December 2013.
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Annex 54: Senator the Hon. George Brandis QC, Attorney-General of Australia,
‘Written Undertaking’, Questions relating to the Seizure and Detention of
Certain Documents and Data (Timor-Leste v Australia), 21 January 2014.
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Annex 55: Letter from the Australian Government Solicitor to DLA Piper,
16 December 2013.
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Annex 56: Letter from the Australian Government Solicitor to DLA Piper,
19 December 2013.

Our ref. 13209380

19 December 2013
Mr Scott McDonald
Partner
DLA Piper
Level 38
201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Email: scott.mcdonald@dlapiper.com

Dear Mr McDonald
Execution of ASIO search warrants
1.

We refer to your letter of 18 December 2013 in which you provided, as a courtesy, a
copy of documents submitted to the International Court of Justice on 17 December
2013.

2.

We are instructed that the President of the International Court of Justice has since
indicated that your client’s request for the indication of provisional measures will be
heard in the period 20-22 January 2014.

3.

Our client is considering its position in relation to the Seized Material in light of the
proceedings in the International Court of Justice and will take no steps in relation to
the Seized Material whilst that consideration is taking place.

4.

If your client proposes to make any claim under domestic law with respect to any of
the Seized Material it should do so in the manner set out in paragraph 8 of our letter
of 16 December 2013, but by no later than 5:30pm on Friday, 20 December 2013.
You should not expect that our client will extend further opportunity to make any
claim.

5.

Please do not hesitate to contact the writer in relation to the matter.
Yours sincerely

Irene Sekler

Senior Executive Lawyer
T 02 6253 7155 F 02 6253 7383
M 0447 130 813
irene.sekler@ags.gov.au

A2711227
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Annex 57: Letter from the Australian Government Solicitor to DLA Piper,
24 December 2013.

Our ref. 13209380

24 December 2013

Mr Scott McDonald
Partner
DLA Piper
Level 38
201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Email: scott.mcdonald@dlapiper.com

Dear Mr McDonald
Execution of ASIO search warrants
No steps to be taken in relation to the material seized from the premises of
Mr Collaery
1.

We refer to the request of the President of the International Court of Justice made
on 18 December 2013 that the Commonwealth refrain from any act which might
cause prejudice to the rights claimed by the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste in
the proceedings it has commenced before the International Court of Justice.

2.

The Commonwealth will take no steps in relation to the material which is the subject
of those proceedings, (namely, the material seized from Mr Collaery’s premises on
3 December 2013) until the International Court of Justice has heard the request for
provisional measures on 20-22 January 2014. Specifically, unless necessary to
comply with the requirements of the International Court of Justice, the material
seized from Mr Collaery’s premises will not be accessed, used or inspected by ASIO
prior to 22 January 2013. ASIO will also ensure that it is not communicated to,
inspected or accessed by any other person prior to that time.

3.

In addition, as we have previously noted, the material seized from Mr Collaery’s
premises has not been and will not be communicated in any way to any person
conducting the Arbitration under the Timor Sea Treaty on behalf of the
Commonwealth. The Attorney-General has given directions to ASIO and an
undertaking to the Arbitral Tribunal to this effect.
Any domestic law claim in relation to the material seized from Mr Collaery’s premises

4.

We refer to your letter dated 21 December 2013. The material seized from
Mr Collaery’s premises was explicitly identified in the property seizure record
provided to his staff for him. He was the appropriate recipient of that record as he,
not the Government of Timor-Leste, was the occupier of the premises. Given his
knowledge of both the property seizure record and his knowledge of contents of the

A2748719
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information held by him, he would be in a position to make informed judgments
about the content of anything seized. The Government of Timor-Leste has therefore
been well placed to obtain from its legal representatives information and advice to
identify any claim it may have. You have not suggested any reason why your client
has been unable to inform itself in this way. In the circumstances, our client rejects
the complaint that it has not provided you with particular information or opportunities.
5.

The Government of Timor-Leste has had ample opportunity to commence domestic
proceedings to make any claims it wishes to make and has not done so despite 20
days having passed since the execution of the warrant on 3 December 2013. If it
does intend to make any claim under domestic law it should do so well prior to 22
January 2014.
Material seized from the premises of the other person

6.

Your client has had ample opportunity to make any claim it wished over material
seized from the premises of the other person on 3 December 2013. Your client was
asked to make any such claim by 5:30pm on 19 December 2013, extended to
5:30pm on 20 December 2013. As no claim has been made, our client will from 28
December 2013 take such steps as it considers appropriate in relation to materials
seized from that person’s premises (as was foreshadowed in our letter of 16
December 2013).

7.

Please do not hesitate to contact the writer in relation to the matter.
Yours sincerely

Irene Sekler

Senior Executive Lawyer
T 02 6253 7155 F 02 6253 7383
M 0447 130 813
irene.sekler@ags.gov.au

Execution of ASIO search warrants
24 December 2013
A2748719
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Annex 58: Government of Timor-Leste, Secretary of State for Vocational Training
Policy and Employment, Seasonal Workers Program 2012-2014, 30 April
2014 (with English translation).
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Annex 59: Australian Government Press Release, Australian Embassy in Dili,
‘“Seasonal Workers” husi Timor-Leste ba Northern Territory’ (‘TimorLeste “Seasonal Workers” depart for the Northern Territory’), 30 April
2014 (with English translation).
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Annex 60: M Wilkinson and P Cronau, ‘Drawing the Line’, Four Corners, Australian
Broadcasting Corporation, 17 March 2014, (transcript).
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Annex 61: Y Katz, ‘Iran hangs two spies for spying for Israel, US’, The Jerusalem
Post, 19 May 2013.
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Annex 62: ‘Italy finds cocaine in Ecuador diplomatic pouch: Quito’, Agence France
Presse, 10 February 2012.
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Annex 63: J Bargent, ‘Ecuador tightens controls on diplomatic mail after cocaine
scandal’, Insight Crime, 14 January 2013.
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Annex 64: R Tagg, ‘Cocaine found in diplomats baggage’, The Sunday Times,
26 October 2003.
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Annex 65: J Witherow, ‘Embassy official jailed for drug smuggling’, The Times,
16 October 1980.
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Annex 66: ‘Gagged man in diplomatic trunk’, The Times, 18 November 1964.
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Annex 67: ‘Italy charges U.A.R Embassy Men’, The Times, 23 November 1964.
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Annex 68: ‘Trunk man remanded in Israel’, The Times, 27 November 1964.
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Annex 69: D Welch, ‘Australian’s passport seized in Jordan’, The Sydney Morning
Herald, 14 November 2011.
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Annex 70: J Preston, ‘Guatemala protests arrest of 3 in Florida over passports’, The
New York Times, 19 January 2010.
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Annex 71: ‘Pak may protest seizure of Shoaib’s passport’, The Indian Express,
5 April 2010.
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Annex 72: Extract from Timor-Leste E-Procurement Portal showing list of contracts
awarded to Bernard Collaery for ‘Consultancy Services’ since 2010.
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Annex 73: Charge Sheet, Manning, Bradley, E.
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